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I
am not a writer as much as a collector or a historian

as much as a teller of stories. These narratives belong

to another age and another sensibility, and I am grateful

to the following people who have saved that history.
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he women who helped settle the Snake

River country knew, probably instinctively,

that in every part of the land it would take

more than homesteads and headgates to achieve the

relevant documentation, most commonly family

memorabilia. Since the first publication of the collection

in 1986, new research has become available and access

to old documents made easier with new technology.

American Dream of happiness and prosperity. Schools, Still, a review of notes and interviews from the original

churches, social groups, a feeling of closeness with

neighbors, and a measure of culture were all vital.

project has offered, once again, access to city history

through the memories and language of the people who

In Idaho Falls, women opened their homes in times of lived it. It is time for the stories to be retold.

celebration and their hands and hearts in times of death This time the narratives are more detailed, names

or despair. They fostered the neighborliness that grew have been added, and additional pictures included,

into a strong sense of community. And all the while, However, the essence of true "second stories"— a

they maintained farms, ran businesses, supported

families, organized and ran effective social action

committees, and were active in Idaho politics.

The narratives in this book were originally compiled

from oral histories, local newspaper accounts, and other

collection of recollections— has been preserved.

Idaho Falls, Idaho

September, 2006
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The forks of the Snake— a clear blue from the

north and an earth green from the south—
converge at the top of the sagebrush plain that

stretches across southern Idaho like a smile. Here, the

Menan Buttes, cones of ash from volcanic explosions,

rise abruptly from the flatness to twist the streams

into one of the most famous rivers in North America.

Before this stretch of heavy water reaches the

Columbia, it will flow southward from the landmark

buttes over deep rhyolites that follow the path of

ancient resurgent calderas and squeeze through wide

fissures in black basalt that spread in broad patches

over the upper plain. As it bends westward in a long

final stretch, it will fall spectacularly over rims of

columnar basalt into deep holes scraped clean by the

floodwaters of ancient Lake Bonneville, leaving, in

the wide river valley behind it, a layer of rich

volcanic soil.
1

Until a few hundred years ago, only the trails of

indigent people marked the Snake River Valley. Then

foreign explorers came, and by mid- 19th Century, new

roads crisscrossed the land. Some conducted immigrant

wagon trains farther west to fertile farmland while

others carried miners and freighters north to gold

mines. Ferries and bridges finally defied the Snake

River that had barricaded the south of Idaho from the

north with its westerly flow.

Land-hungry settlers discovered southeastern

Idaho's green promise when they cut into the volcanic

soil that sustained the sagebrush. Now, instead of

passing through, they stopped, and in the valley's

upper regions, permanent settlements and homesteads

were becoming a familiar part of the landscape. 2

To set policy for orderly settlement and recover

some of the costs of acquisition, the United States

government sold land in its new territories. In

Homestead cabin built by Lars and Laura Lund Hanson in 1889. Constructed of logs cut farther north andfloated down

the river to Black Rock Canyon, it is one of the only remaining structures of its kind. At the corner of Crowley Road and

1st Street, the cabin once stood in tall sagebrush four miles from any neighbors. Information courtesy of Gordon and

Karen Moir. Karen is a granddaughter of Lars and Laura Hanson.



southeastern Idaho, the Homestead Aet of 1862

allowed heads of families and individuals over

twenty-one to elaim 160 acres. To file a claim for

land, settlers went to the nearest United States Land

Office where they paid a fee and expected the land

office to verify that no previous claims existed on the

acres they had chosen. Once established on new land,

settlers had to build a residence, make improvements,

and live for a specified number of years, usually five.

Called "proving up," this process would have to be

attested to by neighbors or friends before the

government would issue a deed to the settlers for the

homesteaded acres.
3

Since the arid river valley land would depend on

the Snake River and its tributaries to support any

agriculture, eager settlers looked first for land near

natural streams where water could be easily diverted.

The early homesteaders took full responsibility for

their own irrigation, but the task proved to be

colossal. Once independent, farmers now had to form

companies and work together to dig the canals and

ditches that brought water to their land; only later did

government step in to develop the policies and

programs for permanent, long-term irrigation

management.4

With little money to buy anything but seed and farm

equipment, new settlers lived in primitive houses.

Many times just one-room cabins made of logs hauled

from as far away as a hundred miles or put together

from uprooted trees and driftwood that collected in the

bends of the river. Built by hand and ax, these cabins

with their puncheon floors were roofed with poles

placed side by side, boxed around their edges, and then

covered with a few inches of dirt. Chinks were filled

with strips of wood or daubed with mud. 5 These first

homes were certainly a far cry from the superb

masonry and intricate carpentry of those that decorated

the land a few decades later.

Women who had stored their past in steamer trunks

moved into these primitive shelters, and by necessity,

fused with the land. With bare hands and strong

constitutions, they worked hard, quickly adding years

to their lives. Enduring cold winters, long droughts,

and epidemics that threatened their children, they either

ignored or accepted privation, believing that what they

were building was better than what they had known.

Just as surely as the network of new canals brought

life-giving water from the Snake River to the land, the

tenacity of these women, during good and bad times,

strengthened the permanent social communities around

them. One of those early homesteaders was Hannah

Everett Frew.6

Hyrum David and Hannah Everett Frew in the buggy.

Photo courtesy ofBarbara Frew Koster.
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Hannah's beginnings were familiar to many of

Idaho's early pioneers. Her father, John

Everett, seeing more promise in the West than

in the depression-ridden Midwest of the late 1850's,

brought his family to Salt Lake Valley from Nauvoo,

Illinois. Next to the youngest of his eight children,

Hannah was born in Ogden, Utah in 1864.

Nineteen years later, 1883, Hannah left the settled

community where she had been raised. Rather than

stay and marry an older man to whom she had been

promised, she headed north to Idaho beside Hyrum
David Frew, a boy from a neighboring farm. With little

more than hope and an old horse, the newlyweds

sought refuge where they stood the best chance for a

new life on land of their own.

Settling first near Franklin just north of the Utah

border, Hyrum worked in a sawmill located safely in a

canyon. But by 1886, he was ready to move north again.

This time he hitched up four horses, crowded his wife

and three young children into a new wagon that carried

some farm implements he had purchased with his

earnings and headed toward the bustling town of Eagle

Rock, where just seven years earlier, 1879, the Utah and

Northern Railroad had converted a four-building frontier

settlement into the beginnings of a real town.

About six miles north of Eagle Rock in an area

called Jarnigan after one of its first settlers, the Frews

reached their new home. The endless expanse of huge,

intractable sagebrush she saw all around her swallowed

any relief Hannah might have felt at having her long

dusty ride finally end. Yet, she and Hyrum had

promised each other they would not be like the

homesteaders before them who had given up on this

claim. Having just purchased their relinquishment,

probably at the U. S. Land Office in Eagle Rock,

Hannah and Hyrum believed that the hard dirt beneath

their feet could be turned into rich farming soil if only

they could reach it.

Hannah, five foot two and determined, worked along

side the six-foot Hyrum and willingly shared the

backbreaking labor required to clear the land. Their

granddaughter described the work: With one horse to

each end, they hitched a team to a length of iron

railroad track and dragged it lengthwise across the

ground, snagging the shrubs and pulling up the roots.

Stacked into piles as wide and tall as their wagon, the

brush would be dried and burned to keep them warm
and cook their food.

During those first years, the homestead demanded

their very souls as acre by acre it was cleared. Though

Hyrum and Hannah could not avoid the back break of

clearing the land, they did have the good fortune to

arrive in Jarnigan about the same time as the water in

the new canals.

Among the first to divert irrigation water from the

river, Robert and J.C. Anderson, partners with Taylor

in the wooden bridge across the Snake River, dug their

canal in 1879 and 1880. The Anderson Canal drew its

stream from the South Fork, dammed off a few miles

upriver from Heise. This canal watered lands north of

Eagle Rock under the name of Snake River Water

Company.7

By 1884, another venture, the Eagle Rock and

Willow Creek Canal Company, had taken water from

the South Fork two miles below the Anderson Dam
and put it into Willow Creek, a natural stream with its

own tributaries. More man-made interconnections

further veined the natural flows into a hybrid network

of canals and ditches that distributed irrigation water to

the northeast and east sides of Eagle Rock. In the

winter of 1887, Eagle Rock and Willow Creek Canal

Company purchased the water rights of Snake River

Water Company and combined the systems. 8
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Eagle Rock and Willow Creek Canal Company Headgate.

Photo credited to Carter, Kate B. and Clara B. Steele, eds.,

Pioneer Irrigation: Upper Snake River Valley (Missoula:

Mountain Press Publishing Company, 1989), 71.
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While the first canal companies ably diverted water

from the river to the land, they were hard pressed to

maintain the channels and over 450 headgates that were

needed to direct the streams for irrigation. It came down

to a matter of insufficient time and money to do the job.

From the beginning, each water user was to

contribute to the canal company. Because early

homesteaders had little money, more often than not,

they "paid" their share of the initial construction with

their labor. This exchange put a real hardship on

homesteaders working their own claims while meeting

the demands of the canal company. Coming to their

aid, legislation created irrigation districts that enabled

the canal companies to issue bonds, raise money, and

hire workers to maintain the headgates and construct

new canals and dams while supervising the distribution

of water.

With this kind of support, the canal companies

reorganized into The Farmer's Progress Canal and was

operated by Progressive Irrigation District. Hyrum

Frew, would become a leader in the development and

operation of Progressive Irrigation District and be its

third superintendent and water master for 29 years.
9

For Jarnigan homesteaders, bringing water to the

land had been their first priority, but in its turn,

Hannah's one-room log cabin near Willow Creek was

finally completed. A rock fireplace warmed the room,

and its hearth held her blackened, cast-iron cooking

pots. Grasses, hay, or new straw covered the floor and

helped subdue the bitter cold of winter while providing

a barrier against the dirt. This cabin was not, however,

totally devoid of luxuries; its one window held a pane

of real glass that had been hauled by rail from Salt

Lake City.

The original cabin, weatherworn and decrepit, stood

on the Frew property for many years. It sheltered cows

and the occasional piece of farm equipment before it

eventually collapsed and was hauled away. It now

exists only in stories.

While the Frews and their neighbors were sinking

their own roots deeper into the land, they were

reminded that their new life was bringing another one

to an end. Treaty makers had largely ignored the fact

that the Indians of the Upper Snake River Valley had a

life of their own that included harvesting wild fruits

and vegetables and hunting and fishing over the entire

area. On Willow Creek, early settlers witnessed the last

of that nomadic life when the end of the 1878 Bannock

War put the Indians permanently on a reservation at

Fort Hall.

Beaver Dick Leigh, local trapper and guide who also

lived with an Indian wife, was himself the remnant of a

disappearing lifestyle when he noted in his diary on

September 12, 1878 that Bannock warriors had been

chased "into the rough country lying between Big

Camas and Snake River." From this "rough" land that

had always been important to the lives of the Bannock

people, warriors were reported to have attacked white

outposts.
10 Near the same time, early settler's watched

"a war dance at the first big bend in Willow Creek." 11

More reports came from Willow Creek ranchers Mrs.

Robert Smith who apprehensively "watched long lines

of Indians winding over the hills toward Swan Valley,"

and Mrs. Oliver Fisher who described "a long train of

Indian families, perhaps one hundred lodges," that had

been rounded up by soldiers and were being returned

to Fort Hall.
12

It was a scant eight years after the Bannock War

when the Frews would be among those settlers moving

onto the traditional grounds of the displaced Indians

who now must obtain a permit before leaving the

reservation to hunt and harvest. 13

According to a Frew family story, on a particular

afternoon, a single Indian appeared at Hannah's door,

and through hand motions indicated, to her great

relief, that he only wanted some of her freshly baked

cookies. Another day when the odor of Hannah's

cookies again drifted along the creek, the Indian

hunter returned, this time with several of his band in

tow. Terrified, she recalled the hunter's first visit and

offered the Indians the cookies she was baking. They

accepted her offer, devoured the entire batch, and

calmly resumed their journey.

In retelling the story, Hannah may have allayed the

fears of children with the power of Grandma's cookies.

Nevertheless, nearly thirty years afterward, her

grandchildren accepted her story without question, and

with their imaginations fueled by her tale, scoured the

creek banks searching for arrowheads left by those

wandering Indians.

If fear of hostile Indians were not enough, southern

Idaho was also populated with its share of outlaws,

rustlers, and roving bands of cowboys. With little

regard for life and property not their own, these no-

goods had been a constant threat to settlers living up

and down the valley for many years. Bonneville
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County historian, Barzilla Clark, described road agents

hiding out in the Menan Buttes who, in the 1860's, had

stalked Hickman and Rickard's ferry only a few miles

downstream. These hold-up men preyed on the

travelers who crossed the river on their way to and

from the gold fields of central Idaho and Montana. 14

Emely Bybee and her husband David who

homesteaded in the Taylor area south of Eagle Rock

knew that threat first hand and spoke of an incident

familiar to valley homesteaders. Often times, Emely

recalled, strange men would stop at the farm for water.

After quenching their thirst and watering their horses,

the men would tip the barrels over and waste what was

left. Unannounced, they would walk into her house

and demand that she fix them something to eat. Emely

would throw a blanket over her children to muffle

their small noises while she waited for the intruders to

leave her house. 15 The presence of these scavengers on

the frontier caused homesteaders to keep a fearful eye

on every trail of dust and on every horse and rider

until both were either identified or gone.

The Frew's homestead was semi self-sufficient.

Hannah grew vegetables, raised chickens and pigs,

and kept a milk cow. To complete her larder each fall,

she would load her boys in the wagon and venture on

a ten mile round trip from Jarnigan to Iona. In

addition to restocking her supplies, the sojourns into

Iona also afforded Hannah an opportunity to get the

latest news and to meet with her neighbors.

The original Iona Mercantile Company was a two-

room structure built and owned by John F. Shelley

who also lived in one of the rooms. In addition to

stocking canned goods and bulk items, the store also

served as the post office. Mail would be picked up in

Eagle Rock and dispensed to area residents.
16

Once upon returning from such a trip, Hannah

pulled the wagon loaded with kids and dry goods into

her yard. They were aware of a wild commotion and

noticed the door to their cabin was ajar. The family

jumped from the wagon and rushed inside to

investigate. A creature, mottled with white, leprous

splotches, was terrorized by their approach and made

its escape through the lone window, exploding the

precious glass into the yard.

Serving area pioneers, the new Iona Post Office is on one

end of the town 's main street and the new Iona Mercantile

Company's store is on the other. Photo courtesy ofMuseum

of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.

It is unlikely that the barnyard sow had watched

Hannah leave for the store, but being more curious

than any dog, had taken full advantage of her absence

and entered the cabin through the door that had been

left unlatched. Once inside, the beast had overturned

barrels that held Hannah's remaining store of flour

and honey and had strewn the mixture throughout the

house. In later years, Hannah laughed about this

incident. Her granddaughter always maintained that it

was the pig's visit and subsequent housecleaning that

had prompted her grandmother to begin lobbying for

a new house with several glass windows and secure

door latches.

Yet, it must have been more than that. Most

women, especially women on a rough frontier, were

used to cleaning up big messes. It is easier to imagine

this short, "cute little lady" putting her foot down

pretty hard after she realized that a pig had penetrated

her defenses against outlaws, Indians, and inclement

weather. She needed a fortress; she wanted stone.

Sadly, no manner of comfort or shelter could have

eliminated the dreaded diphtheria that periodically

swept across the valley, ran its course, and left many

fresh graves in its wake. At the end of the 19th

Century, the homesteaders had little protection against

the disease, and few doctors were available. 17
In the

meantime, citizens were vulnerable to items that

appeared in the local newspaper.
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During these epidemics, the horror of the disease

was as much a daily event as it was a crisis. In one

devastating swipe, diphtheria took five children from a

Jarnigan family. Hannah helped the grief-stricken

mother prepare her children for burial. In turn, Hannah

would have to rely on the strength of others when

diphtheria demanded that she, too, bath and dress her

three-year-old son, Glenn, for his burial.

As if the words came from Hannah herself, Barbara

Frew Koster described her grandmother's life in those

difficult, early settlement days. With modesty in the

gentle tilt of her graying head and grace in the honesty

of her soft voice and easy laughter, she shared intimate

details, directly and without hesitation. She spoke of

the hard times and the good times as if they had been

one and the same thing, and all acceptable parts of a

life well lived. Barbara represented, as surely as her

grandmother, a sense of well being that comes from a

practical approach to each day. Some women are just

like that.

After the hard years, Hannah's dream of a new home

came true. The house, the fortress she had demanded,

was constructed of sandstone quarried from the Iona

foothills. Each perch, a twenty-seven cubic foot

measurement of stone, was cut and shaped into blocks

by master stonemason Ludwig Oswald who had been

born in Germany then came to Idaho in 1889.
19 Frew

chose John Dill, a prominent area builder, to do the

carpentry work. When finished, the house consisted of

four rooms, two up and two down, and the sandstone

walls were twenty-two inches thick. Intricately

designed wooden soffits graced the outside roof peaks,

and a stone bearing the completion date 1897 (the

same year Oswald completed work on the new Iona

Mercantile) was inlaid on the front. The entire house

cost $450.00. 20

More than just the space she needed to care for her

growing family of four children, Hannah's new home

was symbolic of the extended community she was

proud of, as it quickly became a meeting place for

picnics, dances, and songfests. On summer evenings, a

piano and fiddle would send streamers of song out past

the Frew's front porch and lawn to drift among the

willows lining the creek bottom. Babies would sleep

on the beds upstairs, young couples would spoon under

the stars in the clear Idaho night, and all would share a

sense of belonging.

Hope was high for more good times would come.

Had they not already proven that hope and hard work

were intertwined like the wet and dry channels of the

river on which they depended. Was it not hope and

hard work that had held back failure until the

sagebrush homestead could became a farm.

Hannah 's granddaughter, Barbara Frew Koster shared

family history and stories during an interview with Cheryl

Cox and Lexie French on August 7, 1985.

— 6



Hyrum Frew had shunned religion as a young man,

preferring to remain uncommitted and skeptical. In his

later years, however, while being treated in the Sacred

Heart Hospital in Idaho Falls, he confessed to one of

the nursing sisters that some type of afterlife might be

possible. "Maybe this isn't the end, because Doc Tom
(his term of endearment for his wife) was just too good

for this world."

Her grandchildren say it was Hannah's goodness that

caused Hyrum to re-examine his religious beliefs. But

whether or not goodness alone fully credited the

practical intelligence and instinct to protect that she

possessed in amounts sufficient to urge her off a wagon Hannah seemed slight against Hyrum's height, but her

into the middle of a sagebrush desert, or acknowledged

how she cared for her family in a primitive cabin, or

described how she had faced frustration,

disappointment, and death that had been part of her life

in Idaho, only Hyrum would have known, and he

determined that goodness was the best word after all.

Following Hyrum's death on May 15, 1946,
21

Hannah bequeathed their gracious home in Jarnigan,

now called St. Leon, to her son, H. C. "Bud" Frew and

his wife Marie Anna and moved to a smaller house in

Idaho Falls.
22 We know that she missed her farm home

where she had been able to stand on the porch on

summer evenings, smell fresh-cut alfalfa, listen to the

rustle of willows on the creek bank, and watch the

sunset color the Lost River Range a deep magenta. One

evening a few years before her death on the day after

Christmas 1950, Hannah's granddaughter found her

sitting in a darkened living room listening to

Gunsmoke on the radio.

"Why, Grandma," she asked, What ever are you

doing? Do you really like Matt Dillon and all those

stories of the Old West?"

"It's a wonderful program," Hannah replied. "It

reminds me of this valley when we first came."

perseverance proved otherwise. The stone house replaced

her cabin on the creek. Ludwig Oswald did the stonework

and John Dill the carpentry work. Photo courtesy of

Barbara Frew Koster.

The Frew house in 1985. Completed in the same year

as the new Iona Mercantile store, both structures are

dated 1897.
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At the close of the Civil War, Robert Anderson

and his brother, J.C., looked westward to

rebuild their lives. Matt Taylor, who had

married their sister, LeGrande, wanted them to leave

Kentucky and consider a small settlement on Idaho's

Snake River. Taylor, an enterprising ex-bullwhacker,

"one of hundreds [who had] freight[ed] supplies from

the Utah settlements to the gold fields"
1 planned to

build a wooden bridge over the Snake River between

the lava rock walls of Black Rock Canyon and a

shorter span across the dry channel just to the east.

Familiar with the dangers of the treacherous water,

Taylor waited for winter when ice could support

construction on his bridge.

Before the cold weather set in, according to local

historian Barzilla Clark, Taylor dragged heavy logs and

downed trees from the accumulation of driftwood in

the bend of the river near its approach to the canyon

and built a stage station. He included a blacksmith

shop, a barn that could be used as sleeping quarters for

drivers and travelers, a log building for quartering the

workers that also doubled as an informal eating house,

and a trading post and store that did every sort of

business. 2

Then using timber cut and hauled on freight wagons

by horse and mule from as far as 100 miles to the

north, the bridge was put together with hand-made

^jsdJL^^t^c^G^e^

derricks braced against props set on the ice. Men who
had no experience building a bridge, yet were

exquisitely skilled with broad-axes, hewed the lumber

for the stringers and frame and smoothed the floor

plates that crossed the 83-foot span. 3

By the middle of March 1865, the cold winter that

had enabled construction started to let go, but "the

work on the bridge and its approaches had progressed

to such a stage" that Taylor announced it would be

"ready for use during high water," probably in May.

Confident in his schedule, Taylor advertised the

bridge's opening in the Salt Lake City papers.
4

As fortune and Matt Taylor would have it, bridge

completion roughly coincided with the arrival of the

Union Pacific in Utah. The railroad would greatly

increase traffic northward toward the gold that was

now coming from Central Idaho as well as Montana

and would ensure that some of it ended up in the

pockets of Taylor and his partners.

The bridge was chained and padlocked at night, but

in the morning before daylight, the bullwhackers

camped above and below the bridge had already made

campfires, eaten breakfast, and "swung their oxen

under the yokes and were waiting in a line a mile long

to cross the bridge as early as possible." Their next

stop, Eagle Rock station going north or Cedar Point

going south, had to be made before nightfall.
5

Taylor's wooden bridge spans the 83-foot distance between the lava rock walls of Black Rock Canyon, 1865.

Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.
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By 1879, the railroad had completed an iron bridge across

the river downstream of Taylor 's Bridge and the log

buildings that served the crossing, on the right between the

bridges. The Utah and Northern maintenance shops are

visible center right. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville County Historical Society.

Jo G. Martin, Arco attorney and historian whose

parents had worked at the crossing, described a typical

procession at Taylor's Bridge.

For the toll bridge there was no end of

patronage. All manner of traveler; the broken

miner on foot, making his way to Virginia City or

Alder Gulch; the lone horseman with his rifle in

its sling and a frying pan tied on his saddle,

returning to the Mormon settlements at Franklin;

the brave and jingling stage coach with dandified

driver, carrying the mail and with passengers still

wearing eastern clothes and the air of the outside

world; herds of long-horned cattle from the

Columbia river basin trailing east into Wyoming;

slow and dusty bull trains with their groaning

wagons and oxen with brass knobs on their horns;

all came to the bridge, paid the toll and passed

over. From both directions they came, a colorful

and picturesque pageant.6

At first the Anderson brothers just bought an interest

in the toll bridge and operated a trading post, post office,

and bank from one of the log buildings that had been

constructed nearby. But as the Utah and Northern's

narrow gauge track crept closer to Taylor's Crossing,

they realized their existing resources would be

inadequate. By 1879, the population at the river

settlement now called Eagle Rock had been dramatically

increased by incoming railroad workers, some with

families, and the various stores and shops needed to

support them. Soon a town began to take shape, and by

1883, the newspaper reported Eagle Rock's population

at 550 with 186 children of school age.
7

The Anderson Brothers knew they must diversify

and invested in cattle as well as the vital irrigation

industry that was developing in the Snake River Valley.

The Anderson Brothers Store and Bank would grow

with the town. The bank would become one of

southeastern Idaho's most stable financial institutions.

A young woman who had arrived in Eagle Rock

around 1889 was hired to work in the store but found

her true calling in the bank. As a banker, Minnie

Gibson Hitt
8 became one of the areas best-known

citizens.

"Anderson Bros. Store in the 70's, " is a sketch by Arco

attorney and historian, Jo G. Martin, whose parents had

worked at the store. A newspaper clipping with the sketch

is pasted into an undated scrapbook in the Museum of

Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.
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Minnie Gibson Hitt. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville County Historical Society.

In
the early decades of the 20th Century, financial

decisions were made amidst the symbols of such

masculine prerogatives as cigar smoke, gold watch

chains, and crackling leather. In Idaho Falls, however,

banking wore a different face, for one of this town's

leading financial managers did not fit the male

stereotype. This town boasted a true rarity— a banker

named Minnie Gibson Hitt who entered the work field

in 1890 and never left it until she retired in 1946, a

well known, respected, and powerful member of the

community. Shrewdly, she could size up a person after

a conversation, and her ability to evaluate a risk not

only made her an institution in the Snake River Valley

but a very wealthy woman.

The dark-eyed and petite Minnie Gibson came from

Monmouth, Iowa. A velvet-covered autograph book,

popular among schoolgirls of the time, survives from

her days in Monmouth. The small volume currently

held by the Museum of Idaho: Bonneville County

Historical Society is laden with the flowery phrases

and epigrams of the late 19th Century. But amidst the

doggerel schoolgirl verse, chums and teachers alike

recorded one message: Minnie possessed a keen

mind, clear perceptions, and an incredible way
with words.

In the fall of 1889, when she was 17 years old,

Minnie, her widowed mother, Mary, and her younger

sister, Lulu, arrived in the wind-swept frontier town of

Eagle Rock, joining several members of her mother's

family who had already settled here. Minnie's uncle,

Charles W. Ramsey, was instrumental in organizing the

First Presbyterian Church of Idaho Falls, and her cousin,

Idabel Heard, who married local attorney, H. K. Linger.9

Minnie started working for J. C. Anderson in the

general store, most likely the store that had been built

around 1880. According to The Blackfoot Register, it

was "well stocked with goods, and has been doing a

good business there for a number of years."
10

When the store's operation had been part of the

trading post at Taylor's Crossing, Anderson had also

offered a bank and post office.
11 In those early days,

the owners lacked an iron safe and "hid the surplus

gold dust, gold certificates, and greenbacks from the

receipts of the store and bridge, along with money [that

had been] deposited for safekeeping" in a keg of

Anderson Brothers Store c. 1881. Photo courtesy of

Museum of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.
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The new Anderson Brothers Store c. 1890. People in front

are unidentified, but it is easy to image that one of them

could be Minnie Gibson who had recently started working

for J. C. Anderson. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville Countx Historical Society.

nails.
12 Although 25 years would pass before Minnie

Gibson started working at the Anderson's store, local

story tellers still like to perch her atop that innocent-

looking barrel and have her dispense dry goods, collect

money, exchange gossip and as Eagle Rock's unofficial

postmistress, distribute letters and parcels.

With her native talents augmented only by a primary

school education, Minnie took to banking easily, some

say naturally. Guided by Anderson who had been

instrumental not only in the economic development of

the community but in its culture and education as well,

Minnie Gibson acquired critical financial skills and a

disciplined work ethic.

In 1887, two years before her arrival in Idaho, the

relocation of the Utah and Northern maintenance shops

to Pocatello had forced Eagle Rock to redirect its future

in order to survive. As a result, Minnie Gibson's

apprenticeship at the bank coincided with a genuine

opportunity to learn the business while the town was

searching through hard times for an economic base to

replace the railroad. In this transitional environment, a

banker especially was in a position to recognize who

could or could not be relied upon. This experience no

doubt honed her business acumen and developed the

famous talent she possessed for recognizing a good risk.

Yet, she had to acquire her skills a day at a time, and

for the clerks and tellers in the Anderson Brothers

Bank, the work could be physically demanding. They

stood on uncovered wooden floors for long hours while

they made entries and balanced their accounts by hand.

The building was heated with wood and coal, and each

bank employee took a turn filling the stove or

sweeping the floor and doing whatever housework was

necessary to keep the business clean and professional.

Years later as a manager herself— by 1907 she and

her associates would be running the bank 13— Minnie

would require the same diligence and discipline of the

clerks and tellers that she would hire. Though they

could be wearied by her demands, none of the women
who worked for Minnie ever said she was anything but

fair and honest, a credit to her talent as well as that of

her mentors.

Gradually, the network of canals along the Snake

River expanded, and more acres were plowed and

farmed. Livestock, alfalfa, wheat, and potatoes

replaced the railroad economy and Eagle Rock was

once again on sound footings. This burgeoning new

Spud Alley was east ofShoup Avenue and behind the

buildings on the south side of Broadway. Produce hauled

in by wagon could easily be stored or transported to the

railroad depot. Photo Courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville County Historical Society.
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industry offered personal opportunities, and Miss

Gibson invested her own money early, wisely, and well

in various agricultural and commercial enterprises.

Once, early in her career, Minnie's business affairs

collided with an affair of the heart. This occurred when

she met the handsome, debonair, and fast-talking Frank

Hitt. An accountant by trade, Frank Hitt had arrived in

the area in 1888 from Blackburn, Missouri and joined

his brother, G. Russell Hitt.
14

For a time, he worked for an outfitter and guide in

the area's new attraction, Yellowstone National Park,

but saw in the growing farm community opportunities

for turning his talents into profit. He had dreams with

schemes to match. The Idaho Register, November

1 899, reported Frank Hitt was storing potatoes in the

cellar of one of the town's businessmen. "He has

nearly two carloads in there now. It is believed that

they will bring at "$1.50 to $1.00 in the spring."
15
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Frank Hitt. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville County Historical Society.

Frank Hitt's primary enterprise, however, was a

cattle-feeding operation he owned four miles north of

Idaho Falls in St. Leon, formerly known as Jarnigan.

Frank never actually lived on the ranch; he said there

were too many skunks out there. Instead, he hired

Japanese laborers and a couple of 17-year-olds from

neighboring farms to do the ranch work for him.

What Frank did was purchase straw and hay from

local farmers, some for as little as three dollars a ton,

then buy an appropriate number of cattle to eat it.

Finally, he shipped his fattened animals to Omaha,

Kansas City, and other Midwest towns, while

contracting his young employees to accompany his

investment. The excursions gave Hyrum and Hannah

Frew's son, Hugh C. "Bud" Frew, and his friend,

George Haroldsen, much to brag about while jingling a

few dollars in their pockets.

Tall and fair-haired, Frank Hitt radiated dash and

style. With his buggy harnessed to a pair of matched

bay horses, he paraded the dusty streets. Though called

a "dandy," Frank Hitt was still hard to resist. A pretty

and vivacious woman like Minnie, whose love of fun

had already been noticed, was certainly squired about

town. Who wouldn't have liked to escort Miss Gibson

dressed in her "Josephine gown of cream surah silk,

[with] full puff sleeves of lavender pink" to the

Terpsichorean Club's grand ball and waltz the evening

away to the music of Alma Marker's orchestra.
16

A promise of marriage was soon made, and rumors

circulated that a large sum of money changed hands—

Minnie's close friends always said it was her money

that financed Frank's cattle feeding operation in St.

Leon. Now, Minnie found herself committed to Frank

with both her heart and her bankbook.

Frank most likely knew that Minnie was the best

thing that ever happened to him, but old ways do not

change quickly, and Frank could not resist the allure of

a lady. In July 1901, The Idaho Register reported that

Frank Hitt had gone to Blackfoot to witness a marriage

and had just been introduced to a young woman named

Mrs. Hilton, the wife of a Utah and Northern

brakeman. Coming out of the courthouse after the

ceremony, Mrs. Hilton is said to have "remarked about

the pretty team Hitt was driving and said that she

would like to ride behind it." That was enough for

Frank who promptly invited her and her lady

companion to take a ride "out to McKeever's place, a

short distance away." Declining the invitation. Mrs.
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Hilton's companion watched her friend climb into the

buggy behind the matched team and next to Frank Hitt.

Returning from their ride, Mrs. Hilton alighted from

the buggy in front of the place where she was staying.

With Frank still seated, the lady's husband, who had

been hiding nearby, "[came] up and without a word

commenced shooting."

It is possible that Mr. Hilton actually mistook Frank

Hitt for someone else, because "as soon as Frank spoke

to Hilton he stopped shooting." Unfortunately, not soon

enough to stop the four bullets he had already fired,

"each taking effect/' Frank Hitt took one bullet in the

right lung and three in his right arm.

Word of the shooting quickly traveled to Idaho Falls,

and news reached Minnie at the bank that Frank Hitt

had been shot and was not expected to live. She acted

instantaneously. Armed with expert legal advice and in

the company of her cousin, J. F. Ramsey, and Dr.

Pendleton she headed south to Blackfoot "on the

midnight train" and returned to Idaho Falls with

Frank. 17 On July 12, 1901, the day after the infamous

encounter with the brakeman, Frank and Minnie were

married. She was 30 years old and he was 33.

Five days later. The Idaho Register printed an

encouraging report. All three bullets had passed

through Frank's right arm, and "although it may affect

his arm for a long time, there will be no necessity of

amputation as no bones were broken. One bullet is still

in his right lung and no attempt will be made at present

to extract it. If he gets along all right during the next

two days, he may be considered out of danger, and his

speedy recovery looked for."
18

Local speculation allowed that Minnie had quickly

married Frank to protect her investment, but for

whatever reason, this tumultuous beginning proved

successful. Minnie and Frank built a home in Idaho

Falls at a location Frank had selected while on one of

his buggy rides through town. Across the City Canal

(now Boulevard) and east to Crow's Addition, the

sidewalks ended and wind blew dirt through sagebrush.

But not along Ridge Avenue, the "Street of the

Aristocrats." Here, on the east side of Ridge at the

corner with Ash Street, Frank and Minnie Hitt built the

most expensive of 80 houses constructed in 1903. A
turreted brick mansion two and a half stories high, the

Hitt residence had four bedrooms, a large living room,

and a dining room. 19

With his marriage to Minnie only thirteen years old,

Frank Hitt died in that house May 14, 1914. At the

early age of forty-six, his death came "after an illness

covering a long period." A prominent member of the

community, Frank was eulogized as "warmhearted and

generous," and "thoroughly liked by all with whom he

came in contact." According to close friends, if you

had been among the many newcomers to Eagle Rock

after 1890, "Frank Hitt could easily have been the first

person to shake your hand."20

Through her activities with the bank, it was Minnie

who truly impacted the community. She carried the

title of cashier but performed the work of manager.

Those who did business with her and those who

worked for her knew that her influence exceeded the

bounds suggested by her title, partly the result of her

position on the bank's Board of Directors.

In the world of farmers and merchants, collateral

and escrows, her shrewdness extended beyond a

balance sheet. Acquired when a person's promise and

handshake held its own value, she summed up her

philosophy by saying, "A moral risk is better than a

secured one." Her friends agreed: "Minnie knew

quality when she saw it." And indeed, Minnie put the

Anderson Brothers' money where her mouth was by

"making loans on her own without collateral" when

other bankers refused to do so, or on occasion, making

a personal loan.
21

Frank and Minnie Hitt's home, built in 1903, is now

Harbor House.
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Long-time area farmer Oliver Haroldsen

remembered a time before World War I when he was a

young man on his family's farm in St. Leon. "We were

nearly kicked off," he said, "and Minnie told Mother to

stay and hang on until the kids grew up and could take

over." Down and out and with farm prices low and

credit almost nonexistent, Haroldsen explained that

they were only able to stay and keep their farm

because Minnie Hitt lent them money. 22

Johnnie Monson, proprietor of the New Manhattan

Cafe on Park Avenue, remembered that in 1922 Minnie

alone of the city's bankers was willing to make him an

unsecured loan. "Johnnie," she exclaimed, "I know

you're an up and coming young fellow. Of course

you'll pay it back." He did, and for over thirty years,

Idaho Falls was able to enjoy the "good old American

food" that Johnnie proudly served at his cafe.
23

Certainly, there were those occasions when collateral

was listed against a loan, and you could bet your

bottom dollar— and many farmers were doing just that

when they put up their farm machinery, livestock, or

crops against a loan— that the lady banker would be

out to check. Many a valley farm wife parted her

kitchen curtains early in the morning to find a plainly

dressed woman striding through the farmyard

appraising grain threshers, hay mowers, or counting

cattle and sheep while noting the acres of plowed or

fallow fields. It was also a sure thing that the woman
could name the face at the window, along with any

kids that might be hanging to its skirts or waiting at the

table for oatmeal.

Coming early and staying late without benefit of

overtime, it was part of Minnie Hitt's professional

demeanor to know the personal as well as the financial

statistics of her clients. "If a customer entered the bank

that she didn't know, she would ask me first,"

explained Vera Pfost Hart,
24 Minnie Hitt's secretary

who had been hired in 1928 right out from under Utah

Power and Light when Minnie brazenly took an

application into their shop, introduced herself, and

asked Vera to fill it out.

If Vera by chance did not know the person, Minnie

would question others until she obtained the needed

information. Then, running her fingers through her

short-clipped, bottle-black hair until it stood out

straight from her head, she was ready to do business.

Well-known and respected in the community for her

generosity with those whom she knew showed

enterprise and integrity— often loaning her own money

to fathers for their missionary sons: Minnie said she

sent more boys on missions than anyone else— she

could be brutally honest with those who refused to

meet her exacting standards. Several borrowers who

had failed to heed her advice concerning their business

transactions were refused loans when they petitioned a

second time. Nor was Minnie above giving her opinion

about her customers' personal lives. One Idaho Falls

woman recalled being in the bank when Minnie walked

over to her, put an arm around her shoulders, and

remarked pointedly, "You married a real man, but I

don't like that kid your sister married!" "And," the

lady chuckled, "Minnie was right."
25

In 1927, the Anderson Brothers Bank purchased the

Idaho Falls National Bank that was then located on the

southeast corner of Shoup Avenue and A Street. They

sold their building at 317 Broadway to Frank M.

Bybee, a grocery merchant doing business next door.

With plans to enlarge the Idaho Falls National Bank

building, both institutions would be housed in the same

location. The merger combined assets that were "in

excess of three and one-half million dollars," and did

business as Anderson Bros. Bank.

Officers and directors of the reorganized institution

were: M.S. Eccles, president; E. G. Bennett, vice

president; Victor Austin, vice president; M. W.

Johnson, vice president; M. M. Hitt, cashier; James E.

Steele, chairman of board; G. G. Wright, director; J. P.

Blair, director; C. M. Cline, director; Christian

Anderson, director; G. B. Willsey, assistant cashier.
26

Although part of the First Security System since

1927, the name was not changed until 1928, when it

became First Security Bank of Idaho. In 1941, when

the bank became part of a national system, the name

was changed to First Security Bank of Idaho, National

Association. 27 Through all the changes, Minnie

remained a constant with her positions on the board of

directors as well as an officer of the bank, but the

consolidation with a national system changed local

banking practices. She retained her title, but lost some

of her influence. Her personal prerogative concerning

loans was greatly curtailed.

Over the years, Minnie's once petite figure had

expanded, and as the ladies in the bank recalled, "She

looked like an icebox."28 Her physical stature
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notwithstanding. Minnie still enjoyed shopping for fine

clothes, shoes, and cosmetics. Needing a model and

choosing one that not only looked like her younger self

but was handy as well, Minnie scooped up her

secretary and headed for the town's finest stores.

Mrs. Hart remembered the luxurious furs and latest

fashions in the Fair Store, "the most beautiful store in

the valley." where she turned in front of a mirror in a

coat or dress that was far beyond her secretary's

budget. Next, they might be off to try on shoes at the

Berry and Ball, or to the Frock and Bonnet because

"you just weren't dressed if you didn't have a gorgeous

hat." When facials became the rage, Minnie would

send anyone of the eight ladies from the bank "to be

worked on" and then buy the products for herself.

These special shopping days always included lunch,

and Minnie liked to stroll to downtown cafes where

she could stay in touch with the city's other business

people while she ate. One of her favorite places was

the Duchess Fountain Lunch on Park Avenue. After a

meal she would hand her chamois skin moneybag to

the young waitress and instruct her, "Just take out what

you need."

Living now with her sister, Lulu Taylor Terrill, in the

beautiful home on Ridge Avenue that Minnie

maintained as she and Frank had known it until times

required modern plumbing and electricity, Minnie often

invited people from the bank to an elegantly prepared

lunch served by her maid. 29 During a tour of the house

on such an occasion, Mrs. Hart saw hanging in

Minnie's wardrobe many of the expensive dresses and

fur coats she had modeled in the downtown stores.

Stacked against the wall were countless shoe boxes

containing high-heeled pumps in rainbow colors. On
the dressing table were the colored rouges that Minnie

loved to apply in bright round circles on each cheek.

There also were the perfumes that for a final touch

Minnie sprayed on heavily, sometimes mixing two or

three different scents, that caused Elizabeth Orr to

remark, "You could smell her all over the bank."

But for all the effort of acquiring it, Minnie had

scorned this finery in public, except perhaps for the

cosmetics. For the bank she chose plain, professional

skirts and blouses and walked to work in oxfords that

she resoled. Yet, to rediscover that elegant attire in her

home was to discover a side of Minnie Hitt that her

secretary had never considered.

It was not her daytime outings and those afternoons

spent watching untold reels of Fredrick March or

Jeanette McDonald— she never missed a picture

change at the Colonial, Rio. or the Rex Theaters— that

suggested such exquisite dress: it was her evenings.

Acquaintances and workers remembered that "Minnie

loved to dance and all the men danced with Minnie."30

While the fun times were a delightful diversion,

Minnie Hitt preferred a different game. She often

waited for the front doors to close behind the dancers

and the back doors to open for the gamblers. Welcome

in any of the town's backrooms, she could, as local

stories go, be dealt into a poker game and invited to sit

at a table with doctors, attorneys, or any number of

other professionals— even, on occasion, some of the

city fathers. Perhaps they shared a drink of alcohol that

was difficult but not impossible to get in the dry 1920's

and 30's. A little effort and a lot of skullduggery would

produce a bottle or two from any one of the local stills

or a bootlegger from Canada, maybe. 31

Then into town one day came a doctor. Raymond

Burger was the physician in charge of health services

at the Civilian Conservation Corps camp at nearby

Swan Valley. The story goes that he ventured down to

Idaho Falls and inquired of the city's leading physician

who was the richest widow in town. Hastily, he was

informed that the town's richest widow was already

spoken for, but the second richest widow, the banker

Minnie Hitt, was available. Dr. Burger courted Minnie,

and in 1941, they were married. She was sixty-nine

years old, had been a widow for twenty-seven of them,

and Dr. Burger was almost thirty years her junior. If

her money again was at stake, as the tongues in town

all wagged, she gave it freely. She paid for the doctor

to study eye surgery at Columbia University.

The Burgers' ambiguous and often misunderstood

lifestyle violated the community's sense of propriety

and gave rise to rumors and half-truths. Close friends

maintained that this union, like her marriage to Frank,

was a compatible partnership. Minnie understood her

husband's alternative ways, and he in turn treated her

with kindness and respect, once nursing her through a

severe illness.

Unable to establish a practice in Idaho Falls, Dr.

Burger moved to southern California. Minnie remained

at the bank, but each year at Christmas, friends drove

her to Salt Lake City where her husband met her.

Together they would continue on to California by train.
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Minnie would return to Idaho Falls in March, just in

time for the taxes.

In 1946, at the age of seventy-four, Minnie Hitt

retired from the bank and moved to Santa Monica,

California. Idabel Linger reported to the Presbyterian

minister in Idaho Falls that she had visited her cousin

Minnie who "seemed quite happy." There, in 1959

Minnie Gibson Hitt Burger died at the age of eighty-six.

Barbara Frew Koster, whose father had worked for

Frank Hitt years before, took charge of Minnie's

personal items after her death. Sorting through the

collection, she discovered an aged bundle of letters. All

from Frank; all postmarked Yellowstone Park and

written before they were married. Sad that she had

discovered her friend's tender secret, Barbara quietly

burned each one. She explained, "Frank may have been

a ne'er do well, but he sure had a way with the ladies."

Today, the Hitt mansion on Ridge Avenue shelters a

community service that provides interim care for

children awaiting placement in foster homes. It is a

monument to the hard work and determination of

Minnie Gibson Hitt who rose to a position of

prominence in the community that she had served so

well. Throughout her colorful, sometimes sad but never

dull career, she held fast to her belief in the ability of

the citizens of southeastern Idaho to use their resources

and talents to build prosperous farms and businesses.

Harbor House, 1985.
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June 1882, when Baptist Missionary Rebecca

Mitchell stepped off the train with her daughter,

Bessie, Eagle Rock was a railroad town, busy,

boisterous and raw. "It was," she said, "a row of

company houses, built by railroad employees, with

shanties here and there." She noticed "a few business

houses and the ever-present saloon plying its trade."
1

Mostly men, the town's population was there to work

on the Utah and Northern's bridge and in the shops that

maintained the company's rolling stock.

Through the next five years, Mitchell watched Eagle

Rock continue to grow. Then came the unthinkable. On
July 9, 1887, residents learned that the railroad would

move its maintenance shops from Eagle Rock to

Pocatello, a terminus on the Oregon Short Line to

Boise. A few weeks later, C. E. Arney, teacher and

newspaperman, reported that he "was awakened by the

loud-sounding blasts of gunpowder. Ed Winn, Louie

Elg, Sam Genoways, Harry Wright, Dick Chamberlain,

and a score of others were celebrating the beginning of

the dismantling of the old Eagle Rock Shops."2 What

the railroad could disassemble, it loaded up, and the

town's population dwindled to near nothing. Ultimately,

it would be irrigated agriculture, "the kiss of nature"

that Rebecca Mitchell had described in the area

surrounding the town that would bring it back to life.

Not altogether an original or local idea, the dramatic

effort to "boom" Eagle Rock, Idaho, and the West in

general actually started with the arrival of the railroads,

built momentum with irrigation development, and was,

coincidentally, on the verge of its greatest effort when

the Utah and Northern pulled out of Eagle Rock. With

an increasing number of acres coming under irrigation,

Idaho was enthusiastically promoted in pamphlets and

flyers distributed throughout the East as "a good home
and a profitable field for investment." In Eagle Rock,

community leaders joined in with their own promotion

sheet, "The Resources of Idaho," to attract new settlers

and businesses. 3

Illustrations by Mary Hallock Foote, late 19th

Century and early 20th Century artist and writer,

appeared on many promotional materials. No stranger

Idaho Falls beneath a dreary sky c. 1890. Looking north toward the intersection ofBroadway and Park Avenue. Many
buildings will be destroyed in the 1904 fire between Park and Capital Avenues. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville County Historical Society.
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A reinvigorated Broadway busy with the activities of a new agricultural economy, c. 1903. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of

Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.

to the irrigated landscape of Idaho, her engineer

husband, Arthur DeWint Foote, had designed the New
York Canal near Boise. From her famous "Stone House

in the Canyon" near the project, she wrote several

novels and short stories on bringing water to the Idaho

desert. Contrary to the romantic views in her

illustrations, however, her writings often contained

darker images of conflict, struggle, failure, and greed.
4

But life in Eagle Rock did not imitate her art, and

promoters continued to entice settlers with free land

that could be taken up under the "Homestead, Pre-

emptions, Timber Culture, or Desert Lands" acts and

easily irrigated. The Porter Ditch on the west side of

the Snake River was ready to supply new settlers with

water "for cash or ten year's time," to some of the

"choicest farming land in the Snake River Valley [that

was also] adjoining timber suitable for fire wood and

posts for fencing."5

In 1890, as part of the campaign to promote the

town, 1 ,300 people adopted the name of Idaho Falls,

and by 1902, it looked vibrant and healthy once again.

Broadway, a reinvigorated thoroughfare north of the

railroad tracks, had replaced Eagle Rock Street.

Though still a wide dirt lane traveled by horse and

wagon, it served as the town's new business center.

Going west, Broadway trailed off past a new flourmill

and across a larger Snake River bridge. Instead of just

disappearing into the sagebrush on the other side,

Broadway reached out to large farms that were

replacing the native shrubs. Likewise, through town

and eastward, board sidewalks shaded with canvas

awnings hung from false front buildings crossed the

railroad tracks into neighborhoods being planted with

hardwood trees from the Midwest.

Among Midwesterners who had listened to the Idaho

enthusiasts was Adelia Bridget Duggan Scott. With her

husband she operated a successful real estate and

insurance business in Idaho Falls. Recognizing that

business was only part of creating a desirable place to

live, Adelia Scott's contributions to improving the

cultural and political environment of her new town

made her exceptional among Idahoans.
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On Sunday afternoons in the 1910's, a motorized

procession made its way through the oft-times

dusty streets. Always aware of being watched,

Adelia and Addison Scott maintained stately

demeanors, smartly dressed in their long dusters as

they drove their new automobile through the streets.

Working hard for their community as Idaho Falls made

the transition from railroad town to state and national

agricultural power, the Scotts had earned a prominent

place in this conspicuous parade.

Adelia Bridget Duggan's father, James Dennis

Duggan, immigrated to America from County

Limerick, Ireland with two of his brothers— famine

immigrants. First to the northeast and then finally

settling in the upper Midwest, the brothers found ready

work with the railroads willing to hire Irish Catholics. 6

Adelia was born in Aurora, Illinois August 2, 1858.

By then, her father had worked his way to railroad

station agent and planned to resettle his growing family

in Creston, Iowa where he would begin to buy property

and become involved in local politics— city treasurer

and later a councilman.

Soon after the move to Creston, Adelia's mother

died, and her father was remarried within three years.

When James Duggan died suddenly at the age of forty-

six, he left the second Mrs. Duggan one month

pregnant with her fourth child plus the responsibility

for three children from his first marriage as well.

With the help of relatives and money from the

property James had purchased throughout the town,

Adelia's stepmother was able to keep her family in the

house that had been provided for her. Described by the

Duggan family biographer as a "real Victorian painted

lady," the house proved amenable when James' widow

eventually had to take in boarders to make financial

ends meet.7

Though still a girl in Creston public schools when her

father died, Adelia was, by 17, working hard in the

family home that now accommodated as many as eleven

boarders. However, her circumstances started to show

promise "on 13 May 1883 when she married Addison

Vincent Scott" in St. Malachi's Catholic Church, and

gave birth to Charlotte on February 11,1 884. But, a

little over a year later, "Lottie died at their home in

Creston, and Adelia never gave birth to another child."
8

Appropriately attiredfor one of the towns motorized

processions are (left to right) Marie Anna Frew,

unidentified, Barbara Niederkorn, Adelia B. Scott, and

Addison V. Scott. Photo courtesy of Barbara Frew Koster.

A professional loss would soon follow. The Great

Burlington Railroad Strike of 1888 that had already

pitted family members against one another also caused

financial unrest in Creston. The uncertainty resulted in

a run on the bank where Adelia and Addison Scott both

served as officers. The bank failed, but the Scotts paid

every depositor their money due leaving them

penniless. With no prospects in Iowa, they headed west

and ended up in Eagle Rock in 18909
just a few short

years after the Utah and Northern maintenance shops

had deserted the town for Pocatello. Fortunately, it was

also in the midst of a rise in the agricultural economy.

At first, A.V. Scott represented many non-resident

property owners, collected rents, and sold land.
10 But

before these modest beginnings could be converted

into the thriving business in real estate, insurance, and

resource development for which he is best known, A.

V Scott would experience yet another setback. One of

his first major efforts in Eagle Rock, a hotel located in

the south part of town on Chamberlain Avenue, burned

down within a year of its 1892 construction.
11

The potential for fire that was inherent in the

wooden structures of the town's businesses plus

uninsured losses, no doubt, motivated A. V. to make

some changes. When he rebuilt in 1900, he used stone.

The two-story Scott Building that stood on the

northwest corner of Broadway and Shoup Avenue also

housed Bowen Curley's American National Bank. Its

substantial brick construction was not only the new
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The Scott Building on the northeast corner ofBroadway

and Shoup Avenue. A. V. Scott's office is above Marker's

Music and adjacent Bowen Curley 's bank. Photo courtesy

ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.

look of business along Broadway but would stand

strong against another fire, and others were inevitable.

In September 1904, a devastating blaze gutted an

entire city block near Park Avenue, part of the newly

defined business district that had developed north of

Broadway. Although the cause of this $200,000 blaze

was never officially determined, 12 one effect

nonetheless, was to mitigate possibilities for another.

Most business owners rebuilt mostly of stone or brick,

a lesson that A. V. Scott had learned a decade earlier.

Adelia, who preferred to be called Mrs. Scott, had

always taken an active part in her husband's enterprises.

Fred Keefer, as a very young boy, remembered seeing

her through the window of their business establishment.

He recalled, "She was very pretty." According to others,

she was much more. She was a woman of determination

and strong character. Those who knew her well came to

anticipate the no-nonsense and business-like approach

she assumed. She dressed her tall frame in fashionable

long dresses with high collars. Her gray hair neatly

coiffed was often covered with large-veiled and

feathered hats. For photographs, she assumed a rigid,

Victorian posture and appeared taller than most women.

The overall effect suggested pride and aloofness. Yet, it

was a demeanor that served her well in the position that

gives her special acclaim in Idaho.

Early Eagle Rock was a frontier town. The saloons,

catering to a mostly male population, "formed a liberal

share of the principal business houses." 13 Able to

provide more than a place to drink, they often served

food and offered occasions for companionship. 14

However, this companionship displayed unexpected

exuberance, and town meetings and community

improvement groups heard the public complain loudly

when the alcoholic revelry got out of hand. "There are

no restrictions on liquor selling and gambling," they

cried. "We cannot claim an orderly town. The reckless

firing of firearms at all hours of the night should be

stopped," they demanded. 15

Mrs. Scott explained in a 1933 interview for The

Idaho Falls Times that, at the time, the law was a matter

of convenience. If it became convenient to break the law.

it was broken. If it was convenient to punish, that was

done, or if it happened to be inconvenient, or the person

charged had some influence or was of some prominence,

the law and the punishment were forgotten.
16

The new look of Broadway is brick and native stone. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville County

Historical Society.
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Among the potential architects of Eagle Rock's

brand of convenient justice were Ed F. Winn and

DeForest C. (Uncle Dick) Chamberlain. Both men

originally came to Eagle Rock with the Utah and

Northern's bridge construction crews, stayed to work

in the maintenance shops, then both opened saloons of

their own. While Winn retained the Union Pacific

Billiard Hall and Saloon on Capital Avenue only a few

years, Chamberlain was eventually able to turn his

Burgess House on Eagle Rock Street into a respectable

business that he operated until his death in 1909. 17

Endowed with a "physically powerful build," Uncle

Dick quickly earned the reputation as "a man not to be

trifled with, as some found out to their cost." Believing

him to be more than just a ruffian, Chamberlain's

supporters ascribed a higher purpose to his behavior.

[He was] a more powerful factorfor the

restoration and maintenance of law and order in

those days than the constituted authorities, as

those were the times requiring more judgment

than official capacity, and a man or two here and

there never made any difference if the city s

tranquility was to be observed. 18

Ed Winn, on the other hand, was a legitimate law

enforcement officer. In 1881, he was appointed Deputy

Sheriff of Oneida County and served as William

Harrison Homer's Chief Deputy in Eagle Rock. In

1889, he was appointed to a term as Deputy U. S.

Marshall. Some say this appointment came with the

support of Fred T. Dubois, another Deputy U. S.

Marshall who would become an Idaho Senator.
19

As saloonkeepers, both Winn and Chamberlain

would have been well acquainted with Adelia Scott,

her friend Rebecca Mitchell, and other members of the

Women's Christian Temperance Union who had been

trying desperately to close down the town's saloons.

Meetings of the Equal Suffrage Club, another special

cause of Scott and Mitchell's were often held in the

Scott home on Cliff Street and would soon lend their

own special weight to the confrontation.

By the late 1890's, not only Eagle Rock's influential

women, but some men as well, had decided that if the

town "was ever to amount to anything steps had to be

taken to bring some law and order." Furthermore, they

probably were beginning to question the efficacy of

electing men to judicial offices.

Malefactors brought before [the

"convenience" judges] were generally apologized

to and theirforgiveness askedfor having

disturbed them through the form of arrest and

hearing. Explanations were usually made over a

bar with officers of the court acting as hosts.
20

The solution: run Adelia B. Scott for Justice of the

Peace. Two years prior, in 1896, Idaho had granted

women the right to vote. While Idaho Falls citizens

generally believed it was a good idea, they didn't really

expect women to get out and do it. But get out they did.

The Bingham County Commissioner's Minutes, where

election results were recorded, declared that Adelia B.

Scott and William E. Wheeler, editor of The Idaho

Register, had been elected Justices of the Peace for

Idaho Falls in 1898. Mrs. Scott's tenure was the first for

any woman in Idaho, and only the second in the United

States. Wyoming Territory having granted women
suffrage in 1869 claimed that honor. One source

actually stated that Mrs. Scott "did not solicit her office.

She was elected and then informed of the fact."
21

Unable to beat her at the polls, local critics

attempted to discredit her. "Many predicted her failure;

others threatened to 'run her out of town'." With male

egos involved, locals were concerned over their image

"of a real 'he-man' western town" if they had a woman
for justice. Even attorneys would ask for changes of

venue or attempt to embarrass her by extensively

quoting the law in her presence. 22

To her credit and the benefit of the town, Mrs. Scott

held her ground. She had studied the statutes and was

articulate in the language of the law. Idaho Falls

policemen "used to amuse themselves by telling the

miscreants that the 'judge' was a tough number" only

to watch the amazed defendants confess "fully and

contritely" to the sympathetic female authority that

they faced. At the end of her term, Mayor A. T. Shane

had been so impressed by her ability and manner that

he appointed her to serve as police magistrate.
23

Mrs. Scott strongly believed that "women are as

familiar with the laws of the state and the nation and

probably more anxious to see the laws obeyed than

men." From that, it can be imagined that she would

have been proud that the measure introduced in the

state house of representatives in 1933 that had

"permitted women to serve on Idaho juries" (the reason

for her interview with the local paper) had been

introduced by two women members of that body.
24
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Breaking new ground tor women in polities was not

a one-time effort, court records also show that Adelia

Scott had been elected and served two years as

Bingham Count) treasurer. She served this term

alongside her friend. Barbara Niederkorn. who, with

Andrew Burkman. had been elected Justices of the

Peace for New Sweden.25

In 1903. after the untimely death of Kate Baker

Curley. Mrs. Scott became president of the Village

Improvement Society and the organization's

beautification projects were continued under her

guidance. The civic projects on behalf of her town

reflected the activities of a woman in step with the rest

of the state.

At the turn of the 20th Century, Idaho towns like

Boise and Idaho Falls were in positions to consider the

acquisition of land for the public's use. Women's

organizations enthusiastically led the movement to

designate such land for city parks, but it could often be

difficult to convince people of the benefits of common
space.

26 Area farmers had worked hard to clear

sagebrush and divert water, and unlike their farms,

public parks would yield no harvest. Even so, these

civic-minded women persevered, and under the

leadership of Adelia Scott, the VIS acquired from the

Anderson brothers a piece of real estate referred to as

The Island that was located by the east bank of the

Snake River near the railroad bridge.
27

Guests at Niederkorn 's Pleasant View Farm. Front row

left; John Niederkorn, A. V. Scott. Front row second from

right; Adelia B. Scott. Back row right; Barbara Niederkorn

who with Andrew Burkman (possibly one of the

unidentified men) served as Justices of the Peace for New

Sweden. Photo courtesy of Barbara Frew Koster.

In 1897, a year before Scott had been elected Justice

of the Peace, a house on The Island, infamous for its

trade and secure in its place for the same reason, had

been the scene of a murder. As the story goes, Sid

Larkin, a faro dealer, killed his girl friend. Josie Hill.

who was living in the house. The two were said to

have fallen in love only minutes after meeting and had

pledged their undying devotion to each other. Actually.

Sid and Josie had an "on-again off-again tempestuous

relationship" since the two first met in a Salt Lake City

jail where Josie was being held for her suspected part

in a Utah killing. According to statements Sid made

prior to his execution, it was after Josie's mother had

persuaded her to return to "her former ways of life"

that he started a "downward course in drink which he

followed, until crazed with the stuff, shot and killed

her at Idaho Falls."
28

Cleaning up the infamous island would clean up the

town's image, and then perhaps the memory of the

violent murder would begin to fade. When the VIS

took possession, however. The island was mostly bare

lava rock. It would take several hundred loads of dirt to

eventually produce a park for the city. At a later time.

Sportsman's Park would be established on the same

location. By 1985. the city of Idaho Falls would

replace the swinging footbridge that had hung from its

Broadway entrance to the lava rock rim of the park

with a substantial concrete pathway. The park would be

redesigned with Japanese stone lanterns, a tribute to

Idaho Falls' sister city, Tokai-Mura, Japan, and

crossing the river from the west bank, a full-scale

replica of Taylor's bridge.

One of Mrs. Scott's favorite projects was the city's

school system. An impressive record of her service to

area schools and organizations was outlined in a public

announcement of her availability as a candidate for

State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Her

contributions included nine years on the Board of

Education, "half of the time as secretary of the board

and for three years on the building committee

supervising the construction of some of Idaho Falls'

magnificent school buildings."
29

One of those magnificent buildings was the Eagle

Rock School on the corner of Chamberlain Avenue and

Hill Street, a site not originally seen as the best choice.

It was in reality a series of sand dunes, "the kind that

lend themselves freely to the wind."30 But never mind

that children playing nearby discovered large sand

lizards, scorpions, all manner of spiders, and on one
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occasion, the bones of an infant that might have been

part of an early day graveyard and brought to the

surface by the action of the wind. It was the small size

of the two lots under consideration and their proximity

to a growing town site that caused the biggest concern. 31

Townspeople asked the school board to reconsider

their choice. Unfortunately, funds set aside to buy any

school property had been invested and were

unavailable. There also was the added pressure that

even the lots they were looking at might be sold to

someone else. Former saloonkeeper and now drugstore

owner, Louis Elg, "a man of means and influence,"

attended school board meetings and offered to

purchase the land. He assured everyone that the sand

could be leveled, planted to grass, and with a few trees

made desirable. It was done; in September 1912, the

Eagle Rock School, constructed by William Keefer at a

cost of $16,500.00, opened its doors for the first time

to fifty-six students in the lower grades. 32

Though her last attempt at public office was

rejected— the local Republican Party did not support

her nomination— Mrs. Scott's tenure with the school

board had already given her much acclaim. Governor

Gooding's request that she act as Idaho's official

hostess for the Lewis and Clark Exposition at the 1905

World's Fair in Portland, Oregon put her in touch with

leaders of educational movements throughout the

country. When she set her sights on the board of

trustees, she was elected to serve with Mrs. J. Ed

Smith, H. K. Linger, Fred Hustan, Mrs. W. E. Wheeler,

and Bowen Curley, the leaders in Idaho Falls'

educational development. 33

Mrs. Scott was an active school board member and

often visited classrooms. Students like Elizabeth Orr,

Ethel Robinson, Lela and Blanche Wierman, and Anna

and Beth Bridges would, no doubt, have remembered

the tall, elegantly clad figure that entered the classroom

with an imposing manner that commanded the attention

of teacher and student alike. Cautiously, they would

have watched her flow down the rows of desks,

inspecting lesson books and student work. Most

certainly backs straightened, whispers stopped, and eyes

looked attentively ahead. An audible sigh would have

followed Mrs. Scott out the door, but you can be assured

that all hoped they had passed her thorough inspection.

Strongly influenced by her Irish Catholic family,

Adelia was very religious and credit must be given to

the Scotts for helping to establish the Holy Rosary

parish along with the Fannings, Tautphauses, and

Coltmans who offered their homes for mass before the

first Catholic Church was completed on Eastern

Avenue in 1900. 34

The Scott's first home in Idaho Falls was built on

Cliff Street on property purchased from W. E. Wheeler.

The home ofAddison V and Adelia B Scott on Ridge

Avenue has been modernized.

2

T-shaped, covered with shiplap siding, and erected on a

lava rock foundation, the Scott's first house was on Cliff

Street, south of the original Utah and Northern depot. A

bedroom, a kitchen with front and back doors took up the

forty-foot length, and a living room with separate entrance

and another bedroom completed the sixteen-foot end

section. Some of the community's first Catholics met here,

as did the more controversial W.C.T.U. Drawing and

description courtesy of the current owner, Howard Arthur.
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Modest by some standards, the single story frame

house would have served them well until they were

able to relocate to a two-story frame and rock structure

on South Ridge Avenue. Every day Adelia hired

neighborhood boys to work for her. For their twenty-

five-cent per diem, they would come in and make beds,

wash dishes, and dust her parlor furniture.

After A. V. Scott died on July 18, 1929, Adelia

continued to live in their home. She no longer ran Scott

enterprises, but did utilize her legal experience by

acting as guardian for several children and adults who

were unable to manage their own affairs. Considered

by the courts as a perfect choice for the job, she

combined her knowledge of the law with an

unemotional and stern financial sense. 35

Adelia Scott remained in Idaho Falls until she suffered

a stroke sometime after 1936. Forced to sell her home on

Ridge Avenue, she returned to her family in Creston,

Iowa where she died on December 2, 1939 at the home

of her sister. Ironically, the obituary that appeared in the

Idaho Falls paper failed to recognize her ground breaking

political records and significant contributions to the civic

development of Idaho Falls. Instead, she was humbly

praised with generic accolades of "aiding the sick and

the poor after she came here," perhaps referring to her

work with the local Red Cross during World War I.
36

Thankfully, there will be those who remember

Adelia Bridget Duggan Scott as Idaho's first woman
magistrate and one of the city's important social

activists. They will see her not only as a leader of her

time, but also as a model for women today.
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Rebecca Mitchell's arrival in Eagle Rock was not

the end of the journey she had planned. Instead,

it was the unforeseen end of her money. Unable

to continue on to the "prosperous mining town of

Bellevue," 1 she and daughter Bessie were forced to set

themselves up in the windswept river town boomed by

the railroad when it claimed its own crossing and built

a maintenance terminal.

But if her change of plans held any disappointment,

it was soon brushed away. The stationmaster, learning

"she had hardly a cent, treated them to breakfast," and

by the end of her first day, after trudging through sand,

"shoe-top deep in some places," and knocking on doors

where there was always a welcome but never a place to

stay, she finally found a "dirty room behind a building"

that she could rent. She cleaned it up with a borrowed

broom, moved her trunks inside, bought a candle that

she stuck into an empty beer bottle, and illuminated her

new home. 2

It had been a long journey from the Baptist

Missionary Training School in Chicago where she had

prepared for this long yearned for opportunity to

"spread the truth of Jesus in the Wild West."3 And here,

in this crude apartment that until recently had been a

saloon, Rebecca Mitchell would establish the Sunday

school and day school that she called her Providence

Mission. Though her effort was not the first church or

school in this town, neither was it the least.

Far left. Rebecca Mitchell after her arrival in Eagle Rock,

June 1882. Photo courtesy ofIdaho Falls Public Library.

Left. Bessie Mitchell arrived in Eagle Rock with her

mother, Rebecca Mitchell, in June 1882. Photo courtesy of

Idaho Falls Public Library.

Contrary to the wild image that had served a zealous

missionary's purpose, some Eagle Rock residents had

begun to foster a more refined side by the time

Mitchell arrived in June 1882. They were holding

parties in their homes, often with music and dancing.

J.C. and LeGrand Anderson had been hosting a weekly

Sunday school for some time, and plans were

"progressing nicely" for the construction of a new

school, "24 by 48 feet," that would cost town folk

"$1000.00 when completed."4

Still committed, the forty-year-old Rebecca Mitchell,

a tenacious little woman who has been described by

local historians as a small tornado, worked hard,

dedicated herself to her mission, and made herself an

important part of the community. Her humble

beginnings contributed to the education of Eagle

Rock's children, produced a real lending library, and an

organized Baptist Church.

That first night in Eagle Rock, Rebecca and Bessie

fell asleep in blankets spread on the floor, but during

the following days, they scrounged for small benches,

crates, and boxes that could double as desks by day

and bedsteads by night. "Within five days of their

arrival, they had visited every family in the

community" and collected not only cast offs but a few

students for the mission's school as well.
5

Despite her progress, Rebecca Mitchell had

seriously underestimated the cost of living in a

boomtown, and soon found herself, once again,

looking at the last nickel in her black-gloved hand.

With this coin, she bought a pickle to soothe the

cravings of her daughter who had taken ill, never

doubting that the funds she "had sent home for" would

soon arrive.
6
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Within three years of her arrival in Eagle Rock in 1882,

Rebecca Mitchell, perhaps the black-cladfigure near the

door, was successful in raising the funds to build a new

Baptist Church. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville Count}- Historical Society.

Rebecca Mitchell was devout. She lived by the

motto that "all things are possible to him that

believeth." So she would not have been surprised when

"a prominent railroad man and a patron of [her]

school" came in "that very noon" and handed her

"tuition for his boy." Nonetheless, she was grateful to

realize a livelihood from her efforts and dug in with

even more enthusiasm. During the week, she taught

"reading, writing, and, arithmetic, and each Sunday she

followed her real love, to teach about Jesus."'

Among the students attending Mrs. Mitchell's school

were Eagle Rock and surrounding area residents Ora

and Albert Jarnigan; Sage, William, and Maud Kelly;

Jennie, Veir and Margaret Hash; Hannah and Maud
Steers; Nathan, Sarah, and Clinton Smith; Ada Watts

and Bob 01ey.
H Rebecca Mitchell praised the students.

She recognized their study habits and rapid progress

"notwithstanding the want of everything needful in the

way of equipment."9

Going door to door in the community once again.

Rebecca and Bessie requested donations to purchase

books for her school. The shipment of books that

arrived from her Midwest supporters overwhelmed her

small apartment. Many still in boxes were shoved

under the makeshift bedsteads or stacked in corners.

The story goes that when word got around town about

books being available at Providence Mission, railroad

workers, town people, and students alike sought them

out. Upon request, Bessie would crawl under the bed

and pull out boxes of books that borrowers could

search. In later years, when Providence Mission found

larger accommodations, a reading room was made

available for community use. Citizens of Idaho Falls

credit Rebecca Mitchell's boxed up books as the

town's original lending library.
10

Once it had become strongly rooted in the

community. Providence Mission grew. In 1885. three

years after her arrival and with help from her mission

society, private gifts, and donations. Rebecca Mitchell

was able to build a chapel on the corner of Eastern

Avenue and Ash Street where the First Baptist Church

with ten charter members opened its doors. 11

A traditional missionary with a view toward

standards that represented the best that American

towns and cities were trying to be at the end of the

19th Century. Rebecca Mitchell also influenced the

community through her work with the Women's

Christian Temperance Union that was trying to rid the

town of its saloons and the Village Improvement

Society that cleaned up its streets and made them

beautiful.

But by 1898. new priorities were coming into Idaho

Falls. In a grand celebration, the town welcomed home

its Spanish-American War volunteers. Returning from

the Philippines, these uniformed men were marched

four abreast from the train station to the Armory Hall

where a crowd of 5000 stood, with many more "in

carriages driven as close as they could get." A large

stage had been built beneath a "handsomely decorated"

bower on the north side of the hall. The stage would

hold the volunteers, veterans, and "sixteen young

ladies who were to pin the medals on the coats of the

volunteers." To one side, stood a band and a "chorus of

forty voices," and on an extended platform were the

speakers. One of those asked to speak on this

auspicious occasion was a "quite feeble" Rebecca

Mitchell who was unable to "make herself heard at any

great distance." 12
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It was good that age and the approaching din of the

new century could not completely drown her voice,

and those still able to hear her then "knew that she

was saying something good." Her words at the

celebration were not saved, but her diaries, letters, and

a collection of biographies remain and still speak to

us of "something good" in a revered time of Idaho

Falls history.

Rebecca Mitchell's work on behalf of her adopted

home would be matched, complimented, and carried on

by many women in the new community. Mrs. Zula

Samsel mentions in her tribute to Idaho Falls' Village

Improvement Society those she chose to call "the

intellectual giants, women [who] would grace any

community large or small," that had followed

Mitchell's social example. Like their missionary

predecessor, they had come from mid-western or

eastern states and brought with them education, culture,

and the ability to build a western world." Among those

women to whom she referred was Kate Baker Curley. 13

<£#

An educated woman of means, Kate Baker

Curley brought to Idaho Falls near the turn of

the 20th Century a sense of gentility and an

ideal of refined beauty. With focused determination

and considerable personal savvy, she set an example

for community involvement through her actions; with

her accomplishments, she set a standard to be emulated

by those who would follow. A venerable old house at

Ridge Avenue and Maple Street and a quiet tree-filled

park remain in Idaho Falls to remind us of this

woman's presence. 14

Kate Baker's social contract with the world had

been drawn up while she was still very young. Her

mother, Amelia Cobb Baker, had conscientiously

introduced her children, Kate, born in Ransomville,

New York in 1850, and three younger sons, Elbert,

Arthur, and Frank, to a wide range of acquaintances

and ideas. As part of this process, the Baker children

often accompanied friends and relatives on trips to

nearby Niagara Falls to market their farm produce and

visit the famous site. Since their farm home was also

located near a church, the Bakers welcomed visiting

ministers and lecturers. Kate's mother delighted in the

company and placed a high value on conversation at

meals. "No matter how much extra effort guests and

visitors are," she maintained, "they are always worth it

for the stimulation."

Spurred on by her mother, Kate attended college at

Genesee, a female seminary that later became part of

the State University of New York. She received her

degree and taught English literature at an academy in

Erie, Pennsylvania. After another teaching stint at

Simpson College in Indianola, Iowa, Kate eventually

accepted a position in McGregor, Iowa. In letters to

her family in New York, Kate wrote of her desire to

return to the East and perhaps take a trip to Europe.

Ironically, it would be west that she was to travel.

Kate's westward journey began when she met

Bowen Curley at a lyceum event at the McGregor

Masonic Lodge. In the words of her grandson, Gregory

Smith, she "broke her typecast as a spinster college

lecturer and writer" and married Bowen in 1884 at the

age of 34. From Iowa, the couple moved to Lincoln,

Nebraska where Bowen was an auditor for a chain of

lumberyards. He proved to be an enterprising

businessman, and after amassing some capital, he

began a small bank in Eustis, Nebraska not far from

the Colorado border.

It was not long before Bowen Curley began to feel

restless in this location. Cyclic droughts were forcing

foreclosures on nearby farmlands, and a populist

movement brought in speakers that ranted at the

moneyed interests Bowen represented. Therefore in

1892, he bought a round trip train ticket, left Kate and

their three-year-old daughter, Ethel Delia, and set out

on a two-month trip to appraise the possibility of

relocating farther west.

After considering several areas in Utah and

Wyoming, Bowen finally chose to make a new start

in Idaho Falls. This town above all others offered

appealing enticements for relocation: it was on a rail

line; its economy was based on irrigated land which

would produce during years of scarce rainfall; and

most of all, there was potential for a successful

lending institution.
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Kate Baker Curley. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville County Historical Society.

On the other hand, Bowen had to explain to Kate

that there were no trees in town. Idabel Heard, an early

resident and teacher, graphically substantiates what

Kate might experience. "It was a sorry looking town to

me, just sand, sand, sand, which blew three days one

way and then three days back, so there was never any

sand missing." 15

Though she understood how bleak Idaho Falls

looked to someone more familiar with the greenery of

the east, local historian, Eldora Shoemaker Keefer, also

pointed to a verdant optimism in the town's first

residents. "Thomas Manning had several friends who

lived on the Island now called Menan [who brought]

some small cottonwood trees for Mr. Manning and

planted them in front of his home where they grew for

many years, always in danger of being broken or killed

by the stock which then ran loose."
16

A stronger hope rested in the shade beneath a more

successful transplant made by Japa Silfver who came

from Sweden with his wife Maria in 1879. The

Silfvers had each filed a timber claim along Willow

Creek about four miles north of town in an area

already shaded by cottonwoods. To be in compliance

with the requirements of their claims, however, they

sent to a nursery for seedling apples, plums, cherries,

and pears. Edith Haroldsen Lovell noted that progeny

of the cherry and plum trees was still bearing fruit

in 1962. 17

Upon her arrival Kate knew that she had to come to

terms with this new place that Bowen had chosen. She

could clearly see what was in front of her eyes, but the

general lack of trees, in spite of her husband's simple

appraisal of her concerns, was only one issue; Kate had

other doubts about what she would be facing.

Choosing the west, she had given up her own wishes

for a life in the east with its trips to Europe. Her wishes

now were for Ethel Delia whom she still carried in her

arms. What would become of her daughter if her

husband could not settle down here?

In this place, where the wind, sand, and doubt still

scraped at the newly planted crops of alfalfa, grain and

potatoes, hope flowed in the water from the river. And

for Kate, whose doubts about Bowen's business could

only be resolved with time, hope must flow from her

own efforts and her own investment into this place; it

must flow from her own choice. In what would become

a Kate Baker Curley trademark, she dismissed the

momentary inconvenience, and set her sights to the

future with a practical approach to circumstances that

stood in the way.

Kate had stipulated before leaving Eustis that they

live in a hotel for one year. Upon her and Ethel's

arrival, they set up in the Eagle Rock Hotel south of

the railroad tracks. The family joined the Presbyterian

Church on the corner of B Street and Shoup Avenue in

the growing north section of town and became quickly

involved with the community.

Meanwhile Bowen seemed to have made a good

decision, and under his supervision, the Bank of Idaho

Falls was established as a private institution along

with William R. Kinnaird, John Oehring, and Jay R.

Mason, a banking associate from the days in

Nebraska. A small building moved to the northeast

corner of Broadway and Shoup Avenue housed the

bank when it opened its doors for business on June 1

.

1 892, but in three years, the bank would move to the

west side of Shoup Avenue into the A. V. Scott

building facing Broadway. On October 8, 1903, the
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bank would be nationalized and a charter issued to the

American National Bank of Idaho Falls with Bowen

Curley as President.

While business, farming, and politics were

expanding the financial and political base of Idaho

Falls, Kate and her new friends were realizing that the

town must mirror the social climate and display the

aesthetic values most desired by its residents. With

The Presbyterian Church stood on the southeast corner of

Shoup Avenue and B Street. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of

Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.

her year in the hotel nearly up and prospects looking

good, the Curley family decided to move into a house

on Capital Avenue. Their new home, "with [its] little

cupola on the porch," would be a special place for

them all. Young Ethel remembered that for a time

Minnie Hitt and Margaret Adams had rented a room

in their home, but more importantly it was from this

new residence that Kate launched her social and

civic activities.

Kate Curley believed that "complaint was good

citizenship." She also demanded that action follow

the words. As counterparts to Idaho Falls' bankers,

land developers, and politicians, Kate and her peers

wielded considerable influence upon the town's power

structure to achieve their desirable community.

Idaho Falls Librarian, Marion C. Orr, documented

their steps. First, the Nineteenth Century Club was

organized January 13, 1897 to educate "women in

politics and literary work." The elected officers were:

"President, Mrs. Bowen Curley; vice-president,

Mrs. A. V. Scott; secretary, Mrs. R. C. Mitchell; and

treasurer, Mrs. J. Ed Smith.

The American National Bank on the northwest corner of Broadway and Shoup Avenue. Photo courtesy of Museum of

Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.
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Then Kate, having the speeial eapaeity to get people

to work for her, took the next step and reorganized into

the Village Improvement Society on May 4, 1898 to

promote "public convenience and health and render the

town more desirable as a place of residence." The

following officers were elected: President. Mrs. Bowen

Curley. first vice-president, Mrs. A. V. Scott, second

vice-president. Mrs. George Chapin, secretary, Mrs.

Anne Ressor, treasurer, Mrs. William Lindsey. The new

VIS had three committees: Finance and Membership,

Streets and Boxes, and Press.
18

With a membership fee of fifty cents each, forty

women set forth to improve the town, issue by issue

and problem by problem. Borrowing a verse from the

internationally known Italian nationalist, Guiseppe

Mazzini, the VIS motto proclaimed: "Slumber not in

the tents of your fathers. The World is advancing.

Advance with it."
19

In the forefront of the VIS onslaught was the town's

rubbish— tin cans, papers, glass bottles, broken and

scattered wooden crates, and any other throw away that

had accumulated in back yards, alleyways, and streets.

The women ordered the construction of fifty wooden

boxes to be equipped with rope handles, painted white,

and labeled with large black letters— VIS. At first

The front porch cupola is all that remains ofKate Curley 's

first home in Idaho Falls. Reclaimed by area residents,

Joe and Betsy Keller it has been converted to a gazebo.

many town residents resented the restrictive boxes, but

gradually their attitudes changed, and the carelessly

tossed tin cans found their way into the strategically

placed boxes. So effective was their campaign that

mothers could caution misbehaving children with, "Be

good or the VIS will come after you."20

The next obstacle facing the ideal community turned

out to be the cows that had been allowed to wander,

freely grazing about the town. Apart from the obvious

damage to yards and fences that the blundering animals

caused, the noxious patties left on board sidewalks

required genteel women to raise their skirts and

pedestrians to step quickly in order to avoid "cutting

their feet."
21 A visit by the formidable society to the

town council resulted in all cows being thereafter

relegated to permanent quarters.

With the tin cans and cows safely contained, the VIS

raised their sights. The women were now ready to take

on even the wind and sand that had, since the town's

beginning, plagued its residents, scoured its streets, and

sucked dry early attempts to make changes. One of the

VIS' most ambitious projects was the procurement of

hardwood trees that would create a permanent— and

elegant— windbreak for the town. Requiring several

generations and much precious water to establish, the

trees were initially proclaimed by the townspeople to

be an unnecessary extravagance that would, among

other things, tempt small boys into acts of destruction.

Undaunted, the VIS proceeded with its work.

Kate and Bowen contributed heavily to the tree

project. As a young girl, daughter Ethel remembered

being taken to the train depot where her eager parents

had a "huge coffin-like crate opened as soon as it was

unloaded from a box car." Inside were "twenty

thousand seedling trees." The numbers of elm, ash,

birch and other trial hardwoods had been shipped from

an Iowa nursery. Many were planted along several of

the town's streets, and the remaining seedlings were

used to start a stock nursery near the present

Hawthorne School playground on South Boulevard.

The newly planted saplings were nurtured and began

to show promise, and just as residents were beginning

to recognize their potential value. The Idaho Register,

November 24, 1899, reported the following:

"One of the most dastardly acts that hoodlumism has

had anything to do with was perpetrated on Saturday

night last. Thirteen of those nice thrifty elm trees that

were planted last spring from the Catholic Church east
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were broken off about four feet from the ground, and

the contemptible curses who did it have kept their

identity to themselves."

The VIS offered a reward of five dollars for the

apprehension of the vandals, and Bowen Curley

contributed another ten dollars to the fund. The Idaho

Register22 doesn't state whether or not the culprits

were caught, but another paragraph continued the

diatribe on the foul nature of the criminals.

"The deed above referred to is a shame and an

outrage. Any person who would wantonly commit such

an act is equal in cowardice to the midnight assassin

who stabs in the back. He is directly on the path that

leads to the penitentiary and the sooner he arrives

there, the better for that community that is not polluted

by his presence."

The women of the VIS were well educated, held

sophisticated sympathies, and like other feminine

crusaders in this country at the turn of the century, they

knew how to concentrate their determination and drive

to accomplish their goals. In Idaho, the Village

Improvement Society was second only in size and

effectiveness to the Columbian Club in Boise, whose

efforts resulted in many of that city's major parks.
23

Mrs. Zula E. Samsel, VIS historian, noted, "Some of

them [original members] number the old VIS days as

the happiest of [their] lives." Writing under her

mother's maiden name, Amelia Cobb, Kate described

the society's beginnings, activities, and philosophies.

Its success proves that a Village Improvement

Society may easily be organized and made to

accomplish much wherever a half dozen persons can

be found who are really in earnest in securing that

cleanliness and attractiveness which are fast becoming

the signs of proper civic housekeeping, and who are

willing to set the example in the way of actual work.

Her notebook in hand, Kate Curley continued to set

an example, and with a watchful presence, walked

through the streets of Idaho Falls writing down her

observations:

A jug was thrown carelessly on public street.

Ask merchants to be more careful when sweeping

out store not to throw rubbish on sidewalk and

street.

Agitation for electric light system.

Always give due thanks to the press for our notices.

Humane society. Prevent cruelty to animals.

I love Bishop Thomas ' beautiful trees.

Menace: boys riding bicycles on sidewalks.

Sidewalk to the railroad station. Check the

condition of its toilet.

Drinking places on circus day.

Loose board in sidewalk.

Gossip: very harmful.

Expectorating on sidewalks.

I always walk by Highams.

According to Caroline Wright, "the Highams

maintained one of a very few beautiful flower and

vegetable gardens that was closely fenced."24

As time and resources became available, Bowen and

Kate diverted energy to the construction of a new

home on the southwest corner of Ridge Avenue and

Maple Street. After selecting a model from a catalogue,

they hired John Dill, a local contractor who had

married their former tenant from the Capital Avenue

house, Margaret Adams, to build it.

After three years of planning and work, the house

was completed just before Christmas 1900.

Compromising on the outside stone, Kate and Bowen

finally settled on a combination of native rock: Dressed

limestone from quarries northeast of Rigby on two

sides and lava rock on the other two sides and the

foundation. Within its eighteen-inch-thick walls, there

were thirteen rooms, in-door plumbing, and lath and

plaster walls that descendants claim were the first built

into any house in Idaho Falls.

In the yard, Kate planted a variety of roses, "a moss

rose was her favorite," and on either side of the front

steps, were native snowberry bushes. When a weeping

birch "west of the incline that descended to Maple

Street from the front porch steps," had not met

expectations by the end of the first year, it was

returned to the stock nursery for a replacement. Kate

and Bowen had seen the tree as their garden

centerpiece, and insisted that it meet their expectations.

Both planned to add to their garden in future years, and

to her husband, Kate commented, "Bowen, this house

and yard will be the toy and rattle box of our old age."
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Kate Curley's home amid the winter trees. Photo taken in 1985.

As to the type of household she wanted to keep,

Kate took pride and pains to recreate the one her

mother, Amelia, had presided over in New York. She

valued the company of people with ideas and

education, and so visitors were actively sought. Extra

rooms were always available to accommodate an

"array of visitors, ministers, missionaries, lecturers,

and businessmen" that over the years were welcomed

at their front door. But to the back door where

deliveries were made, Ethel also remembered the "men

looking for work and Indians begging."

The Curleys maintained an extensive library that was

available to borrowers. This personal reading collection

eventually demanded the use of a cataloguing and card

check out system, "For," as Caroline Wright noted in her

tribute to Kate, "some are careless of the courtesy of

remembering and returning."25

Passing on the gift she had received from her

mother, Kate gave to Ethel the same intellectual and

cultural encouragement that she had received as a

child. Growing up Ethel had her own books, pictures

and music. One of two pianos moved into their new

home was a special Christmas gift for Ethel who

studied the instrument for several years.

Kate read to her daughter from the works of

Tennyson, but Ethel had "no patience for fairly tales."

Instead, it was a ledger that her sometimes dour but

practical-when-indulgent banker father taught her to

keep. She soon knew how to make the double entries

for her allowance and small expenses.

But as beautiful and comforting as her new home

turned out to be, Kate could not be distracted from her

work in the community. In 1903, she was elected to the

Idaho Falls School Board. She was a valued member

who had shown her appreciation of teachers by giving

annual receptions "that they might feel at home." With

her own thoughtful attention to small details, even Kate

Curley's VIS companion, Mrs. Adelia Scott, who would

eventually follow Kate as a member of the Idaho Falls

School Board, "threatened to take her little hatchet and

nails" and fix loose boards in the sidewalk after "school

teachers had tripped and hurt themselves."

And of course, Kate still contributed an occasional

article to religious magazines like The Christian Work

that covered such divers areas as civil service reform

and hints on the training of Sunday school teachers.
26

By the late spring of 1903, Kate was seriously ill:

breast cancer had been diagnosed. She traveled to Salt
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Lake City for her medical treatments, but continued to

remain active in her community, as much as she was

able. Her last public appearance was speaking at the

commencement of Idaho Falls High School. Despite

her condition, her message to the graduates was

encouraging. She challenged them to use their abilities

to serve. "Think not," she said, "that the world owes

you a living, but that you owe the world a life."

Kate Baker Curley died on December 9, 1903, at the

age of fifty-three. She was buried at Rose Hill

Cemetery beneath an Iowa birch and with two of her

own lilacs nearby.

In 1908, under the direction of Mrs. A. L. Campbell

and Mrs. Zula Samsel, a park conceived and planned in

the early days of the VIS was completed. Dynamite

broke loose the hardpan, and in accordance with

stipulations in the original landscape plans, only

hardwood trees were initially planted. Anyone who

now enjoys the shade and beauty of Kate Curley Park,

located between 9th and 10th Streets in Idaho Falls, is

paying tribute to the foresight and efforts of Kate

Baker Curley and the VIS.

Ethel Delia had not yet reached 14 when her mother

died. Always first in Kate's thoughts, she had been

sent, at her mother's request, to a boarding school in

the East. At Walnut Hill in Framingham,

Massachusetts, Ethel knew the company of many other

children, visited in their homes over vacations, and

experienced "a wholly different mode of family life

than what she had known." But after attending Vassar,

Ethel returned to Idaho Falls, married Dentist Jay J.

Smith who kept an office in the new Salisbury

Building on Park Avenue, and raised her sons in the

family home. Ethel continued the Round Table Club

that Kate had organized in 1896. Literature, culture and

the arts, politics, and civic duty earnestly concerned

Round Table members that also included the likes of

Idaho's Poet Laureate for 1928, Irene Welch Grissom.

And of all of it— the bright town with its tree-lined

streets, an elegant city park for the citizens, a

progressive and growing school district, a home of

native rock surrounded by roses, and especially a

daughter who "seemed to trail clouds of glory"— Kate

Baker Curley, a woman whose presence withered

gossip and idle talk, would have graciously approved.

"Members of long standing and committeewomen of the

Round Table club are shown admiring a collection of

antiques which adorned the table at their recent fiftieth

anniversary fete." (Left to right) Lela Smith, Clara Julian,

Florence Beasley, Ethel Curley Smith, Maureen Hansen,

Opal Peters. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville County Historical Society.
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was all about water and how to irrigate the arid

land. Under the terms of the Desert Land Act of

1877, homesteaders could file on as much as 640

acres and bring the claim under irrigation within three

years. Under the Carey Act of 1894, the Federal

government would cede up to a million acres of land

to any western state willing to reclaim it. Idaho took

advantage of the provisions of these acts and

converted many acres of arid land to farms, one of the

most successful undertakings in land reclamation. 1

Officially embedding the image of water in a new
name on August 26, 1891, the city of Idaho Falls

embarked on its own undertaking. With the railroads

playing a key role, local promoters that included land

and development companies that were being

supported by civic and commerce organizations set

out to bring eager new settlers into the upper Snake

River Valley to farm the once arid land.

The Oregon Short Line Railroad Company
appealed to home-seekers in the Midwest and East,

knowing that it could "heartily recommend Idaho

Falls, Idaho to their careful attention." The Idaho

Falls Club of Commerce endorsed the claim that

"Idaho has the greatest irrigation projects in the

world, and the greatest amount of land cultivated

under that system of agriculture." Idaho Falls would

soon be known "as the point of origination of the

largest freight shipments on the main line of the

railroad between Butte and Salt Lake."2

Local real estate promoters enthusiastically offered

their own lures to potential settlers. One story goes

that real estate agents advertised lots for sale "on

beautiful Lake O'Dell." As it turned out, "the lake

was a boggy or soon-to-be-dried-up saw pond west of

the old Taylor Bridge."3

Responding to the call, farmers arrived by the

droves. Many had been successful in the Midwest, but

by the end of the 19th Century, were facing

depression and drought. In search of bigger sections

of "newer" land, these farmers followed the harvest

west where irrigation promised to solve their drought

problems and success would enable them to pass on

to their sons and daughters farms of their own.

Included among those claiming their quarter, half, or

full sections of land were Samuel and Emma
Schaumleffel. Loading onto a train everything they

would need to begin farming in Idaho, they left

Nebraska with Samuel and his sons riding in a boxcar

with the horses and cows to their new place south of

Idaho Falls.
4

Missouri hog farmers Henry and Henrietta

Schwarze settled first in Milo on a farm they would

turn over to their oldest son. Then moving closer to

Ucon, they bought another piece of land where their

grandchildren would eventually continue their

farming tradition.
5

West of Idaho Falls, the Porter Ditch, a defunct

attempt by early Eagle Rock residents to mine

On August 26, 1890 it was official. The city had

embedded the image of water into its new name, Idaho

Falls. Photo courtesy of Stephanie Rose.

The Porter Ditch on the west side of Idaho Falls. Photo

courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville County

Historical Societx.
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placer gold from the Snake River and acquired by

"Henry Porter in a Sheriff's foreclosure sale."
6 had

been extended into the sagebrush and now the

Andersons, Petersons, and the Beckman brothers were

among those raising potatoes, grain, and hay in

New Sweden. 7

Although the family farm dominated the southeast

Idaho landscape, there were a few operations that

modeled something different— the industrial or factory

farm. Without directly stating that family operations

were otherwise, promotional enticements, dated

approximately 1910, were directed toward a

scientifically sophisticated farmer with business

acumen. These ads generally eschewed the social and

cultural aspects of farming and endorsed instead the

image that "the agriculturist of greater or less degree is

a better business man than he was twenty years ago.

Nowadays farming is carried on as a scientific

business. It must be made to show the proper returns

for the money and labor required to conduct it."
8

On 2,200 acres of wheat and other crops near Rigby,

"Commodore" Tom Lee applied the factory model to a

farm he called "the Bungalow." Operating seeders,

mowers, and binders as he needed them and working

18 hours a day, he changed out horses and crews every

four hours.

Commodore Lee paid wages to put hands in his

fields, and he purchased the expensive farming

equipment he needed. The greatest difference, however,

between the family and factory model was size:

Commodore Lee operated several thousand acres while

family farms tended to be limited to homestead

sections, about eighty to 160 acres.
9

Whether the land was worked by the family or

factory model, irrigated agriculture on the scale that

was available and promoted in the upper Snake River

Valley turned farmers ' dreams to reality more often

than not. Encouraged by the fields of alfalfa and grain

that had replaced the intractable sagebrush, these new

farmers were confident that they were no longer at the

mercy of unpredictable weather and looked forward to

nothing but success.

Among those farmers who believed with a convert's

fervor in the virtues of Idaho's irrigated economy was

Barbara Faber Niederkorn. Naturally endowed with a

capacity for physical labor, she held to and preached a

philosophy that sustained it. Success for her came

through hard work; respect came through her success.

Somewhat restrained by the conventions of her time

that failed to equate a woman's work with a man's, she

nevertheless must be counted among the area's first

influential farmers.
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During the fall months, myriad county fairs dot

the Midwestern landscape. The fruitful

abundance of glass-wrapped preserves, ribbon-

decked vegetables and sleek corn-fed show stock attest

to the farm labors and celebrate the harvest. In Illinois

in 1917, a guest speaker at one of these fairs was a

farmer from Idaho Falls, probably one of the most

colorful and endurable ever to land there.

Commanding a platform above the hats of farmers

and farmwives, Barbara Niederkorn was an imposing

figure. Her 200-pound-plus girth was clad in black

bombazine; she wore a large feathered hat and

delivered her message in heavily accented English.

Barbara's enthusiasm, humor, and energy were

contagious, and her audience responded with delight.

A Chicago newspaper recorded her words as she

talked about her life in Idaho. "I am a practical farmer

of Idaho Falls, Bingham County, Idaho. I moved

from Chicago about fifteen years ago, after a

miserable business life in the city of Chicago for

thirteen years."
10

In deference to her audience, Barbara, a forceful and

determined woman, had greatly simplified the

circumstances that brought her to Idaho. In an

autobiography, Betty: A Pioneer of Idaho, she provided

more detail. Probably linked to her promotional efforts,

this third person account sang the praises of Idaho and

the virtues of hard work, but it also told the story of a

young immigrant woman coming to America and

finally making her own way. 11

Barbara Faber, nee Betty, was born June 5, 1862 and

raised to a young woman in Lunebach, a Rhine River

town in western Germany. Her "humble, plain" family

home that had been built from the ruins of a nearby

palace destroyed in 1832 "sheltered a family composed

Barbara's extended family at Pleasant View about 1908. Front (left to right) Barbara and John Niederkorn, child

unidentified, Mrs. Faber, Barbara's mother, John Paul Faber, Marie and Nick Faber. Back Row (left to right) Joe Faber,

Emma Warren. Photo courtesy of Barbara Frew Koster.



of ten members.*' Beeause her father was a farmer "on

a very small scale, it was necessary for the family to

economize to such an extent that it was deprived of

many of the comforts of life."
12

The second of eight children, four brothers and

three sisters, Barbara was the strongest and therefore

the logical choice to work alongside her father. She

fed animals, milked cows, and took care of the

garden. Her chores left little time for school.

Nevertheless, her life's work came out of these early

hard years. She loved the garden, took pride in it, and

learned at an early age that she could be responsible

for feeding a family.

By the time she was 15, her parents decided she

would be better served to learn another trade and

apprenticed her to a baker and confectioner in a nearby

town. The new work did little to change her days; it,

too, demanded all her strength and much of her time.

But Barbara had already learned that complaining

served no purpose. In a large family struggling to

survive, everyone carried his or her own weight and

sacrifice was not a virtue; it was a necessity.

On the other hand, a young girl full of fun could make

some friends and have a good time. This was especially

true during town festivals where she might meet young

men, go for walks, and share some food and drink.

Yet, over this hopeful possibility loomed something

more ominous— the German Kaiser was conscripting

young men, and her younger brother, Martin, was

approaching the critical age. Barbara's mother who did

not believe in militarism to begin with did not want

Martin to lose "three of the best years of his life" or be

subjected to the "cruelty of the army officers." She

made plans for her family to go to America, but unable

to come up with the resources for all to go at once, she

decided that Barbara and Martin would leave first.
13

From Hamburg, Barbara and Martin sailed to a port

in England and then on to Baltimore. Anticipating the

end of their odyssey, they "left immediately for Fostoria,

Ohio which was to be their future home." Barbara had

safely delivered her younger brother into the hands of

aunts and uncles who had preceded them, and together

they would await the remainder of their family.
14

Barbara worked as a domestic servant. In addition

to supporting herself, the new job gave her an

excellent opportunity to learn the customs and

language of her adopted country. A favorite story of

Barbara's involved a lesson in the subtleties of

English. While preparing dinner one evening, her

employer asked her to get some potatoes, and some

onions "too." Eager to please she descended two

flights of stairs to the basement and returned proudly

carrying "two" potatoes and "two" onions. 15

Frustrated with what a small Ohio town could offer,

Barbara and one of her sisters set out for Chicago.

There, as if her life had returned to the place before the

Kaiser interfered, she once again looked forward to

meeting new friends and getting reacquainted with old

ones. One of those would be a young man, also from

Lunebach, named John Niederkorn.

Establishing his family's occupation in America,

John operated a butcher shop in Chicago. Barbara had

always professed a fear of butchers and the trademark

long knives they wore around their waists, so she did

not encourage Niederkorn when he came to call. Yet,

he was persistent, and had soon proposed saying, "I

tried to get you in the old country, but now I am going

to have you in America." 16

At the time John Niederkorn "proposed" to her,

Barbara was unaware that many years earlier he had

watched her tend her family's garden in Lunebach.

Charmed by her young looks and no doubt impressed

by her green thumb, he had approached her mother

who appeared to have put the young man off.

Barbara's apprenticeship to the baker had followed

soon afterward.

Surprised that John Niederkorn was in America,

Mrs. Faber now told her daughter to marry him "as

he belonged to one of the most prominent families in

his home town." Even more persuasion came from

her newly married sister living nearby who reminded

Barbara that John "was the one Mother wanted her

to marry." 17

A young woman, vibrant, congenial, and full of the

joy of her new life, Barbara was reluctant to give up

her life in Chicago. Still, the ways of the old country

remained strong, and pressured by the expectations of

her family, she relented. On the 15th day of September

1885, Barbara Faber married John Niederkorn. Now a

life with the butcher's knives would be hers.

The work was demanding. To butcher animals,

Barbara hit them in the head with a large hammer, and

John cut their throats; together they prepared the meat

for the market. The hours were long, the summers hot,

and the winters cold, but "being strong and healthy, she

could stand the work." 18
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Those grueling years in Chicago were also marked

by sadness. Barbara had remained childless after seven

pregnancies, possibly the result of a broken pelvis

sustained in childhood. A devout Catholic, she prayed

for twins, hoping they would be small enough to

survive their birth. Barbara's granddaughter believed

her grandmother's prayers were answered when in

1890 she gave birth to a daughter and a son. The son

did not survive, but Marie Anna lived to soothe the

ache in her mother's life.
19

As long as Barbara and John could continue to work

together in the meat market, they would make a living.

But an unanticipated circumstance forced them to take

stock of their lives. John had been diagnosed with

apoplexy, a condition characterized by sudden loss of

muscle control and is dangerously related to stroke.

Because of his condition, a doctor advised him to move

from the city into a healthier climate.

While the immediate concern was for John's

condition, he was not the only Niederkorn in need of a

healthier climate. Barbara confirmed in later years that

the daily routine of killing and butchering was not

only backbreaking but spiritually draining as well. Her

days in this void seemed endless, but it was not her

nature to complain.20

Nor was it her nature to submit. Motivated by John's

illness, she garnered her own dreams for a different

life. If her mother could devise a plan to get her sons

and daughters out of Germany and away from the

Kaiser, then coming up with a plan to leave Chicago

and go somewhere both she and John could heal would

be small by comparison.

In time, the Niederkorn's had put aside enough

money for train fare. Coupled with the sale of their

business, they believed they would be able to establish

themselves in another situation fairly soon after

arriving in Salt Lake City. But when Barbara, with

Marie Anna in her arms, and John stepped off the train,

the doctor bills had already consumed most of their

savings, and once again, Barbara sought domestic work

to "provide for the necessities of life."
21

But if John's dreams and ambitions had been

foreshortened by his illness leaving him grateful just to

have the comforts of a slower life in a moderate

climate, it was not so for Barbara. Despite their

emergency circumstances, she resurrected her passion

and planned for something quite different. Her zigzag

life of dream to disappointment would soon find a

straight course— directly to Idaho's Snake River Valley.

The land promoters who actively campaigned for the

attention of prospective new residents described the

Snake River Valley as surrounded by snow-covered

mountains with a moderate temperature that "rarely

exceeds ninety degrees in summer and never is

oppressive." Likewise, during the valley's winters

when "the dry atmosphere renders the days when the

temperature occasionally gets down to zero not

disagreeable" Of course, there was the added attraction

of visits to Heise Hot Springs located near Idaho Falls.

The resort claimed to be "a natural curative retreat of

healing. Its medicinal waters relieve rheumatism,

gout, kidney troubles, and a host of ailments."22

When the opportunity came along for the Niederkorns

to rent a farm near Blackfoot just south of Idaho Falls,

it seemed to be just what John's Chicago doctor

had ordered.

For Barbara, the farm would be more than a healthy

climate change. "Idaho Falls! The City of Destiny," the

promoters had proclaimed, was a commercial and

agricultural center that would rival the larger western

cities. "Situated in the heart of the best Grain Belt in

the West, [it has] grown from an insignificant railroad

station to the Metropolis of Idaho." When the Idaho

Falls Club of Commerce beckoned people to come and

"make your stake along the Snake," Barbara

Niederkorn was ready to go.
23

"Neither of us had any experience with farming,"

she later explained. In response to her husband's

doubts about the choice, she said, "Don't get scared.

You have two hands and so have I." When they arrived

in Idaho in November 1902, the couple had little cash

for their new start. But as Barbara herself noted,

"We took along some grit and that is what you need

in Idaho."24

Grit notwithstanding, the farm was less than they

had expected. John, in response to the deplorable

conditions around him, said, "The looks of that place is

enough to make anybody sick and I am not going to

live in that hole." The two-room log cabin that was to

be their home lacked windows, doors, and floors.

While hiding her own "shiver of horror" upon entering

the cabin, Barbara replied, "Yes we will, and we shall

live in this cabin and we shall fix it up and stay our

year out." Then, as if she needed to put a good face

upon her declaration added, "Not everyone has the

honor of living in a log cabin."25
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Niederkorn descendents credit Barbara for not only

making the cabin livable but also for the crops that

were raised the following year. Little detail exists that

would describe how she actually performed the job, but

her personal experiences and domestic employment

certainly served her well as she made the cabin livable.

As to the farm, Barbara discovered that previous

residents had cleared most of the sagebrush and dug

the needed irrigation ditches that she needed only to

clear and clean. That left her the last big hurdle:

acquire the necessary equipment and seed to prepare

the soil and plant her crops.

By the first decade of the new century, many

irrigated farms in the Upper Snake River Valley were

well established. Within communities, farmers had

learned that the size of their ventures demanded— often

in contrast to their independent natures— they organize

and cooperate to dig irrigation canals and harvest large

acres of grain and potatoes. It was within one of these

farming communities that the Niederkorns established

their enterprise.

To begin, they needed draft horses and farmers

could supply them. Many kept stallions and would

breed and train their replacement horses. Each spring,

it was not uncommon to see two-year-old Shires,

Belgians, or Percherons being broken to harness.

Paired with a veteran puller, young horses learned to

respond to the tug and slap of lines and to the voice

commands that encouraged them to dig down and push

against the harness with their massive hind legs to

move plows, drills, and binders.

Most farmers kept multiple teams at hand so they

could make routine change outs of tired for fresh

horses. Lacking those deep resources, Barbara

probably made arrangements with local farmers to

acquire a single team. In turn, she would have learned

to care for and to harness, hitch, and drive the

hardworking animals as they pulled the implements

used to tend her crops.

Local implement companies set up services for new

farmers. Expecting payment at the end of the harvest,

these businesses provided necessary equipment, often

on credit, and became as much a part of the cycle of

farm work as the seasons. Barbara spoke highly of

G. G. Wright, owner of the Idaho Falls Mill and

Elevator Company and manager of one of the area's

first implement companies, Consolidated Wagon
and Machinery. 26

In doing so, she acknowledged the

kind of help she counted on during the years that

she farmed.

Last Saturday was a very busy day in Idaho Falls; there were a great many teams in, the majority of them bringing loads

of grain or potatoes. The Idaho Register, November 17, 1899. Photo courtesy ofBarbara Frew Koster.
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When I needed money and it was impossible to

get it anywhere else, I would to go Mr. Wright and

he would always let me have it, although I would

have to pay 12 per cent interest. If I had not gone

in debt, I never would have been able to start a

life. What a blessing it has been to the newcomer

to find the C.W. & M Co. established so they

could secure what they needed to startfarming

and get credit until fall on their machinery and on

seed; and in fact everything they neededfor the

farm. I know that when a farmer did not have the

money in the fall to pay all he owed, he was

carried over until the next fall when he had raised

another crop. He [Wright] is also the man to

whom the farmer can sell his produce, also notes

and other things the farmer

wished to sell.
27

After their troubled move to

the farm, Barbara was finally

blessed with a bit of good luck

and some accommodating

weather. She was able to get a

February start in the fields. In

order to have money for living

expenses until their crops

came in, they decided John

would work in town during

the week and return to the

farm to be with Barbara and

Marie Anna on Sundays.

While John was

comfortably engaged in a

store, maybe a butcher

shop, Barbara would be

following one of her draft

horses, long reins over
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her shoulder, hands firmly grasped to the handles of

the new Oliver Chilled Plow. It mattered little that this

new hardened steel plow point cut smoother and faster

through soil than did the old cast iron points, it was

still difficult work and dangerous, too, if the point hit a

rock, flipped out of the furrow, and into her legs. Yet,

up and down the field she walked, looking at the hind

end of a horse and the back of her daughter who rode

safely atop the big animal.

Planting her wheat was slightly easier since Barbara

was able to ride the grain drill. As she observed, "It

took a pretty good solid drill to hold me up."28 From

her seat in front of the seed box, she watched the

precious kernels flow through small pipes into furrows

dug by small metal shoes that were filled in as the seed

dropped into the dirt.

To irrigate her new crops, Barbara spent a lot

of time in the water and

mud that often sucked

the rubber boots from

her feet as she worked

to keep the ditches

intact. At times, those

continuously eroding

ditch banks made her

desperate. Frustrated, she

just sat her considerable

self down in the ditch and

plugged the holes with her

skirts. Farming without

irrigation was never an

option even though irrigation

was always a challenge.

Eventually, Barbara learned

how to control a stream of

water just right and her grain

came up, green and healthy.
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Above. Implement companies in Blackfoot and Idaho Falls

ran ads in the newspaperfor the Oliver Chilled Plow.

Image Copyright 2005, The Henry Ford, a nonprofit

educational institution. Left. Grain drill ofthe type

probably used by Barbara Niederkorn.
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As July wore into August and the day's heat settled

close to the ground. Barbara enjoyed standing in the

ditches or taking a breather on the bank. In lavender

evenings after the wind had calmed, and the sun had

pulled broad bands of orange and pink through the

horizon, the water-cooled air above the ditch would

chill her bare arms, and she would wrap them around

her shoulders. In that moment, she might look around,

desperately, for the comforting sight of Marie Anna

who always kept very near her mother's large skirts.

Through the late summer, Barbara also kept an

anxious eye on her wheat. She carefully noted daily

changes as the dark green stalks faded to yellow and

then to gold, slower in some places, brighter in others.

She watched the stalks arc with the weight of plump

kernels and sway in the wind that rippled her stand of

wheat, its beauty only exaggerated by apprehension as

harvest time drew near.

This was what she had worked for, and she loved it

for all the labor that had dropped her dead tired into a

makeshift bed each night for a few hours of sleep. She

loved it for the fear that water might not always be

there for the new shoots but that the grasshoppers

would. And now, she anticipated the harvest that would

make the last fifteen years worth all their trouble.

Harnessing her team for one last job, Barbara

climbed aboard a borrowed grain binder that cut,

bundled, and with twine, tied the wheat into sheaves.

She would wait for the threshing crew to arrive, and in

turn, her wheat would be dropped into the loud, belt-

driven machine that separated the kernels from the

straw. Seeing her wagons filled with the sacks of new

wheat, she realized how good the summer had been.

After bills were deducted from the sale of the crop, she

and John put a little extra money into their pockets.

The farm on the Blackfoot served the Niederkorn's

well. Over the next several years, they added hay and

potatoes to their wheat and oats and even started to

save for that proverbial rainy day that always found

them. The farm offered a good reason for Barbara's

sister and brother to pay them a visit from Chicago.

Glad to have her family close by her once again, she

successfully encouraged them to stay and farm as she

had. Her sister, Anna Faber, married a Blackfoot farmer

and her brother, Joe Faber, settled near Idaho Falls.

On the occasion of their visit, however, Barbara set

proud meals on the table that could accommodate even

the unexpected guests: Local custom demanded they be

seated as well. Spreading before them her fare of

"stewed rabbit, cabbage salad, radishes, lettuce, onions.

New Sweden grain mill. Photo courtesy of Museum of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Socier\\
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and bread pudding," she invited them to eat. Passing

the rabbit, one of the guests asked, "What is that?"

Unprepared to justify the wild dish to a picky eater,

Barbara quickly responded, "Stewed chicken."

Acceptably disguised, the rabbit then made the rounds

of the table— twice.29

The money that she and John put aside each year

was finally enough to make a down payment on 160

acres closer to Idaho Falls on the west side of the

Snake River. Subsequent payments had to come from

the crops, so Barbara again committed her entire being

to the success of the venture.

Although John Niederkorn's name was entered into

the accounts of the New Sweden Irrigation District,
30

local farmers knew it was Barbara who did the work.

And, it was Barbara who drove the team and wagon to

the flourmill only to have the men who were in line

ahead of her stare and laugh at a woman doing a man's

job. Her satisfaction came from doing it as well, if not

better, than most.

With only the help of the ailing John, she had to

continue to do everything that needed to be done on

the farm— well, almost everything that is. Barbara had

purchased two hogs on one day, and the next morning

she had seventeen. "Look at that," she said to John,

"Did you ever see anything like it? You make money

while you sleep."
31 Barbara made a double payment on

the farm that first year.

From their place on the Blackfoot, the Niederkorns

had chosen to live in Pocatello each winter so that

Marie Anna could go to school. From New Sweden, it

would be necessary for her to board with someone else

in order to attend school— a circumstance she shared

with many farm children in southern Idaho. To ensure

her own peace of mind, Barbara asked the Sisters of

Mercy at St. Vincent's orphanage in Pocatello to

continue Marie Anna's education. In later years,

Barbara would again recognize where her help came

from and give thanks for it. She would welcome the

sisters and their entire orphanage to her home for the

day, sending them back ladened with baskets and

bushels of Barbara's own fruits and vegetables.

Marie Anna's education was important. Still,

Barbara was lonely without her daughter. She had

relied on Marie Anna's company to distract her,

especially in the winter when daily chores took but a

few hours and the demands of the crops lay deep

beneath the snow. Without the young girl at her side,

she was forced to face alone the nagging humiliation

that was never discussed, never acknowledged on the

other side of her kitchen door. How many times had

she sat Marie Anna next to her on the wagon seat and

Barbara Niederkom hosts the Sisters of Mercy and the orphans of St. Vincent's. Photo courtesy of Barbara Frew Koster.
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driven the long miles into Idaho Falls to search for

John in the bars and pool halls along Eagle Rock

Street. Their money was too hard to come by and their

time together too precious to be squandered this way.

More than a humiliating secret, John's drinking

struck Barbara to the core. She held strongly to the

traditional beliefs of her day that women were

somehow responsible for men. Having been pushed

into male roles all her life, first working beside her

father, then safeguarding her brother, and finally

inheriting the lion's share of her husband's role as

provider, she accepted the notion that women were

either the quiet strength behind a successful man or the

irresponsible wife who failed to keep her husband

at home.

From the pages of her autobiographical story, her

alter ego lectured those she called "club women and

society ladies."

Many homes are wrecked and many divorces come

on account of women not fulfilling their duties as

wives and mothers. If the wife does her share and gets

the husband's meals on time and takes care that his

children are raised correctly, then disagreements are

not likely to come and all will be well and happy. If a

man has such a wife, one will not find him in the pool

halls spending his time instead of being at home. 32

If any wife's efforts could have caused all to be

"well and happy," it would have been Barbara's. But

despite them, she earned only contradiction and

confusion. Seeing no available alternatives, her

emotional pain would have to be dissolved by her

humor or displaced with her work.

Farming made sense to Barbara. Its formula was

simple and predictable, and she knew how to work it.

She continued to do what she knew best, and earned a

reputation not only as a good farmer but also as an

influential member of the farming community around

Idaho Falls.

As for the Niederkorn's relationship, their

grandchildren described it this way: Grandpa was in

charge of the drinking: Grandma took care of

everything else.

Even with all the care and effort, John's health was

getting worse. The Niederkorns made the decision to

sell their New Sweden farm and move into town. For a

while, Barbara worked as a housekeeper, but she was

truly unable to stay away from the land. This time—

against the will of her husband— she purchased 120

acres on the west side of the Snake River north of New
Sweden. Then, through a series of well-orchestrated

land deals, Barbara acquired free and clear, forty acres

that was a short distance from town.

The way Barbara told the story she sold forty of the

120 acres for half the original amount, and later sold

the remaining eighty acres for double the original

amount. With her 150 percent profit, she purchased her

last property, with enough left over to send Marie Anna

to a fine school in Ogden.

Clearing and working yet another piece of ground,

this one she named Pleasant View Farm, she planted

Pleasant View Farmhouse 1909. Barbara Niederkorn

in front with hoe. Photo courtesy of Barbara

Frew Koster.

Pleasant View Farm sometime after 1909. A bonneted

Barbara among the rows offruit trees. Photo courtesy of

Barbara Frew Koster.
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fruit orchards and built a "handsome house with steam

heat, hot and cold water, and all the luxuries of the

town." When asked why she did not hire help, she said,

"Help is hard to get in Idaho, and for that matter, I

wouldn't have a [hired] man around, for I can hoe more

corn and dig more potatoes than any three men."33

Anxious to share her success and eager to bring new

settlers to her community, Barbara joined ranks with

other promoters to spread the news of Idaho's benefits.

Working with the Idaho Reclamation Association and the

Idaho Falls Development Company, she was instrumental

in convincing several families to come to Idaho. Friends

and descendants of those families still reside near Idaho

Falls in the New Sweden and York areas.

Her trips to the Midwest to sell Idaho were very

successful. Summing up her presentations at the fair,

the Chicago papers cheered her and noted that

Mrs. Neiderdorn 's energetic manner of

speaking, the unconscious humor with which she

interpolated her talk and above all her genuine

belief that the only place in the world fit to live is

on a farm, providing that the farm is located in

Idaho, carried the audience along with her and

kept her hearers screaming with laughter. When

she had overcome her time she was called back

and urged to go on.
34

When Barbara wasn't selling Idaho to

Midwesterners, she was using her powers of

persuasion in Idaho Falls' Club of Commerce

meetings. In a concentrated effort to increase the

general membership of the organization, farmers and

residents living outside the corporate limits of the city

were encouraged to join, and as an incentive, were

asked to pay only three dollars initiation fees and dues

of twenty-five cents a month "as it would not be fair to

charge them as much as the man in town."35

At the October 1910 meeting of the club, the site of

the new federal building was to be decided. Four sites

had been proposed by city businessmen: one on the

corner of Broadway and Capital, the second on the

corner of Park Avenue and B Street, the third on the

corner of Shoup Avenue and A Street, and the fourth on

the corner of Park Avenue and D Street. A federal

building inspector had suggested another location on

the Corner of Park Avenue and C Street, but he felt that

the city residents should discuss the issues and make

the decision. "The question was thrown open for

discussion, and some heated arguments followed."

In a manner that was fast becoming her trademark,

"Mrs. Barbara Niederkorn clinched all arguments in a

short speech." She announced to those present that,

"I do not want to wait ten years for a federal building:

No! Not even one year, and I think that the only place

suitable for this building is on Park and C Street. The

site is directly west of the passenger depot and people

traveling through will see your building from the train

and will want to stop over and visit a town that builds

such magnificent public buildings." A storm of

applause followed, and the vote carried unanimously,

with the exception of one vote, to build the federal

building on the southwest corner of Park and

C Street."
36

Barbara's civic duties were not limited to

promotional efforts. In November 1904, following in

the footsteps of her good friend, Adelia B. Scott, she

was elected to a term as Justice of the Peace. Serving

with her was Andrew Burkman another well known

New Sweden farmer.
37

Finally forced to give up farming, she moved into

town and resided in a small house on 9th Street near

the Holy Rosary Catholic Church. There, she died on

December 30, 1932 from complications due to

diabetes38— nine years ahead of John whose health

woes had largely dictated the direction of her life.

From baker to butcher, farmer to landowner, and

promoter to politician, Barbara Niederkorn's life

embodied the virtues of her times. It is hard to forget

the reaction of men from her generation who scorned

the likes of Barbara Niederkorn and Adelia B. Scott

who had so visibly stepped outside their feminine

roles.
39 But that was Barbara Faber Niederkorn. She

learned by doing and she would try most anything.

Through it all she had put together a personal survival

package made up of what she called "grit," hard work,

and always a sense of humor.

Along with her husband, she left behind her beloved

Marie Anna and her husband, H. C. "Bud" Frew, and

several grandchildren. When asked if Barbara's personal

philosophy of perseverance and hard work was part of

the mythical Code of the West, her granddaughter

replied, "It must be if Grandma said it was."40
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Early in the 20th Century, the Snake River Valley

was considered the best of any irrigated section

in the United States. Farmers, merchants, and

promoters in the upper reaches of the valley around

Idaho Falls bragged that "better methods of farming"

on an increasing number of acres under cultivation had

resulted in the production of a wide range of staple

crops. Wheat, oats, and barley all exceeded average

production rates per acre. Wheat had increased from

thirty-five upwards to fifty bushels per acre. Feed crops

like clover and timothy had always been lucrative, but

alfalfa had out produced them at four to six tons per

acre. All kinds of vegetables were grown on most

farms, yet potatoes proved to be the banner crop in

1911 with yields of 250 to 350 sacks per acre. Fruit

orchards that had been planted on most farms, "some

up to twenty acres in size," proved that pears and

plums grew well in the area, but the local apples and

prunes might find a place in larger markets. 1

The spectacular success of agriculture pressured a

demand for more farmland around Idaho Falls. Never

as amenable to irrigation or as highly productive as the

valley acres had been, farmers were, nonetheless,

willing to reconsider the homesteads in the foothills

east of the city. They also knew that this sloped and

undulated ground required a different kind of

farming— one without river water.

Throughout the state, progressive farmers had

addressed the challenges of "dry farming" and worked

to develop new and better methods of handling the soil.

According to a 1911 article written by the

Superintendent of the Idaho Auxiliary Experiment

Station, "Good yields are often secured with crude

methods, which indicates that with proper cultivation

dry farming should succeed under average conditions."2

Generally, a wheat crop is planted in the fall and

allowed to grow and be harvested the following year.

At the time of harvest, all the moisture that had been

available in the soil when the crop was planted would

be used up, leaving it very dry. It then becomes critical

in low-rainfall climates like southeastern Idaho's to

leave the land fallow on alternate years in order to

rejuvenate the soil for another crop.

Around 1910, in the foothills approximately ten

miles east of Idaho Falls, hundreds of acres of dry-

farmed ground had produced wheat at a respectable

fifteen to twenty bushels an acre.
3 Known as Martin's

Flat, a large part of that productive dry-farming area

that started south of Ririe and extended in a crescent

along the foothills to include the land east of Iona, got

its name from one of Eagle Rock's early settlers,

Charley Martin. A kinsman of bridge owner, Matt

Taylor, Charley accumulated "large holdings of cattle,

horses, and land."4 The Martin Dry Farm Company,

one of the earliest in the area, had contributed heavily

to the amount of wheat that was shipped out of

southeastern Idaho. 5

Following the likes of Charlie Martin, another well-

known resident, James Rufus (J. R.) Elliott, took up

dry farming after a frustrating attempt to raise sheep in

the valley near Milo. Elliott and his wife, Carrie, who
had come west from Illinois with seven daughters,

began buying wheat land on Martin's Flat. They

cobbled together sections of old homesteads and farms

until they had nearly 10,000 acres. While some

sections were never cleared of native sagebrush, others

were alternated in the dry farm cycle, either planted or

fallow on alternate years.

J.R. raised wheat on his foothills spread; all of

which he worked with horses. Accused of being more

enamored of his horses than the dry farming that gave

them their purpose, Elliott became famous for the draft

animals that he bred, trained, and shipped by train-car

loads to the Midwest. 6

While dry farms in the foothills on the east side of

the river were annually increasing their worth, dry

farming on the west side of the river had yet to be

proven. In the Osgood area northwest of Idaho Falls,

dry land farming was attempted, but after a few years

operators opted for irrigation. Conditions on these

open, rolling hills were "kind of drouthy."7
Soil

textures in the valley differed slightly from the

foothills and abundant moisture was not always

assured. 8 Delivering water to land that was much

higher than the river would also require more than a

little ingenuity.
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The first effort to develop farms in the Osgood area

began around 1904. Local businessmen and land

developers J. L. Milner, A. T. Shane, George Brunt, L.

A. Hartert, V. K. Tuggle, and W. L. Shattuck,

collectively known as the Idaho Falls Dry Farm

Company, cleared sagebrush from about 7,000 acres.

Using the factory model for farming, H. C. "Bud"

Frew managed the company's operations. Directing

large crews that used approximately 100 horses and

mules, he dry farmed wheat for nearly ten years.
9

Always looking for ways to increase production on

their acreage, the company kept pace with

technological advances in farming. Local newspapers

reported, "Idaho Falls Dry Farming Company [had

purchased] a 110 horsepower steam plow which they

intend to put into operation as soon as the ground is in

condition to work. The plow will cut a twenty-foot

furrow and will plow forty to fifty acres in one day,

discing it at the same time." 10

All that effort would change direction when in

October 1913 readers of The Idaho Register learned that

"it was the purpose" of the dry farm company to "sub-

divide the big tract into 100-acre holdings and that there

was an abundance of water to care for all of it." The

company's president, Mr. Milner, having recently

returned from Boise was able to report that he had "made

arrangements with the state land board and the state

engineer for the water." Furthermore, W. L. Shattuck

wanted the land ready for water by the next fall.
11

Additional investors were found, and the company

built reservoirs in Jackson Hole to hold the water while

closer to Osgood it constructed a pumping station that

moved the water fifty-five feet from river level to the

canal system that spread it across the fields. According

to a description provided by Kate Carter in her account

of Snake River irrigation, the elevated canal was a

contour canal that traversed an eighteen-foot-high ridge.

It was constructed using a "ditcher commonly called

a Go-devil, which was a V-shape with a leaf on it 80

feet long. It was pulled by thirty-two teams, sixty-four

horses. This would raise the dirt out of the cut to the

surface. It was dug 15 ft. deep." 12

Carter goes on to explain that one of the biggest

challenges to canal construction in Osgood was a "hard-

pan strata running through the soil" that was sixty feet

deep. It would take several years and enormous amounts

of water to finally soak the ground and turn Osgood into

some of the best farm ground in the valley.

The farmstead by the canal epitomized the new agricultural

economy that centered on Idaho Falls at the turn of the

20th Century. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville County Historical Society.

Thirty-two horses pull the grain combine across the

eastern foothills where dry farming wheat was a successful

venture. Photo courtesy Museum of Idaho: Bonneville

County Historical Society.

The steam tractor, latest in agricultural technology,

replaced horses in the Osgood wheat fields. Photo courtesy

Museum of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.
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Changing their title to Osgood Land and Livestock,

the new investors continued operations on what was

referred to as the Osgood Project. By 1919, the Utah-

Idaho Sugar Company had acquired most of the land

and would, along with its other holdings that included

a factory built at Lincoln in 1910, develop a local

agricultural industry based on sugar beets.
13

The second-generation of farmers that resided in the

upper Snake River Valley in the early 1900s were

hardworking and prosperous. Although they did not

contend with the dangers of Indian Wars, roaming

outlaws, or the meager existence endured by the first

land breakers, they still bound themselves with time

and labor to their farms. The first community

interactions that had been necessary for survival had

matured into social rituals and celebrations that defined

their lifestyle. Reaping the benefits of their parent's

investment in the land, these later farmers had also

gained some freedom to enjoy the lives they had

chosen. Sadly, their contentment was to be short-lived,

and the chaos that followed struck hard at farmers first.

The Great Depression spanned a generation, and took

twenty years and a world war to fully recede.

After nearly a century, local descendents of the pre-

Depression farmers were eager to sift through family

stories and childhood memories to revive those "good

old days." With memories distanced from events by

only a few decades, the children of these farmers were

able to ignore the garish growth and miles of new

roads that had obliterated the original farms. They

enthusiastically described a time when wheat and

alfalfa claimed less of the land than sagebrush, and

their parents had driven over dirt roads that led up to

iron bridges over the river.

Among those successful farmers who had been part

of that burgeoning agricultural industry that centered

close to Idaho Falls after the turn of the 20th Century

was Marie Anna Niederkorn Frew, daughter of John and

Barbara Niederkorn and mother of Barbara Frew Koster.

<£#

In
the early years of its operation, W L. Shattuck,

secretary-treasurer of the Idaho Falls Dry Farm

Company, had hired a young man to oversee the

company's dry farming operations, and by 1909, about

five years into their effort, the 24-year-old Bud Frew,

son of early area homesteaders, Hyrum and Hannah

Frew, had become the general manager of the Osgood

Project. One day in the office of Shattuck's Idaho Falls

Development Company, he approached his manager

with a special invitation. "Bud, come here. There's a

young lady I want you to meet." Mr. Shattuck had

recently employed Marie Anna Niederkorn as a

secretary and was anxious to make some introductions.

Marie came highly recommended. She was capable

and well educated. Her mother, Barbara Niederkorn,

was a successful Idaho Falls farmer, civic leader, and

associate of Mr. Shattuck in the development company.

From that first meeting, the young Bud Frew was

enchanted with the pretty, young secretary. Soon the

couple were sharing buggy rides and attending box

socials at the New Sweden Grange. According to Bud

and Marie's daughter, it had been those festive box

socials that had "sure got things a'going." 14

Taking great care with their salads, sandwiches,

cookies, and cakes, young women prepared picnic

dinners for two. Their individual bursts of culinary

creativity made each one of the boxed banquets look

both appetizing and promising. Flowers and ribbons

bedecked the finished packages that covered tables and

benches set up in the grange hall.

When all were gathered, an auctioneer chosen from

among grange members held high the first box and

opened the bidding to the men in the audience who had

crowded close to scrutinize the offerings. The highest

bid would win the box and the opportunity to share

dinner with the lady who had prepared it. Competition

was fierce. Excited young men glanced at anxious

young women seated demurely around the hall, trying

to match them with their baskets, or better yet, to catch

some signal or sign that might be sent their way.

Occasionally, baskets contained only napkins and

silver ware. These were some of the most sought after,

for outside in the buggy would be a feast too large for
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a mere basket. A prize like that could fetch as much as

three dollars when the going rate was more like fifty

cents. While young couples claimed the chance to

court and have fun, proceeds from these box socials

went to special projects sponsored by the grange or to

the local church.

A center for rural festivities of all kinds, the grange

also hosted dances. Back-dropped with seasonal colors

and decorations, local musicians, one of the favorites

\\ as the Brinkman Band, played waltzes and reels into

early morning hours. Just as often, these get-togethers

found space in the big barns that were going up on the

New Sweden and Osgood farms, or occasionally, in the

turkey houses before the birds arrived.

Marie's mother had been known to invite dancers

into her home at Pleasant View Farm. There, she

opened French doors between two rooms to make

enough space for lines of couples to dance the Virginia

reel. But, it was in the fall of 1912 that John and

Barbara Niederkorn opened their home to host another,

more significant celebration— the wedding of their

daughter Marie Anna to Bud Frew.

After the marriage. Bud maintained his position as

General Manager and stayed with the Osgood Project

for another three years. The couple then left Osgood,

moved into the large rock house in St. Leon with Bud's

parents, and farmed the original Frew homestead on

Willow Creek. On this farm, Marie would raise her

family of four, three daughters and one son.

Like her mother, Marie also farmed and worked with

horses. Her advantage was newer equipment; Barbara

Niederdorn's Oliver chilled-point walking plow had

been replaced with a riding one. John Deere and

Company had developed and patented one of the

largest selling horse-drawn sulky plows in the country.

Not only was Marie more comfortable ensconced on

the new plow's single iron seat, but also with the

addition of a "power lift," she used handles within easy

reach to manually lift the point out of the ground. Now,

end-of the-row turnarounds were easier, and avoiding

rocks and obstructions was decidedly less risky. Faster

and safer, sulky plows were commonly used on local

farms up until World War I.
15

Together with her farming, Marie was also an active

member of agricultural organizations— her daughter

remembered the Woolgrowers Association— and

through it all she was expected to maintain her house.

Each week she strung along her clotheslines brilliant

white sheets and towels and next to the heavy work

pants dangled shirts and tiny dresses. Flapping and

dancing in a good breeze, the clean wash was a sure

sign to neighbors that Marie was getting it all done.

Marie's proficiency both in and out of the house was

put to good use during the wheat and potato harvests

when a farmer was required to provide dinner for the

large work crews that operated the threshing machines

or dug and sacked potatoes. Traditionally, this work

fell to women, and as a result, she did much of her

harvest work in the kitchen.

Meal preparations for the crews began with the day.

The morning milk was strained through cloth and set to

cool before Marie, who had learned most of her

cooking skills from her mother-in-law, cut and

seasoned large portions of beef and pork, or she might

have stuffed and trussed some chickens. With plenty of

wood in the heavy Monarch cook stove, she set the

meat inside the oven. As the kitchen warmed up, she

knew her newly mixed yeast bread would rise easily in

the well-worn wooden bowl placed on a nearby stool.

Twice, she would punch down the dough before

putting it into baking pans.

With the major part of her preparations underway,

Marie now dug potatoes and carrots from her garden.

She would wait until closer to dinnertime to pick the

corn and cucumbers when she could count on the help

of other wives for last minute assistance. To

compliment and finish the fare, she baked pies.

Because they must wait until the meat was done to

have a place in the oven, pie shells were rolled out

ahead of time and filled with thin slices of crisp white

Marie Frew, a goodfarmer like her mother, rides a new-

sulky plow. Photo courtesy of Barbara Frew Koster
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Wealthy or Macintosh apples picked fresh, if not from

her trees then from a neighbor's who offered the fruit

with the disclaimer that there was more than she could

use. Stirred with sugar and cinnamon then dotted with

fresh churned butter, the pies were fitted with a top

crust cut with Marie's signature design to let cooking

steam escape.

As they had promised, neighbors arrived by wagon,

buggy, and even the occasional car or truck. Men
headed directly to the fields: women, many with

children that had been charged with the task of staying

outside and out of trouble, headed toward the house

with their own contributions to the dinner that was now

earnestly underway.

Tables and shelves in the kitchen soon held favorite

preserves, pickles, butter, perhaps some cheese, or an

extra dessert. Feminine laughter, the kind reserved for

the company of other women, added to the warmth of

the room. With generational knowledge of how to

organize work in familiar surroundings, hands that

knew when to start the spuds, make the gravy, and find

the salt and pepper in another woman's cupboards set

about bringing the feast together.

At noon, the work crews came in from the fields.

Brushing dust from their arms and shoulders, they

washed up at the outside pump before seating

themselves around tables— no more than boards laid

across saw horses— set up outside. They were a hungry

and noisy lot that had been anticipating the meal.

They appreciated the work Marie and the other women
had invested.

The men ate first and as much as they wanted; it was

the waiting crop that dictated protocol at this table.

When the workers returned to the fields, the women sat

down with the children. A quieter more reflective meal

was in store for them. It is easy to imagine that their

conversations flowed from crop prices to weather with

a lengthy pause at the latest baby news or marriage.

While the interlude presented precious respite, they

still held to the necessities of the moment, and each

took a turn checking on the children.

Marie Anna Niederkorn Frew "pulls" her young friend. Photo courtesy Barbara Frew Koster.
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While Marie could accomplish a lot between sunup

and sundown, it was the care of her children that

determined her schedule. Who but Marie's daughter

could recall the routine, intimate moments of sitting

straieht-backed in a kitchen chair while her mother

wove her hair into braids. Cautioned against moving

until the final ribbon was tied to the end of each plait,

Barbara Koster giggled and rubbed her forehead with

the memory of loose hairs falling onto and tickling

her brow. "We had to be ready," she said, for the

horse-drawn school wagon that was coming "from

across the river" over the dirt roads to gather up kids

on the west side.

But despite Marie's best efforts, there were times

when it was necessary to hire someone to come in and

tend her kids. On one such occasion, she acquired the

services of a young lady who had her mind on other

matters. According to Barbara Koster, "Those were the

days of the romantic adventure tales of The Sheik,"

that had been so vividly portrayed on screen by Rudolf

Valentino. The babysitter, it seems, was in possession

of the book when she arrived at the Frew house and

was anxious to continue the story. Finding a quiet

corner and a big, comfortable chair, she joined the

Sheik on his desert adventures as soon as the Frews

were gone.

Outside, her young charges were playing. Like most

kids they had the imagination for creating virtually all

kinds of entertainment right in their backyard. Left to

their own devices, their creative potential blossomed.

Among the three older girls, a minstrel show with

costumes, makeup, and music was being imagined. The

first order of business was the makeup— a minstrel

show is not a minstrel show without painted faces.

Unfortunately, the only suitable farmyard substitute for

theatrical grease paint was to be found on buggy axels.

Momentarily pulling herself away from the book to

glance out the window, the babysitter quickly counted

six little legs moving below the far side of the buggy.

But out of her sight, preparations for the minstrel

show were underway with flair as the would-be

musicians and singers applied healthy gobs of axle

grease to their faces.

As in most amateur productions of this nature, the

slightest misunderstanding can lead to a major

disruption, and it wasn't long until the theater company

was involved in a heated argument. The bickering

brought the babysitter back from the sands of Arabia

Marie Frew with her children. Photo courtesy of Barbara

Frew Koster.

The Frew kids created make-believe worlds in their own

backyard. Photo courtesy of Barbara Frew Koster.
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into the farmyard. When Bud and Marie returned, they

found the frantic caretaker trying to scrape the

tenacious grease from the faces of the three young

performers.

Recognizing that this task was going to require some

intense scrubbing, Marie took the hands of the

chastised cast and headed with a firm stride toward the

kitchen. She would have to heat some water and fill the

galvanized washtub. When Marie passed by her, the

bewildered babysitter overheard her mutter the basic

principle of the Marie Frew Childcare Method: "You

can't take your eyes off these kids for one minute."

Born after much of the valley land had been claimed

for farming, Bud, Marie Anna, and their children

seemed a living testament to the traditional belief that

hard work was the critical stake in a claim for success.

And, during those exceptional years just before hard

times hit, the Frews were also important members in

the cast of eastern Idaho farming communities that

acted out the social and cultural traditions. Preserved in

the narrative is a child-like time of safety and wellness

that is still eerily visible in the valley's century-old

barns, its Victorian houses made of stone, and a

collective yearning for a retreat from a harsher world.

<£#
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Edith Marler Stanger, another descendant of that

irresistible time, also tells a good story of

innocent days.
16 Long before she became an

authority on the Appaloosa horse or Bonneville

County's first woman commissioner (1990 to 1994) or

a matriarch of southeastern Idaho's Democratic Party

whose advice is prized by legislators and governors

alike, Edith Stanger had been a dry farmer's daughter.

The only child of J.R Elliott's daughter, Edith, and

George Ernest Marler, she grew up on the wheat land

of Martin's Flat where her father worked a large part of

J. R.'s spread. Her mother, a hard-working and

generous woman, taught school. Contrary to the

practice of her time when most teachers were single

women, Edith Elliott Marler pushed tradition a bit

further by bringing her toddler to work rather than

finding another person to care for her.

In her mother's classroom alongside the older

children, a young Edith had access to the traditional

reading, writing, and arithmetic up until the fourth

grade. "That was the first formal grade I remember,"

she explained. Yet, being in school at such an early

age paid off. As she later observed, "I was able to

graduate from high school at fifteen and go on to the

Wasatch Academy in Ogden, Utah." Edith would

eventually earn a Bachelor of Arts degree in

Secondary Education.

Despite the obligatory defense of the importance of

formal education that nearly always precedes a

statement to the contrary, farm kids who were

Edith Marler Stanger. Photo courtesy of Edith M. Stanger.

accustomed to living and working outside, saw the

brittle seasons that kept them indoors and in school an

endless hardship. Edith was no different. She, too,

looked forward to the spring and summer work on the

dry farm. Although her formal education enhanced her

circumstances and served her well in what others

would have called retirement, it was the land, the

horses, and working alongside her parents and

grandparents that enriched her life.
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Big dry farmers like J. R. Elliott had to keep herds

of 100 or more draft horses. To pull his plows and

grain drills. J. R. might use twelve to twenty head at

once, but it was harvesting the big acres of wheat that

put a substantial demand on his horsepower, a mix of

Shires. Belgians. Percherons. and grade animals, some

that he had purchased at Skelton's Livestock Auction

in Idaho Falls.

Subsequent decades of horse experience

notwithstanding, the memory of her grandfather's

horses still amazed an eighty-year-old Edith. She

recalled the teams of big animals lined up beneath the

sloped roof of his tall wide barn that was used to store

tons of hay feed, grain, and all the heavy leather

harnesses that the workhorses wore. From lead team to

wheeler, each horse patiently waited its turn for farm

hands to heft each harness from a peg in one of the

tack rooms, carry it to the proper place on the hitch

line, lift it onto the horse's back, and strap it down. Up
to thirty-two teams of workhorses might have been

harnessed together to pull the big combines, or

headers, that harvested wheat in the fall.

Before the sun breached the foothills and its layers

of light foretold the heat of the long-shadowed

afternoon, the air would be cool. From the barn the

first hitch of workhorses was ready to be driven to the

fields. Their heads up and necks bowed against the

lines, they hit the ground smartly with each step of

their iron-shod hoofs, bouncing the chains and

couplings of their rigging in a jangled rhythm.

Once hooked to the combines, the horses were

driven by jerkline, a long line connected to the lead

horses. With this jerkline, the driver, called a skinner,

could sit on the combine, ride one of the wheel horses,

or walk beside it to give commands to go, stop, or turn

in either direction.

With the combine in motion, a bull wheel turned by

a wide belt drove the mechanics that cut the wheat,

separated the heads from the shaft, dropped the shafts

back onto the ground, and delivered the grain to a box

on the back of the combine. From this header box, the

grain was sacked. A quick hand armed with a large

needle threaded with string made "ears" on each side

for handles as it whipped stitched the sacks shut. (Edith

bragged that her mother was as good at sewing grain

sacks as anyone she knew.) Then loaded into wagons,

the sacks were carried from the fields.

The work was hard, hot, and dusty, and by the time

the sun was high overhead, the horses were breathing

heavily. Like giant steel pistons, their massive hind

legs had steadily pushed against the weight of the

combine until sweat soaked their hides beneath the

leather straps and bands of the harnesses. A dogged

determination had replaced their early morning

eagerness and now the big horses plodded through the

dust on a cool-down walk from field to barn where

plenty of fresh water and the best feed were waiting.

The harnesses would be slipped from their backs and

allowed to dry out before being strapped onto a fresh

hitch for the afternoon.

Everyone welcomed the noon break, but harvest was

special. As much festival as food, the dinner that had

been prepared for the occasion was spread out before

the threshing crews who frequently accompanied the

combines and hired out to different farmers. The image

is iconographic— a sumptuous feast spread out at the

edge of hills full of ripe wheat, conversation and

laughter floating softly toward a blue bowl of sky.

For her part, Edith delivered tanks of fresh water to

the sections of farmland rarely engraved with streams

or creeks. From a single well— Edith says it was near

700 feet deep— her grandfather drew water. In order to

tell her where the water would be needed on any given

day, Elliott, in the custom of his time, used the name of

the original or last owner of each of his sections to

direct her. He might say he needed water on the

Wooley, the Erby or the Wasserman. Then harnessing

his Shire stallion, Herman, with "the biggest mare he

had to match him," J. R. fastened the team to a

doubletree, backed it against the tongue of the water

wagon and hooked it up. Finally, handing the long lines

to his nine-year-old granddaughter, he stepped back and

watched her slap them across the backs of the horses.

Edith knew good workhorses like Herman would pull

the water wagon where she directed. "You know those

old horses," she explained, "once they know what to do,

they can take you there and back." And, so it was every

day: On eight and nine-mile round trips from the deep

well on the Florence Robinson place till sunset, Edith

and Herman delivered fresh water to the workhorses and

the house on the headquarters place on the Wooley.

Deciding that he wanted to return to his Midwest

home, J. R. divided his land, including some valley

farms, among his daughters. But Idaho was a bigger

draw than he had counted on, and he and Carrie came
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home. Building two more barns, Elliott continued to

train and market his workhorses well into the 1940s,

using the rock house on the Davis place (now called

the Wagon Wheel Ranch on the south side of the Ririe

Highway) as his headquarters. 17

Edith Elliott Marler, who insisted on using her

maiden name along with her married name, had

inherited the Wooley from her father. What once had

been the vibrant center of J.R.'s dry farming operation

was now weakened by the hard years of the Depression.

Edith Stanger has a black and white photograph.

Astride a bay horse, reins held expertly in her hand

above the saddle horn, a petit young woman wearing a

heavy coat and trousers seems only slightly aware of

the camera. Her dark bobbed hair suggests the 1930s.

Snow covers the ground. On the back, Edith's mother

noted that she had just returned "from up on the

Wooley." The horses that had been eating snow, she

observed, looked much better than those that had not

yet given in to doing so.

Like the horses that had been turned loose on the

fields to paw for food beneath the snow, people, too,

were adjusting to hard times. Edith explained, "People

had to live with each other then." She remembered that

her mother, during a visit with relatives in Washington,

had loaded up Uncle Arthur who was her Grandma

Elliott's brother and "brought him home to live with

us." Uncle Arthur was only the first to be taken in;

another guest arrived unexpectedly that made some

changes in their lives.

"Earl Fleming," according to Edith, "had arrived

under a cloud." All the same, her mother and father

opened the door for him, just another one of the

autonomous many who had lost everything. From

memory scraps and family lore tossed back and forth

across a kitchen table, Edith and her daughter,

Kimberly Stanger Kvamme, pieced together a

skewed portrait of Earl that had started with them on

the Wooley.

"Earl'd get drunk, Edith recalled, "end up in jail,

and Mother would go down and bail him out."

Kim was interested in how he came by that piece of

property out in Osgood.

"Don't you remember? He had that job driving

freight from Idaho Falls to Arco. The Arco Highway

was dirt then, or gravel."

Together mother and daughter determined that he

must have discovered the land on one of the trips.

Edith picked up the story. "Earl was always interested

in land, and he bought 160 acres— or maybe it was a

quarter section— out in Osgood. When he died, Mother

had him buried in Rose Hill. Every year, Kim, you and

I put a rose on his grave. Somebody needs to

remember him."

Originally from the Midwest, some say Iowa others

Chicago, Earl Fleming had come to southeastern Idaho

by way of Lewiston where his father had been

"engaged in the furniture business." He had

"homesteaded a farm in the American Falls vicinity"

before ending up on the Marler's dry farm. Earl

Fleming had never married and left only a married

sister and a cousin when he died in Idaho Falls in

January 1945. 18

The piece of land that he gifted to his friends, Edith

Elliott and Ernest Marler, was on the windy hills of

Osgood where you "don't get much snow in the

winter" either.

The Marler's eventually left their place on Martin's

Flat and moved to Osgood where they added another

three and a half sections of land to Fleming's acres.

They broke the sagebrush to farm and even raised

sheep for a while. Eventually, the land was included in

the Double Arrow, home to Edith and Richard "Dick"

Stanger 's herd of breeding Appaloosa horses, the

largest in Idaho and probably the world.

If you were to look at the figure the way a brand

reader would, you probably would say lazy truss bar

lazy truss. "But," as Edith dutifully explained, "we felt

that Double Arrow rolled off the tongue a little easier."

As much inspiration as an actual place, the Double

Arrow was everywhere, from winter feeding in the

valley to summer pasture along Willow Creek in the

foothills above Bone. Although cattle were involved,

the Double Arrow was primarily for horses, and the

Appaloosas that wore the brand on their hips were a

sight to behold.

"I counted 200 one time." A well-known local artist,

part-time horse wrangler and long-time friend of the

Stanger's, Roy Reynolds, went on to explain that when

the horses were moved, they gathered into their own

natural bands, one stud for each group of mares and

foals. These groups would then form a hierarchy from

a dominant band on down. 19

Both Roy and Edith agreed that Dick Stanger never

actually counted the number of horses in the whole

band, but he always knew if one was missing. Edith
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added that not only could he recognize each horse, but

he was able to tick off its bloodline as well. The

Stangers' Appaloosas were all registered and valued as

breeding animals. Edith laughed when she remembered

the disappointment of some of the buyers. Not in the

horses, of course, but in their ranch. Their romantic

image of a log house surrounded by pastures full of

free running horses quickly faded into a struggle to

park a horse trailer on one of the narrow residential

streets around Kate Curley Park in Idaho Falls where

the Stangers actually lived. The house, adjacent to the

park on the west, had been built in 1939. It was the

second house that well known local builder, Dan

Sweeney, had constructed for a personal residence. The

two-story stucco is the only example of its kind— Art

Moderne style— in the eastside neighborhood of

Crow's Addition. 20

Three times a year the band of horses was moved: In

the spring they were taken to summer pasture above

Bone, and in the fall they were returned to the valley to

be fed over the winter, first at the east side ranch near

Ririe and then on the west side where they would be

foaled out. Edith commented that even after all the years

since the last roundup sometime in the 1970's, "People

still stop me to say they miss seeing the horses."

The roundup, a three-day journey actually, started

about mid-May on Croft Road in Osgood. The first leg

of the sixty-seven-mile drive would take the band of

Appaloosas south across the Arco Highway, east

through New Sweden, over Interstate 15, and across the

Snake River near the Bingham County line. Moving at a

healthy trot— "You never had to push 'em," Kim
Kwamme explained— the band found its way along

property fences and in the borrow pits alongside the

roads where people often crowded to watch.

Timing was crucial. With the help of state troopers

who flagged traffic, the band crossed the Interstate and

then over the river bridge in order to clear the railroad

tracks on the east side of the Yellowstone Highway

without encountering a train. Edith recalled only one

time the schedule was off. "We saw the train coming

Daniel Sweeney constructed the Stangers house near

Kate Curley Park in 1939.

Horses at the pond on "Association" land near Bone. Photo courtesy of Kimberly Stanger Kvamme.
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from the south and knew that we didn't have time to

get the whole band across the tracks before it reached

us." There was nothing to do but stop the horses and

hold them in place until the train passed. The wranglers

earned their dinner that day; and the same can be said

for the time the horses had to be diverted a mile or so

beyond their normal turn to the east in order to bypass

county roadwork.

Horses are nothing if not constant, and as the

Appaloosas sensed where they were going, they took

on new energy. The borrow pits and fences that had

held them in lanes gradually disappeared as they

headed towards the foothills. The best the wranglers

could do at this point was just keep up. Somewhere

near the lead with the bell mare in tow, Edith told how

the old horse tucked her head down near the flank of

her saddle horse, and away they'd go. It was "Katy bar

the door from there on out."

Stopping every twenty miles or so to rest and change

out the saddle horses, the band would finally arrive at

the Double Arrow above Bone where it would slow

down and spread out. The pastures they fed on during

the spring and summer were part of the Eastern Idaho

Grazing Association, one of the oldest and largest in

Idaho. The Stangers' owned shares along with other

area stock growers in "The Association" that either

owned outright or leased land from the Bureau of Land

Management that stretched from north of the Blackfoot

River drainage south nearly to Soda Springs. 21

During the summer the bell mares, sometimes a

gelding, that were used to lead the horses were kept in

what Edith called the jingle pasture, a fenced off thirty-

acre parcel close to the side of the Bone ranch house.

Speaking as if she were already on her way out the

door, Edith explained, "When you want to catch them,

take a bucket of grain, listen for the bell, and then slip

a rope on them."

But fall and the move into the valley, would come

soon enough. Kim Kvamme remembered being with

her father and looking into Willow Creek Canyon well

before the Ririe Dam backed up the creek and drowned

it. "Can you see them," he asked. "No, I can't see

them," she giggled in response. Yet, they were down

there, in the trees and willows, eating what was left of

sweet summer grass. When the roundup began, Roy

Reynolds recalled that the horses often ran through the

trees. A deep breath slowly expelled through pursed

lips described the wrangler's job better than words.

Edith has been friends with horses her whole life. Photo

courtesy of Edith M. Stanger.

Then, over the foothills, the Appaloosas, an organic

flow as natural as the creek water it paralleled,

dropped into the valley below. Edith and Dick would

turn their horses loose on their east side ranch to eat

the new shoots of winter wheat that had sprung up on

the Martin's Flat dry farm land that once fed J. R.

Elliott's horses. In the spring, new shoots of wheat

would come up stronger and healthier, and by then, the

band would also have grown stronger and healthier

with new foals, and be ready, once again, for the

roundup to start.

Near the end of June 1988, just two months shy of

their 45th anniversary, Edith lost Richard. Their sons,

Michael and Bruce, and daughter, Kimberly, would take

over most of the Double Arrow land for their own cattle

operation keeping it generally intact and in the family.

The national and international work that Edith and

Richard had accomplished on behalf of the horses would

be documented in her book. Fifty Years ofAppaloosa

History: A History of the Appaloosa Horse Club. 22
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In 2006. she was working on another publication,

Doin's On The Double Arrow. It is billed as "40 years of

memories of the Double Arrow Appaloosa ranch, written

by the lady who lived it all.'*
23 Though the Double Arrow

and its band of horses may no longer exist, it can still be

seen in various Disney movies and in documentaries

produced for Idaho and French television.

As a widow, Edith had to set herself new goals: she

taught school for a while like her mother, but politics

looked more interesting. In 1990, she was encouraged

to run for Bonneville County Commissioner. Her term

was the first for a woman. Serving with competence

and dignity, she earned the respect of county residents

and also caught the attention of the state Democratic

Party that asked her to make a bid for Secretary of

State. The attempt was respectable, but the election not

in her favor. She remains, however, influential in Idaho

politics and frequently answers the phone to speak to

candidates asking for advice or to talk with ex-

legislators and governors who favor her insight.

For Edith, there have always been and always will

be the horses. At first, it was her grandfather's big draft

horses, the ones that helped with her confidence. But

along the way, were the little ones, too, the ones that

worked on her heart. With a memory that can account

for nearly every horse she has ever ridden, or has ever

been used to mark a place in her life, she stumbled just

a bit over the talk of Merry Legs, the saddle horse that

she learned to ride on the foothills dry farm.

"I just loved that little buckskin mare," she said.
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The confusion and frustration at being abandoned

when the railroad moved its maintenance shops

to Pocatello had dissolved into a new confidence

as agriculture put silver dollars into Idaho Falls'

pockets. Farmers and town folk alike now desired the

improvements that would transform their former

frontier town into a modern city.

Broadway, the commercial center of Idaho Falls,

now anchored a downtown grid of bars, banks,

developers, retailers, and wholesale business houses.

Running parallel to Broadway, A, B, and C Streets

stepped northward. Crossing Broadway near the river,

Capital Avenue then Park, Shoup, and Cottage finished

the layout eastward to the railroad tracks. From there,

streets lay blocked and ready for new residents.

Even the destructive 1904 fire near Park Avenue 1

could not slow the enthusiastic momentum that marked

Idaho Falls during the first decade of the new century.

Despite extensive fire damage, Consolidated Wagon

and Machine Company had been reconstructed within

three and a half months. In celebration local managers

George T. Odell and G. G. Wright sent out engraved

invitations to "The Grand Free House Warming of our

new building" on the "corner of Main Street

[Broadway] and Capital Avenue." On the evening of

January 6, 1905, people arrived ready to dance on

"fifty-five thousand feet of floor space."2

Bigger, taller, and reconstructed of brick or native

rock, the new city buildings stood stronger. Statements

of permanence were arched into elegant entrances and

reflected in showroom windows that once again

enticed customers inside. Turner and Shane, purveyors

of "Dry Goods, Furnishing Goods, Boots and Shoes"

advertised, "Our Mid-Summer Sale Still Continues."

"Money at this time of the year is scarce. Why not

visit this great money-saving institution and satisfy

yourselves that we are saving you from 10 to 25 per

cent on all of your purchases. These goods are not

cheap-john goods, but good goods sold at a reduced

price in order to make room for our large stock of

fall purchases." 3

Handwritten letters sent to residents like Katie Winn,

wife of Ed F. Winn, former Eagle Rock deputy sheriff

and city postmaster from 1901 to 1908, were invited to

come in and see "the most beautiful line of PATTERN
HATS ever shown in this city." In addition to "a most

excellent assortment of trimming material shapes,

flowers, ornaments, etc.," Turner and Shane even

offered the services of "an expert" milliner who could

"build for you the most dainty creations in hats that the

heart could wish for."
4

Attired in the latest fashions now available in many

new stores, Katie Winn attended meetings of the

Village Improvement Society. In sync with city

beautification movements spreading across Idaho and

the rest of the country,
5
the VIS was active in local

campaigns to clean up dirt and refuse from the streets,

evict whom they considered undesirable citizens from

The Island, and line new streets and parks with

hardwood trees.

By 1909 with the help of city prisoners, C Street

parking islands were planted. "Letters," the VI. S.

reported, "have been received by the city from

travelers who admired the appearance of C Street as

seen from the new passenger station" located on

Eastern Avenue. 6

In 1906, the VIS met in the Porter Hotel dining room.

Right (back to camera) Katie Winn, to her right, Mrs.

McLean, then Margaret Bridges. Center front, Mrs. Wright

and on the left is 77///' Lu.xton. Photo courtesy ofMuseum

of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.
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Having earlier set aside "a barren waste of sage and

weeds" on the southeast end of town for a public

cemetery to replace the riverbank as a final resting

place for former citizens, the V.I.S. "appropriated

$627.20 from its own funds and solicited $978.22 from

citizens and the city council" to grade the land, layout

streets, and build two bridges. They planted trees and

lilacs and complemented them with flowerbeds that

included "1200 tulips."
7 From now on, any person

owning a lot and desiring to make an interment in

Rose Hill Cemetery paid sexton fees as follows: five

dollars for digging the grave of a full-grown person;

four dollars for all other bodies; and, if the person

chose to do their own digging, one dollar for pointing

out the lot and block.
8

Other efforts were gaining momentum. Preparing the

residential districts for free mail delivery, Mrs. Etta

Piatt, wife of Mayor Dwight G. Piatt, took charge of

house numbering. And of course, efforts to build the

city a new official library continued. 9

Having provided phone service in Idaho Falls since

December 1899, The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone

Company, located in a new building at 246 Broadway

had, by 1900, increased from twenty-one to

twenty-eight telephone lines. The first long distance

line, from Idaho Falls to St. Anthony, was installed

in 1901, and by 1910, with a city population of nearly

5,000, the number of telephone lines had increased

to713. 10

With a project that prefigured one of the most

enviable utilities in the West, W. H. B. Crow, former

Utah and Northern Railroad employee, helped

promote the City Canal, a source of electric power

that first lit the streets of Idaho Falls.
11 Diverted from

the river just downstream from Bear Island to the

north, the canal came into Idaho Falls, created several

small lakes that were a source of ice harvested and

stored for summer use, then continued on a path that

followed what would become Boulevard. From a

point near 10th Street, the canal veered southwest,

passed under the railroad tracks, and returned to the

river downstream of the railroad bridge. 12

Appropriating the City Canal at the east end of 10th

Street, now Liberty Park, the City of Idaho Falls built

its first power plant.

For the financial opportunities and enthusiasm for

grand living, Idaho Falls at the turn of the 20th

Century was the place to be. Among those anxious to

see for themselves were Dr. Thomas M. Bridges, his

wife, Margaret, and their two daughters, Anna Lee

and Bernice.

Originally from Kentucky, Thomas Bridges ended

up in Blackburn, Missouri where he met and married

Margaret Withers Green. They remained in Blackburn

long enough for daughter Anna Lee to arrive on

December 5, 1895 and then left for the Crow Creek

Indian Reservation in South Dakota where Dr.

Bridges was the agency doctor. From Crow Creek,

the family moved to the Fort Hall Indian Reservation

where he held a similar post. Sometime between

Crow Creek and Fort Hall, Thomas and Margaret's

second daughter, Bernice, always called Bess,

was born. 13

Bernice "Bess" and Anna Lee Bridges. Photo courtesy of

Marxalxs Smith Atkinson.
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Idaho Falls jewelers, John and Dorothy Weida,

described Dr. Bridges' fascination with anthropology

and his particular interest in Native American cultures

that he had indulged while working on the reservations.

During his tenure at Fort Hall, the doctor observed and

documented traditions, customs, and stories of the

Shoshone-Bannock people, publishing, as the Weidas

believed, several articles in anthropological journals.

Weida remembered a photograph of an Indian man
dressed in native garb, his long gray hair held by a

cloth band. Ancient eyes and wrinkled skin argued the

truth of the contrived backdrop of rocks and native

plants. He related the story of the picture: According

to Bridges, Two Oceans was already an old man when

he met and talked with him on the reservation.

Bridges firmly believed that as a young boy Two
Oceans, who described seeing white men come into

his homeland, had witnessed the arrival of Lewis and

Clark into Idaho. 14

This would have been an important find for an

amateur anthropologist like Bridges. For Two Oceans,

on the other hand, the story about white men may not

have been the cause for celebration that the agency

doctor wanted it to be.

The Bridges family arrived at Fort Hall less than

twenty years after the end of the Indian wars. The

turmoil had not yet subsided. That would have been

no surprise to publisher William E. Wheeler of The

Blackfoot Register who, twenty years earlier, had

directed scathing comments toward disreputable

government agents who had been put in charge of the

reservation. "To many the report [of a rumored Indian

scare] is not a surprise, as has been remarked, the

treatment the Indians have received from the wooden-

headed imbacile [sic] called Indian agent has been

sufficient to induce the whole tribe to go on the

war path." 15

And if the bad behavior of agents were not enough,

Indians also had to endure the good intentions of

missionaries. Among them was Miss Amelia Frost.

Dispatched by the Women's National Indian

Association, an organization created by a coalition of

Christian churches in the East, Miss Frost arrived in

Fort Hall in 1887. Like a crusader among the heathen,

her attitude toward the Indians was paternalistic and

patronizing. Yet, she professed a love for the people on

the reservation and remained with them nearly fifteen

years, living in a small house she had built on 160

acres of land obtained through the Indian agent for

her mission.

Frost's work at Fort Hall was praised in a collection

of short biographies written by Mrs. Rebecca Mitchell,

another ardent missionary who had traveled west to

work in the midst of a different population— the one in

Eagle Rock. Describing Frost's relationship with the

Indians, Mitchell said, "She enters into their sorrow, in

sickness and in health. She is the White Mother who
helps. They have learned at last to depend on her and

to some extent to yield to her judgment." 16

In the late 1890's, the Episcopal Church acquired the

Women's National Indian Association mission and the

Presbyterian Board retained Amelia Frost as their

missionary. The Bridges were to become her close and

lasting friends.

But for the doctor, staying on the reservation became

difficult. He had two daughters in need of an education

and a wife who desired a more refined existence. He
arrived in Idaho Falls on June 30, 1904. 17

Doctors that would permanently reside in the towns

along the Utah and Northern Railroad were rare but

always welcome. If the summer of 1880 were any

indication of the type of work they could expect,

doctors would certainly have had their hands full with

Trinity Methodist Sunday school class 1904. Top (left to

right); unknown, Anna Bridges, Center; Owenna Crow,

Teacher Nina Huston Best, Lela Wierman, Bottom; Dela

Lungreen, Wrenn Willson, Sadie Huhhel. Photo courtesy of

Marvalxs Smith Atkinson.
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gruesome accidents and violent shootings.
18

Little time

would have been left over for the babies that women

had to help eaeh other deliver or the cuts and bruises

they learned to fix on their own. It is easy to believe

that frontier residents might have saved the

troublesome trip to town to see a doctor for something

that could have competed with a bullet wound.

To be ready for such occasions, Dr. Beane, an

employee of the Utah and Northern Railroad, visited

towns along the rail line. His schedule was published

in the newspaper, and patients were available when he

arrived. But better news was read on February 11, 1882

when those same patients learned "Dr. Beane [had]

settled in at the city drug store."
19

By the time Thomas Bridges arrived, he would have

been part of a growing community of doctors and

dentists that included: Cline and Coulthard in the State

Bank Building on the southwest corner of Park and

Broadway, C. C. Fuller in the B.W. & M Building on

Broadway, C. E. Jones in the Hasbrouck Building on

Park Avenue, W. Kinnaird in the Crow and Changnon

Building on the southeast corner of Broadway and

Shoup Avenue, G. W. Pendleton at his office and

residence at 461 Shoup, J. H. Reesor at 254 Eastern

Avenue, T. C. Willson in the City Drug Store on

Broadway, and Franklin LaRue who had moved from

offices in the Porter Hotel to set up with Thomas

Bridges in the LaRue Building. 20 To serve nearly 6000

residents of the city and nearby surrounding area, local

practitioners used the VIS Hospital on Eagle Rock

Street and the Idaho Falls, or Physicians' Hospital, at

Park Avenue and C Street.
21

Life in Idaho Falls was good for the Bridges family;

even old hometown friends would come to visit. Still

not completely healed from the bullet wounds he had

sustained in a similar, albeit questionable invitation,

former Missourian Frank Hitt stopped by and offered

buggy rides to Margaret Bridges who would have

appreciated the gentile courtesy. 22

By 1911, Dr. Bridges was solidly established. He
built a new home on the corner of South Water Avenue

and Maple Street. The two-story house had a high front

porch. A large bay window faced north to Maple

Street, and the front entrance faced west toward the

railroad tracks that ran between Eastern and North

Cottage, later renamed Yellowstone Avenue.

After completing his family's home, Dr. Bridges

ordered the construction of a small, one bedroom house

directly behind it that faced Maple Street. The Bridges

hoped that their companion from Fort Hall, the

missionary Amelia Frost, would spend her retirement

years near them.

Unfortunately, before

she was to have taken

up residency in Idaho

Falls, Miss Frost

died in Boston while

visiting her family.

Dr. Pendleton 's office and residence appeared in ads

posted in The Register. Dr. Bridges ' home at the corner of

Maple Street and Water Avenue.
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Dr.
Thomas Bridges had the distinction of

owning one of the first automobiles in Idaho

Falls. He justified his expensive novelty with

as many practical applications as he could invent,

sometimes driving the short distances he had formerly

walked. But despite the doctor's efforts, there were

times when his car's impracticality was the best

justification, for this marvelous new machine was the

delight of his eldest daughter, Anna Lee Bridges, who

careened along the streets of her east side

neighborhood at a frightening ten miles an hour,

steering the car with the stick and scattering dust in

yards and homes.

Lela Wierman whose father ran a grocery store on

Broadway was Anna's first friend in town: they had

become inseparable after only a short acquaintance.

Encouraged by Anna's parents who always ensured

Lela a place with them for activities and excursions,

this relationship endured throughout the lives of both

women. Lela's children and grandchildren would also

know and love Anna Bridges.

In her ninth decade, Lela Wierman Smith vividly

recalled the times as a young girl she had spent with

her friend. Seated behind her in the doctor's car was

great fun, but especially exciting was circus time. Not

only in Idaho Falls, up and down the Snake River

Valley, towns and settlements came alive when

Ringling Brothers' Greatest Show on Earth arrived in

eastern Idaho. Folks from Rexburg to Firth and beyond

traveled the dusty roads into town. Early area resident,

J. Henry Payne, recalled that as a young boy on circus

day he had looked down the Ririe Highway and saw

"miles of white tops."
23 Those covered wagons held

hundreds of kids with shiny faces. All noise and

nervousness, their energy was held in check by

mothers who had removed their aprons for the day and

anxiously climbed aboard the wagon next to husbands

uncomfortable in Sunday clothes.

Over 15,000 people had purchased tickets to sit

inside The Big Top, the gigantic circus tent, but

attendance for the parade was staggering. An
additional 2,000 people would line the streets of

Idaho Falls to see what the Idaho Register

described as "the processional amazement of the

twentieth century. The Menagerie was well up to

the high standards of excellence heretofore

sustained by Ringling Brothers with the addition of

a rhinoceros, another superb specimen of giraffe,

and little Baby Boo, the wonderful American born

baby elephant."24

People from up and down the valley came to Idaho Falls for the circus. Photo courtesy Museum of Idaho: Bonneville

County Historical Society.
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From just a few blocks away, Lela Weirmen could

run down the street from her family's apartment above

the grocery store to join Anna and Bess in their house

on Maple Avenue. Together these friends leaned

elbow-to-elbow from the second story windows and

stared wide-eyed at the parade over the heads of

throngs of people who lined the streets. From their

Goods on display in Wiennan 's Grocery. Charles Wierman

in apron. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville

Counts' Historical Society.

Lela Wierman 's father in front of his grocery store on

Broadway. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville

County Historical Society.

vantage, they could also see the big tents unfold and

rise on the west bank of the river.

But those carefree summer days always yielded to

more serious fall pursuits, and for her part, Anna,

bright and witty, loved to go to school. When she was a

student at Idaho Falls High School she was an

enthusiastic member of the Cliosophic Literary Society,

but most students simply referred to it as Clio. In May
1912, the society's official publication, a literary

magazine also dubbed "The Clio," paid tribute to Anna

Bridges or Bridget as she called herself.

She has steadily worked her way to the top

and has acquired all the knowledge that Idaho

Falls school has had to offer. Dutch has been her

most enjoyable study while in High School. Her

mind being of a legal tendency, she has also

enjoyed the study of Civics. She is considering

taking up a law course by mail during the coming

summer.25

On the other hand, when asked to compose a

200-word essay on an automobile, she submitted

the following:

My uncle bought an automobile. He was riding

in the country when it busted going up a hill. I guess

this is about fifty words. The other two hundred are

what my uncle said when he was walking back to

town, but they are not fitfor publication.
26

Perhaps because she was with them everyday in

familiar places, most of Anna's friends were unaware

that she had lived far differently. For eight years, from

1896 to 1904, her family had lived on two different

Indian reservations where her father had been post

doctor. Anna's mother had never shared her husband's

enthusiasm for life on the reservations. In fact, she did

much to shield Anna and Bess from their influence.

"We worked with the Indians," she was quick to

explain. "We did not live with them."27

As a child, Anna had been reticent to speak of her

experiences, but as an adult, she freely talked with

friends about her life at Fort Hall. Though her stories

still resonated with the curiosity of a child, they were

now flavored with experience and seasoned with a

measure of sarcasm and irony that revealed her insight.

When Anna was about eight years old, there had

been a funeral on the reservation. A young Indian boy

had died. Tribal elders prepared his body for burial,

66



and for a short time, it had been laid out in the back

room of a grocery store. Margaret Bridges warned her

daughter she was not to go near the store or try to view

the body that had been "all painted up."

The funeral liturgy fascinated young Anna, and her

curiosity led her to defy her mother's warning. She

climbed to the roof of a nearby chicken coop, and from

her secret perch, gazed undetected upon the scene in

the back of the store. The Christian prayers for the soul

of the departed offered up by the missionary Miss

Amelia Frost were only vaguely familiar amid the

Indian ceremonies.

For a very young girl who had been protected by her

father and shielded from the outside world by her

intolerant mother, the rituals that she could neither

describe nor understand haunted her. Fearing retribution

for her disobedience, Anna never dared ask questions

about the death of this young boy who was very near

her own age. Yet, in retelling the incident, Anna

observed that during his life he had been one of Miss

Frost's boys, but when he died, he was all Indian.
28

Was it cynicism or questions about pretension?

Whatever the motive, an older Anna Lee Bridges had

earned the right to comment on untimely death.

Each summer the Bridges family spent several

weeks in Yellowstone Park. In July 1915, they were to

take the train and had purchased tickets and packed

their bags. The way Lela Wierman Smith remembered

the story the family was to leave as soon as Dr. Bridges

returned home from his office that day. But when the

departure time drew near and he had not returned,

Anna was sent to fetch him.

The newspaper account has Dr. Bridges' friend and

office associate, E. L. Bradbury, discovering his body,

but Lela Smith says it was Anna who found her father

that day, "lying on a couch and with a revolver clasped

in the right hand." The newspaper attributed the suicide

to "an unaccounted for brief period of insanity or

IHKa£2

Below the railroad bridge about 1909. Top (left to right); Vonda Jackson, Lela Wierman, Haddy Lungreen. Bottom;

Hayle Sweeney, Dela Lungreen, Myrtle Lungreen, Anna Bridges. Photo courtesy of Maryalys Smith Atkinson.
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mental derangement," premeditation being ruled out by

the fact that "the box of cigars and fishing tackle that

he had bought" for the Yellowstone trip was on the

table in the reception room. 29

Another explanation discreetly discussed by close

friends and family was that Dr. Bridges was an addict,

dependant upon the drugs he prescribed to his patients.

Lela Smith believed, as did the Bridges women, that

the doctor could no longer control his addiction and

saw only one way out.

The bullet that ended Thomas Bridges' life altered

forever the lives of his wife and daughters. Margaret,

devastated by the loss of her husband and already

suffering from arthritis, took to bed. In so doing, she

removed herself from an active life and assigned her

care to her daughters. Except for Bess's brief stay in

California, an unsuccessful attempt to break free, Anna

and Bess would never claim a life independent of their

mother or of each other. They remained in their

father's house and continued some semblance of the

only life they had known.

Although Dr. Bridges' considerable property— his

obituary had called him well to do— could only ease

his family's financial worries for a while, Anna knew

early on that she would need a profession that would

enable her to care for her mother and her sister. Her

desire to study the law notwithstanding, it was her

close association with medicine (several school girl

friends had also been doctors' daughters) that probably

People in protective gauze masks cross A Street at Park

Avenue during the flu epidemic, 1918. Photo courtesy of

Museum of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.

led her into nursing. Taking into account other

circumstances surrounding her choice, perhaps it was

also influenced by something more immediate.

In 1918, two worldwide forces competed for the

macabre title of "The Deadliest." Twisted together,

World War I and Spanish Flu claimed millions of lives.

An especially deadly strain of avian flu, this virus

killed nearly 8 million in Spain where the pandemic

acquired its name, and in the U.S. about 675,000 died.

And of the U.S. soldiers who died in Europe fighting

the war half of them had been killed by the enemy and

half by the flu.

Unlike previous epidemics, victims of Spanish Flu

tended to fall between the ages of twenty and forty, and

death came quickly, sometimes within a few hours.

People were helpless against the virus, and children

skipped rope to a chilling new rhyme:

/ had a little bird.

Its name was Enza.

I opened the window,

And in-flu-enza.

To stem the spread of Spanish Flu, public health

departments distributed gauze masks to be worn in

public. Stores could not hold sales, funerals were

limited to fifteen minutes, and in some towns the

railroads did not accept passengers without signed

certificates. In Challis, Idaho, armed guards kept

people from coming into or leaving town.

Competing with the war for resources to fight the

pandemic, there was a lack of available health care

workers and medical supplies. Hospital beds were at a

premium, and morticians, coffin makers, and

gravediggers were busy.
30

In Idaho Falls, the Health Department of both the

county and city issued a call "for nurses to help in the

organization of a force to assist in the present

emergency. Trained and practical nurses and women

who can assist at this time are requested to report in

person or phone to the secretary of the Red Cross at

her office at the Farmers and Merchants Bank."31 The

twenty-two-year-old Anna Bridges and her younger

sister, Bess, responded to the call.

By 1920, the pandemic had largely subsided, but

city residents still wanted assurance that the flu was

being held at bay. The Colonial Theater on A Street

was hosting a live performance with singers and

dancers. To encourage attendance, owners promised
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potential customers that they would be safe.

"Remember, 'Flu' germs do not like this Theatre; the

air is too pure for their existence."
32

In 1919, the year following the flu outbreak, Anna

Bridges and "Miss Ida Boring, a young woman from

Tennessee," constituted the first class of nurses to train

at Dr. Harry D. Spencer's hospital on Walnut and

Maple Streets in Idaho Falls.
33 "Miss Essie Moranda, a

graduate nurse of the Mercy Hospital of Marshalltown,

Iowa," who was experienced in both private and

institutional nursing, supervised the hospital and was

the primary instructor. Four graduate nurses composed

the staff.
34

Anna was expected to dedicate the majority of her

time to her chosen profession. Living in a dormitory on

the third floor of the Spencer Hospital, she worked

twelve-hour shifts, often seven days a week. In

addition to learning the art and science of nursing, she

washed her share of the windows, scrubbed her share

of the floors, and while "resting," made gauze pads

and bandages.

Anna's career came full circle when she taught for a

time at the LDS Hospital Training School at Idaho

Falls. The Auricle, published by the school's senior

class of 1927, lists Miss Anna Lee Bridges, R.N. as

instructor for Hospital Housekeeping. 35

Throughout a career that spanned over forty years,

Anna worked all facets of nursing. Her private duty

contracts were twenty-four-hour-a-day care. One of her

patients for many years was Dr. Harry Spencer's wife,

Anna, who was bedridden with arthritis. Like her own

mother who had been similarly afflicted, Anna Bridges

gave Mrs. Spencer her kindest care.

Rose Judd Silva who met the Bridges sisters soon

after she arrived in Idaho Falls in 1917 remembered

when Anna's care had a decidedly different look. Rose

recalled a story she heard from a former patient of

Anna's: Anna was the "day" nurse at the Spencer

Hospital after it was moved to Boulevard. A particular

patient was being cared for following a severe

accident. He described Anna standing at the end of his

bed, staring down at him, sternly and abruptly, from

her five-foot-nine-inch vantage. Intimidated by the

presence of this imposing nurse, he remarked, "She

forced me to live. I didn't dare die!"36

For a time, Anna worked in a doctor's office located

on Park Avenue. Many of this doctor's patients were

the prostitutes who worked in the downtown brothels,

Anna Lee Bridges. Photo courtesy ofMaryalys Smith

Atkinson.

located on the upper floors of the older rooming houses

and hotels. After her retirement, Anna mentioned this

fact to some of her friends who appeared shocked.

Anna would laugh curtly and reply, "You would be

even more shocked if you knew some of the secrets of

the proper ladies in this town!" But never one to

violate professional ethics, Anna kept her secrets.
37

Growing up under the influence of her mother's

best friend, Lela Wierman Smith's daughter,

Maryalys, decided on a nursing career at an early age.

The shelves of medical books and the smell of

anesthesia that she associated with Anna and Bess had

impressed her. Bess had earned her RN at Holy Cross

Hospital in Salt Lake City where, with Anna's help,

she was able to train. Bess returned to Idaho Falls to

work and continued to reside with Anna and their

mother in the family home where Maryalys would

visit. "Several times," she said," Bess asked me to

help in the hospital nursery."38
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Maryalys recalled with undeniable pride the day she

finally earned her own stiffly starched cap and the right

to wear the white stockings. Many babies born in the

Sacred Heart Hospital on South Boulevard now brag

about the care they received from Maryalys when she

worked in the nursery there.

When money had become tight after Dr. Bridges'

death, Anna and Bess moved with their mother into the

small house that had been built for Miss Frost so they

could rent out the larger family home. Here, Margaret

died in 1933. 39 Anna continued to work, and even after

her retirement from nursing, she maintained vital

statistics, the birth and death registry, for the county.40

On July 27, 1976, sitting in the window of her small

home on Maple Street with some needle work in her

hands, Anna Lee Bridges passed away. She had been

alone since Bess's death in 1942. 41

Anna Lee Bridges learned early that pretensions

were shallow. In the end, she knew it was honesty, a

good heart, and an occasional laugh that would see her

through in good stead. Because the topography of her

own life had been sharp and sometimes brutal, it was

with a special understanding for someone she cared

deeply about that Anna shared a piece of advice, "If

you choose to live a single life, make sure you have

very good friends." This advice was born from her own

experience, for Anna had, and still does have, very

good friends.

Maryalys Smith completed her

training at Holy Cross Hospital in Salt

Lake City. Photo courtesy of Maryalys

Smith Atkinson

Anna Bridges and her oldfriends. Anna holds the dog.

Photo courtesy ofMaryalys Smith Atkinson.
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Enough water to meet people's basic needs had

always been guaranteed by the Snake River; to

make it easily accessible had been the challenge.

The first step beyond dipping what was needed straight

from the source was taken by the Utah and Northern

Railroad. They built a large water tank near their depot

by the riverbank and kept it full using a pipeline fed by

a steam pump "down on the river."
1 For a fee, water

haulers like Thomas Nixon, using small horse-drawn

tanks, made rounds around the town filling wooden

barrels that each household kept.
2

Hoping for greater efficiency, residents formed the

Eagle Rock Water Works Company. W. H. B. Crow,

who is also credited with installing the town's first

bathtub in the pump house by the river, was to be the

new company's secretary. In 1885, "capitalized at

$8,000, the enterprise offered thirty-five shares of

stock at $100 per share," and subscriptions were sold

to eager residents. Eagle Rock historian, Eldora

Shoemaker Keefer, described the new water system

from city records: It included a No. 8 Knowles pump
driven by a Halladay windmill with a Shapley boiler

for reserve. It supplied a daily reserve of 144,000

gallons of water to two 35,000-gallon tanks. Through

one and one-eighth miles of line with twenty taps and

four hydrants, water was delivered to the railroad

workers' houses. Still, on those occasional windless

days when the steam engine was designed to take over,

it was probably safe to predict that experienced Eagle

Rock residents were glad they had kept their water

barrels full.
3 Crow eventually purchased the entire

system and continued to provide water to most of the

city residents.
4

Within three years of its construction, Idaho Falls'

first power plant on the City Canal at 10th Street could

not meet demands. It was replaced by construction of a

new hydroelectric plant on the river that included "a

dam raceway and powerhouse" and represented state-

of-the-art technology. Mayor Barzilla W. Clark noted

that "the city is now furnished light and water from

said plant, the same having cost $150,000." By 1913,

"Idaho Falls had gained an enviable reputation all over

Idaho as the most progressive city in the state, with its

business founded on a surer foundation."5

Of course Idaho Falls continued to protect its

reputation as a "spotless town." However, some of

the cleaning practices of local shop and storekeepers,

while long on intent had proved short on productivity,

and had raised the ire of a few local residents.

The newspaper felt obliged to point out these

questionable practices and take the offenders to task.

"Dry sweeping of stores and sidewalks is an

abominable nuisance to the public and an unsanitary

condition." Since, the article pointed out, dust only

moves from place to place, "Those who continue this

practice show carelessness and indifference and create

a public nuisance."6

It was pride that paralleled the fastidiousness, and

Idaho Falls was settling into a mature ambience that

bustled with business. With their livelihoods safer and

homes more comfortable, the new cosmopolitans now

sought leisure refinements and spared time for

celebrations that brought them into town for holiday

parades, new moving picture shows at the Dime or

Scenic Theaters on Broadway, or any number of

dances and concerts that afforded an opportunity to

enjoy their leisure entertainments.

Never new, music, dances, and entertainments were

always part of the town. What might have changed in

several decades was the their main purpose. Frontier

Eagle Rock, still smelling of new sawed wood and

hard liquor was vulnerable to the region's harsh

winters and relentless space. In March 1882, The

Blackfoot Register reported, "The drifting snow has

prevented ranchmen from coming to town, and the

merchants heave a sigh and look for better times." But

their prescription for breaking the monotony of the

tedious winter, "the social dances which are of weekly

occurrence," proved to be a popular remedy. 7 From the

grand Christmas ball at the ranch of George A. Heath

about twelve miles from Eagle Rock8
to the party in

the new storeroom of J. C. Anderson's store that

"ladies were making preparations for," grand times

were expected and the soirees well attended.
9

Live performances, too, offered an enthusiastic

distraction. More raucous than respectable, a rendition

of "Andy Andy" by a motley collection of "working

men" calling themselves the Eagle Rock Dramatic
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Club made the local papers with their "quite credible

performance." According to a critic, however, a few

suggestions would not have been out of place.

Mr. Smith makes a good rollicking Irishman,

but overrates himself a little both in acting and

singing. Some fine points were made by Mr. Kater,

while the lady was well up. With better stage

management and order in the house, very

pleasant hours could be spent in this manner. 10

Given that Dick Chamberlain, owner of the Brooks

Hotel where "Andy Andy" appears to have been

performed, had placed "a fine organ in his hall and the

place [now] well adapted for such entertainments,"

could, with prices reduced, "fill the hall [and] offer two

performances a week."

But who should have been surprised that Eagle Rock,

a prominent stop on the railway and a destination for

adventurers and home seekers alike, could count

musicians and entertainers among the first residents

who knew the town's bitter winters. As it turned out,

"four organs, five pianos, one cornet band of twelve

pieces, one string band of four pieces; besides violins

and accordions ad libatum" were available. "What town

of but 600 inhabitants [could have made] a better

showing in the musical department." 12

Well after residents of Idaho Falls had converted

their antidote for cabin fever into a staple of social

activity. Anna E. Bosche Spencer arrived to make her

contribution. With musical talent and social skills, she

elevated the city's cultural tastes, and left a nationally

acclaimed organization behind to continue her work.

<£#

Cottonwoods, those perpendicular natives of the

Snake River Valley, had been among the first

residents of Idaho Falls. Planted along some of

the town's first streets, these trees provided a

reasonable amount of shade and were easy to grow.

Though hardwoods have mostly replaced the

cottonwoods, a few still remain. Every spring their

seeds blow up and down the streets filling the gutters

and covering the sidewalks, reminding us that they

were once a presence in the town.

On the corner of Walnut Street and Placer Avenue,

some of these stately cottonwoods survive. Old giants

now, they were once cared for by a lady who had come

to Idaho Falls from the Midwest. Anna E. Spencer,

wife of Idaho Falls physician, Harry Dee Spencer, was

well educated and used to the finer things. In her new

western home, she devoted substantial energy to

recreating a stage where she and her friends could

enjoy a similar sense of refinement.

Harry Spencer originally came to Idaho Falls before

the turn of the last century. Ann Nurtney, 13 neighbor

and friend to the Spencers, said he had dropped out of

medical school because of poor health. His doctors had

recommended he go out west to a healthier

environment. Spencer apparently took this advice, left

his home in Conrad, Iowa, and settled on a farm

Cottonwood trees surround the Spencer 's home on Walnut

and Placer Avenues.

northwest of Idaho Falls where he is said to have

raised mink. When his health took a surprising turn for

the better, "a miracle," according to Nurtney, he

returned to the Midwest, completed his medical

degree, and for a short time afterward practiced

medicine in Rolfe. Iowa where he met his future wife.

Anna E. Bosche. the only daughter of German

immigrants. Joseph and Mary Bosche, was born

September 15, 1875 in Washington. Wisconsin but

relocated with her family to Rolfe. She married Harry
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Spencer in 1900 and they lived for 10 years in Iowa

before moving to Illinois where Dr. Spencer did

post-graduate work at the University of Chicago. 14

An educated woman herself, Anna Spencer, too,

resumed her studies, and between 1908 and 1912,

while her husband was becoming a surgeon, she was

"studying in some of the conservatories around

Chicago" becoming what local historians described

as a "violinist of note." 15 Nurtney added that Anna

might have played for a short time with the

Chicago Symphony.

Sometime in 1912, Harry and Anna came to Idaho

Falls. Even before her husband had opened his

practice, Anna Spencer, from an address at 341 Park

Avenue, advertised her intentions as a music teacher.

But within two years, the doctor was established in

practice in the Salisbury-Earl Building and they were

living on 6th Street near Lee Avenue where Anna

surrounded herself with the things that she loved;

music was her life, and the violin her passion. It is

logical that through her musical endeavors she would

find her niche.
16

Serious music had been important to some of Idaho

Falls' early residents as well. Eldora Shoemaker Keefer

reported that the missionary, Rebecca Mitchell, had an

organ brought out from the East and put into the new

Baptist Church. The church's first organist, Mrs. Sarah

Crow, wife of W. H. B. Crow, was very popular. Young

people liked coming to the church for her songfests.
17

Enthusiasm grew, and by the late 1890's, the Idaho

Register was reporting activities of a formal music

club. Although relatively new, the club was definitely

serious about establishing itself in the community.

The Idaho Falls Music Club is still meeting

weekly and is progressing nicely. The General

Directors would like to see more of the male sex

attend these meetings. We should all feel interested

in this organization, as it is organizations of this

kind which help to improve our town. 18

When Anna Spencer arrived in Idaho Falls, the

Music Club membership was still a group of women,

many home from college, who continued to meet for

discussions, give papers, and present informal

programs for their "musical growth and enjoyment." 19

Limited to musicians, Anna Spencer thrived in the

environment, taking her turn to present programs for

fellow members.

Never relying totally on local talent for

entertainment, the Music Club brought in a few artists

from nearby towns, charging a small admission when

they could. It took several years, but the club

eventually collected $130.00. Then under the direction

of Mabel Coltman Brookfield, president, Ann Jane

Haley, vice-president, and R. Marion Hurst, secretary,

the money helped purchase a new piano. 20

Already boasting the musical talents of several

doctors' wives—Emma Cline, Louise Fuller, Eva

Coulthard and Effie Mellor— the music club would

soon be under the leadership of yet another talented

doctor's wife. Anna Spencer served eight non-

consecutive years as president, between 1916 and

1928, resigning only for a brief period to return to

Chicago for additional musical study. As president, she

expanded the club's membership and included non-

musicians; and under her direction, it was restructured

and became part of a national organization.

Restructuring the music club in 1916 effectively

ended a larger effort started by Idaho Falls clubwomen

a year earlier that was intended to put all the women's

clubs into one group. A practical approach, since the

city's three major clubs likely shared memberships.

The Study Club, organized in 1896 by its first

president, Kate Baker Curley, was one of the first of its

kind in Idaho; The Village Improvement Society was

essentially the same group of women; and the Idaho

Falls Music Club was composed of women attracted to

each other by their musical talents.

Collected into a city wide federation called The

Woman's Club of Idaho Falls, each group became a

department with its own program and slate of officers.

Leaders of The Woman's Club, as they were listed in

club records, constituted an impressive "Mrs. List" of

the city's prominent business and professional men:

For example, Mrs. Charles Meigs Grissom, president;

Mrs. Dr. E. C. Read, vice-president; Mrs. Otis E.

McCutcheon, second vice-president; Mrs. W. C. Coles,

secretary; and Mrs. Harry Bucklin, treasurer.
:i

For its first year's study as a department of The

Woman's Club, a committee of the music section

planned "a general survey of music. Each "program [to

be] devoted to our country to familiarize us with its

music."22 Because Anna Spencer had bigger plans for

her department, the musical survey was put on hold.
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Membership in the National Federation of Music

Clubs that had been organized in Chicago in 1898

could not be awarded to merely a department within

another group. Membership could only be given to an

independent organization, and that meant restructuring

At age seven, Maude Powell began her study of the

violin in Aurora, Illinois near Chicago where she had

grown up. Eventually, she trained with prestigious

American and European masters including William

Lewis in Chicago and Joseph Joachim in Berlin. At

the music club once again. When the twenty six charter eighteen, she made her American debut with the New
members of the new Idaho Falls Music Club joined the York Philharmonic under the direction of Theodore

National Federation of Music Clubs on June 7, 1916, Thomas, "America's foremost conductor/* She would

they were part of a larger, more diverse local group. By eventually perform with "all the great European and

1921, the Idaho Falls Music Club would be listed in

the Musical Blue Book of America. 23

The music club membership had always enjoyed

sharing their talents and did so in formal fashion. The

"Social and Club" section of the local newspaper made

the announcements, but manners more formal and

conscripted controlled the invitations.

Miss Hildur

Rehnquist has

issued cards to a

piano recital to be

given by Miss Jane

Sheppard at the home

of the young lady on

Placer Avenue, for the

evening of Monday,

March 18. Mrs. B. M.

Brookfield will assist.
24

Performances by out-of-

town artist had always been

welcome, but it was Anna

Spencer who extended the

club's reach and brought to

Idaho Falls musicians of

international acclaim. Maude

Powell's 1918 concert at the

Methodist Church was such

an event.

Maude Powell was born in

Illinois in 1867 into a family

already well known for its social

and geographical adventures. Her

mother was an accomplished

pianist and gifted amateur

composer. Her uncle, civil war hero

John Wesley Powell, explored the Grand Canyon,

organized scientific studies of the west and its native

peoples, and founded the National Geographic Society.

American conductors and orchestras of her day, [know]

nearly every contemporary European and American

composer personally and their music, and [receive]

international acclaim as one of the greatest artists of

her time as she toured from St. Petersburg in Russia to

South Africa and to Hawaii."

But it was her personal challenge "to

awaken her fellow Americans to the joy

and spiritual riches of classical music"

that brought her to Idaho Falls. "She

gave women's music clubs the support

they needed to bring artists of her

caliber to their communities. Powell

was well aware that "even in New
York her audiences were made up

largely of women, and most cultural

efforts were spearheaded by

women" working to raise culture to

respectable levels in their

communities.25

Maude Powell was scheduled

to play at the Methodist Church

on Friday evening, March 15,

1918. Since the guarantee for

her recital was expensive, the

women in the music club sold

tickets at $1.00 each, and

weeks ahead of the event,

Powell's picture appeared in

local newspapers. 26

The concert was an

astounding success. The

front page of The Idaho

The cover of the August 1909 Supplement to the Victor

Talking Machine Catalogue: Maude Powell with a list of

fourteen of her recordings. The Maud Powell Society for

Music and Education, Arlington, VA.
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Falls Times reported, "Twelve hundred people were out the paper was compelled to recognize the name of each

to hear this great woman violinist who has played

before select audiences in every large city in the

world." The reporter continued:

The firstfew selections on her program

consisted of classical numbers and then she

showed her real American common sense by

playing a few real American tunes, tunes which a

country American audience could understand and

appreciate. She played "My Old Kentucky

Home, " "Old Black Joe, " and as she played

them, tears stood in the eyes of many, and really it

was hard workfor several of us to breathe." 7

A large reception was held for Powell at the Ridge

Avenue home of. G. G. and Matilda Wright following

her performance. If the Modern Piano Company's

stock of Maud Powell's Victor recordings had not sold

out before the concert, it was safe to say that few were

available afterward.28

Grateful to the Idaho Falls Music Club for

bringing such an event to

the city,

and every member. And so began yet another lengthy

"Mrs. List" as the surname of every member of the

club was listed beginning with Mrs. Dr. Spencer, Mrs.

Hollister, Miss Hurst, Mrs. Haley, Mrs. Grissom, Mrs.

Coulthard, Mrs. Earl, Mrs. Fair, and all the way down

the alphabet to Mrs. Wright and Mrs. Yeaman.

Music club historians said Anna Spencer's eight years

as president were years of "growth and inspiration."

Open meetings were held in different church auditoriums

with the public filling the church. Sometimes members

offered their homes, and "many meetings were preceded

by Forum luncheons at the hotel." Musicale Teas enticed

new members. But above all, Mrs. Spencer, ever

generous with her talents, gave an annual violin recital,

either in her home or a public auditorium.
29

With the changes in the music club's membership

requirements, Anna's classical offerings were

attended by a melange.

There were those

who simply

enjoyed music,

those who were

trained to

appreciation it, and

those, according to

the gossip, who

attended her recitals

because of her social

position in the

community. As a

result, critics described

her performances as

everything from

masterful to middling.

For each of her

recitals, Anna printed

programs. Her portrait

with violin graced the

front cover and prominent

community figures wrote

accolades for the inside.

Before each performance.

Anna E. Spencer printed programs for her annual recitals.

Accolades for Anna Spencer were part of the musical

program that included one piece written by the artist.

Program courtesy ofAnn Nurtney.
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Anna read through the program that she had prepared

for the evening, often ruffling feathers when she read a

title and then announced. "Composed by me."'
1"

To judge her performances today would be

impossible; therefore, acknowledge that her talent was

intact, but the musical tastes within her audiences

varied. The truth be told, classical music was still a

hard sell in this part of the country in the early decades

of the 20th Century. 31

Undeterred, Anna Spencer continued to chip away at

the resistance and under her leadership, the club

promoted the musical futures of many Idaho Falls

youths. In 1921, club members were "happy to learn

that [their] young protege, Samuel Hungerford, was

doing well with the Edison Company in Chicago."32

From 6th Street. Anna and Harry Spencer moved

into a new home on Placer Avenue. Harry had

purchased the house in 1917 from Dr. S. S. Fuller.

Spencer used the house for several years as a hospital

and even offered a nursing school, until he was able to

open the Spencer Hospital on South Boulevard. He

closed the nursing school in 1934, but maintained his

hospital on South Boulevard until 1941 when it was

sold to the Franciscan Sisters of Perpetual Adoration

who then established their Sacred Heart Hospital. 33

The converted hospital on Placer Avenue became the

showcase for Anna's interests that also included

architecture and horticulture. Elegance was indeed the

key descriptor and she combined her sense of style

with practical uses.

Outside, a wrought iron fence, specially forged in

Salt Lake City from her own design, surrounded the

yard at the front of the house facing Placer Avenue.

The former hospital of Dr. C. C. Fulmer and Dr. H. D.

Spencer became an elegant residence for Anna E. Spencer.

Through the main floor window framed with its lace

curtains, passing neighbors viewed as a vignette the

interior of Anna's home. The fireplace was the latest

model purported to have burned lump coal without

smoke. A recessed nook in the mantel held a clock.

The fireplace warmed a formal dining room whose

table could be decorated with a twelve place setting of

matched pewter and the chairs were covered in

needlepoint, artfully stitched by the hostess. Over the

table hung a crystal chandelier that Anna could remove

between dinners.

From her living room stage, Anna played her violin.

The ornate music stand holding her favorite concertos

was carefully placed in front of a grand piano. The

portrait of her music teacher hanging in the front hall

looked approvingly upon the scene.

Though she afforded many of the townspeople a

glimpse through her window, Anna Spencer generously

entertained prominent Idaho Falls citizens inside her

beautiful house. When the winter's first snow fell

softly over the city, Anna staged her brilliant holiday

parties. Clinking glasses, spontaneous laughter, and

friendly talk mixed with the traditional carols and

music played by local musicians. Tempting edibles and

drink were plentiful and served amid the red and green

ambience of the season's lights and evergreen smells.

Occasionally, Anna offered her guests a very special

treat— a vast array of homemade liqueurs. All through

the winter months, the bottles stood fermenting in the

upstairs room that had formerly held the hospital

supplies. Guarded like crown jewels, the precious,

multicolored bottles contained essences of lemons,

chokecherries, peaches, and apricots. Before serving

them to her guests, Anna would sample each, and if

any were found wanting, she made an adjustment with

a touch of medical alcohol. 34

Springtime gave to residents near Placer Avenue and

Walnut Street absolute proof that Anna had created one

of the most attractive lawns in the city. Integral to its

subtle beauty were native plants and shrubs. Anna and

her neighbor had taken a wagon into the foothills east

of the city to forage for varieties they could bring

home and plant. As a compliment and contrast to the

hardy natives, she cultivated tiger lilies, lilies of the

valley, poppies, and sweet peas.

In the spring, Anna gave a garden tea in celebration

of the season and her famous lilacs, shrubs that she

was influential in getting planted "in the alleys and
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gardens throughout the community."35 Her lilacs grew

in a splendid spectrum of colors and sizes: huge double

whites; pinks; deep dark purples; as well as delicate,

lacy varieties. When blossoms were at their height,

invitations to her Lilac Teas would be extended.

Initially, a boy hired specifically for the purpose

delivered the hand written invitations. One spring,

however, he proved unreliable; after receiving his fee,

the messenger stashed the invitations under a sidewalk

and went on his way. This blatant act caused

considerable panic on the part of both the chagrined

hostess and those mortified ladies who feared that they

had been overlooked for the annual event.

To eliminate the danger of another potential social

disaster, Anna started delivering the messages

herself— over the telephone. With words that were

soon well known in the city's social circle, Anna would

announce, "It's lilac time," and for the women on the

other end of the phone line, this would be an

opportunity to spend a well publicized afternoon in

Anna's yard. Amid the beauty and fragrance of the lilac

blooms, these women in their white gloves and

flowered hats sipped tea and nibbled cake.

From the house, a flagstone walk surrounded by

honeysuckle, snowberries, and irises led to Dr.

Spencer's garage. In one end, a small barn complete

with hayloft and Dutch door had sheltered his horse.

Later, this barn that had so easily accommodated his

buggy would struggle to enclose the Cadillac that had

to be parked at an angle in order to close the door.

Worth all their effort, Dr. Spencer's vehicles were put

to use with many nighttime calls, most often to attend

the delivery of one of the county's babies.

When Dr. Spencer started his practice in Idaho Falls,

his main responsibility at childbirth was the baby; a

midwife generally attended the mother. A sheet was

decorously draped between mother and doctor, and the

midwife relayed to the doctor information about the

patient's condition. Years later, when changing

practices allowed him to be on the same side of the

drape as the mother, he remarked how much easier it

was to deliver a baby when he could see what he was

doing. He laughingly told his neighbor, "I must have

delivered over 300 babies before I knew where they

came from!"36

When Anna Spencer grew older, arthritis crippled

her hands, and it became increasingly difficult to play

her violin. To compensate, she reduced the fingering

complexity of her musical pieces. Anna Bridges, a

former nursing student at the Spencer Hospital who

had nursed her throughout her illness, suggested that a

room off the Spencer dining room might be altered

slightly and made into a bedroom. Anna Spencer

quickly rejected this proposal, for to maintain a

bedroom on the main floor was just not civilized.

Anna was eventually forced to take a room at the

Sacred Heart Hospital, and even though partially

bedridden, she was not idle. Visiting friends would

see her writing, or notice pages of music she kept near

her. "A symphony," she responded when questioned,

"I am writing a symphony." This was, unfortunately,

a symphony no one ever heard, for after Anna

Spencer died on August 28, 1958, the work could

not be found. 37

In Idaho Falls, a frail, courageous woman
remembered her friend Anna Spencer. Afflicted with

the same crippling disease, she recalled a time, fifty

years earlier during the Depression when money in

the pocket was hard to come by, that Anna had

employed her as a housekeeper so she could repay a

medical bill owed to Dr. Spencer. Safe at last from the

hard times, the lady recalled the elegance, intelligence,

and humanity of Anna Spencer. "She was just a

wonderful person."38

Dr. Harry Spencer died less than a month after his

wife. In the hospital recovering from injuries received

in a car accident, his death on September 17, 1958

was unexpected. 39

Anna's music is gone. The Lilac Teas belong to

earlier decades. Those elegant, audacious years of the

Idaho Fall Music Club, so concisely documented by

club historians are shelved in the Museum of Idaho's

Bonneville County Historical Society. Like the canals

that first spread the river water onto the land and the

power lines that first carried electricity into the city's

homes, Anna Spencer's passion for music infused a

refined culture into a growing, modern city. But unlike

the tall cottonwoods around the old house that have

reached the end of their hundred-year life span, the

work of Anna E. Bosche Spencer endures in the music

club and the staid old house left behind.
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A natural stream that knew its way down slopes

and across the valley through low ground to

the river was the backbone of the irrigator's

network. In the foothills east of the Snake River, such a

stream was Willow Creek. Collecting snowmelt from

mountain drainages, it wandered into the valley where

early homesteaders, farmers, and ranchers learned

quickly to hitch their canals and ditches to its natural

flow and put it to work delivering the liquid cargo to

the hay, wheat, potatoes, and sugar beets that were

putting southeastern Idaho on the national map.

Splitting from Willow Creek's westerly course at a

point north of Iona, Crow Creek flowed southwest— its

stream, too, being occasionally diverted or straightened

into irrigation canals and ditches. Passing through

Lincoln just east of Sand Creek, another natural

stream, Crow Creek finally entered Idaho Falls

northeast of what would become Holmes Avenue.

Although it still followed the same bends and arcs

through sand, sagebrush, and rock where the wind had

always had its way, Crow Creek was now enveloped in

a platted addition to the city of Idaho Falls and would

soon compete with city streets for space. 1

Strung tightly to the city, new neighborhoods were

extensions of main thoroughfares: Capital, Park and

Shoup Avenues to the north and Broadway to the east

ended in grids of streets that had been platted with lots

of a standard size.

Early plats show Crow Creek crossing Holmes

Avenue near 8th Street, meandering northwest across

Higbee and paralleling 7th Street a short distance

before continuing southwest across Emerson and

midway through 8th and 9th. On 10th Street, just

before it would intersect with Lee, the creek bends

toward the City Canal, 2 where by 1900, the city's first

electric power plant was in operation. Although

production of electricity for urban and residential use

was still new, Mayor Joseph A. Clark who had

campaigned strongly for the power plant was

beginning to realize his vision of Idaho Falls owning

and operating its own municipal utility.
3

On a fairly steep grade below the power plant, Crow

Creek picked up the water from the City Canal. For the

quick and relatively shallow creek, the extra load was

significant, and the combined streams slowed and

spread wide in the low ground below— nearly 100 feet

between Cottage Place and Alice Avenue— where
several small islands, probably marshes, had formed

in the stream. Neighborhood residents called it

Crow Slough.4

Bankers, doctors, storeowners, and shopkeepers who
were giving up city apartments comprised a large

portion of the neighborhood's residents, among them

was Harry Clay Lyon, a "dry goods and clothing

merchant."5 Lyon had lived above his business in the

Lyons building on the south east corner of Broadway

and Shoup Avenue, but following several years as a

successful merchant that were coupled with some

opportune investments in local farming projects and

real estate, he was able to move his family to the new

Crow's Addition.

Confirming a nickname bestowed by acquaintances,

Harry C. "High Cost of Living" Lyon contracted Dan

Sweeney to build his new home. 6 Sweeney, a native

Irishman, had arrived in Idaho Falls in 1902. Within a

short time, he was making his reputation as a builder.

Following the fire in 1904 that had destroyed most of

Leaning on his croquet mallet, Harry C. Lyon stands

beneath an electric light that hangs from the porch of

his new home on 11th Street. Photo courtesy of Stephanie

R. Rose, current owner of the house.
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the city block between Park and Capital Avenues,7

Sweeney had reconstructed the Consolidated Wagon

and Machinery Buildings on West Broadway for

G. G. Wright.

Sweeney would eventually be responsible for some

of the most distinctive structures in the city. In addition

to Lyon's house, he built Frank and Minnie Hitt's

house on Ridge Avenue and later the "Idaho Falls

Public Library building, the O. E. Bell Junior High

School, the Second LDS Ward Church, the Trinity

Methodist Church and its addition."
8

When finished, Lyon's house was impressive by

most standards. Finished with gray brick and accented

by a heavy columned porch that wrapped around the

front, the two-story, two gabled structure with large

windows facing the street was a testament to the hard

work and endeavors of the man who might also have

furnished its many rooms with the best furniture and

household goods available from Dinwoodey's, John

Henry and Son's, or Turner and Shane's stores

downtown. Into the house, Lyon moved his young

wife, twin sons, and a daughter.
9 As his children grew,

he purchased lots across the alley to the south and

eventually built for each one of them a house of

their own.

Crow's Addition continued to expand, and by 1913,

residents were boasting of Kate Curley Park, new

hardwood trees and board sidewalks along the streets,

as well as electric power coming to their homes. These

desirable suburban amenities were beacons to

newcomers like the family of Marion Campbell Orr

and Elizabeth Jane Orr.
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Broadway looking west. From left, the Lyons building with a business at street level and the apartment above that Lyon 's

family vacated to move to 11th Street. The three-story B. W. & M. Building housed Wierman's Grocer}' and apartments

for merchants and their families. Near the end of the block is the arched entrance to the Scenic Theater. Photo courtesy

of Stephanie R. Rose.
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On a hot June day in 1909, a train arrived at the

depot on Eastern Avenue near the end of 13th

Street. Standing on the platform was James M.

Orr. A native of Vandalia, Missouri who had moved

west, by some accounts only a month earlier, looking for

opportunity.
10 A farmer and grocery man by trade,

11 he

accepted a position at the Wright Grocery Store on the

corner of Broadway and Capital Avenue. Then, with the

help of Howard Roberts, a friend who had worked as a

carpenter in Vandalia before coming to Idaho Falls,
12 he

started a house in the 100 block of 1 1th Street in the

new Crow's Addition. It was not yet finished, but it was

close enough for his family to move in.

When Ella Orr and her daughters, seventeen-year-old

Marion Campbell, named for her grandfathers, and

nine-year-old Elizabeth Jane, for her grandmothers,

stepped from the train onto the platform, they would

not have expected a taxi or buggy to be waiting to

carry them home. Instead, they gathered up their

James M. Orr built this house for his family in 1909. It is

in the Ilth Street Historic District.

luggage and walked the few blocks on dirt streets,

crossing the City Canal at the footbridge, then down

the wooden sidewalk past the lots where H. C. Lyon's

tall house would soon be built, and on to their own. All

with Elizabeth still cradling a setting of eggs she had

guarded on the train from Missouri.

Still living in the same house in her eightieth

decade, Elizabeth Orr explained that her father's north

side front door was a practical adaptation to their new

environment. The dust brought by prevailing

southwesterly winds would seep into the kitchen built

at the rear, instead of the living room at the front. From
the back, the dust could be easily swept away— albeit

continually, as the wind in southeastern Idaho has been

described.

For their new friends who visited more often now,

Ella made sure the house was presentable. Elizabeth

remembered her mother's special consideration in the

form of fresh baked cookies or bread that was always

available for those intrepid souls who ventured from

the other side of town across the City Canal to come

calling.

Unlike the house that the Orrs left behind in

Missouri, this new one claimed city water, city power,

and board sidewalks though it stood just a half block

east of Lee Avenue where all city amenities ended.

Beyond Lee, a few farms stood amid the acres of

sagebrush. However, from the modest front porch of

their new home, those undeveloped acres offered the

family an uncluttered glimpse of the Tetons and the

mountains over the foothills to the east.

Ella Orr fell in love with her new home. While her

entire family had joined the Presbyterian Church, it

was she who adopted its causes. Serving four terms as

president of the Presbyterian Women's Society, Ella

dedicated a great deal of her time serving its needs.

She was especially proud of a fundraising project that

purchased an organ for the church. When Ella passed

away in 1949, she was eulogized as a valuable and

much-loved member of the congregation. 13

Ella particularly enjoyed the summer months when

she gladly worked in her back yard that now had been

divided between a garden and a chicken coop

populated with the descendents of Elizabeth's original

traveling eggs. And as she continued to recover from

the effects of the humid Missouri climate that had been

so hard on her health, Ella looked forward to the cold

seasons as well.
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Too young for skating on Crow Creek or polishing the sled

hill, H. C. Lyon pulls his twin sons and daughter, Edna, on

their sleds in front of their 11th Street house. Afew homes

stood on the north side of 11th Street. Photo courtesy of

Stephanie R. Rose.

The youngest Orr also loved the Idaho winters. With

a child's smile that reemerged from the past, Elizabeth

remembered skating along Crow Creek. 14 Blades

strapped to the bottom of boots or shoes may have

been a luxury if real, but only a matter of imagination

if not, as kids took turns at the ribbon of ice. Running

hard, gaining speed, then stopping, knees bent slightly

for balance, they let their vocal and physical

momentum propel them across the glassy surface.

Shouting challenges and dares to each other, the

afternoon would have faded long before the cold of the

approaching night penetrated their gloves and

dampened their enthusiasm.

Although Elizabeth looked forward each year to

skating on the creek, it was the big hill between 9th

and 10th Streets that was truly the favorite winter spot.

With homemade sleds of every sort, children from all

over Crow's Addition gathered together, and through

the days not in school or afternoons absent of chores,

they polished the sides of that hill to an icy glare.

Unfortunately for the sleighing enthusiasts, the hill had

to be leveled to make way for the Holy Rosary School.

Different from those who might have been tempted

to hold school responsible for disrupting their ideal

existence, James and Ella's daughters actually looked

forward to attending school. Marion and Elizabeth both

attended Idaho Falls High School when it was on

Ridge Avenue near Elm Street. Like all city residents,

the girls walked everyday, for only those who lived

over a mile and a half from the school could expect a

ride on the bus or on the sled in the winter. A
curriculum adopted in 1908 offered three courses of

study for students: Classical, Scientific, or

Commercial. All included the traditional offering of

mathematics, languages, and science, but in the amount

and strength demanded by each category.
15

Without question, the Orr sisters were college bound

and probably chose the Classical or Scientific course

work. Whichever direction their studies might have

taken them, however, most students in the high school

eventually took their turn at Manual Training, a

practical industrial arts class. Students handled tools,

did a little woodworking and, in general, learned to

repair and make small household items. After seventy

years, Elizabeth still rested her feet on the four-legged

footstool she fashioned from wood in her Manual

Training class.

As to the teachers, Elizabeth remembered Miss

Cody. Employing a young logic that dictated a

connection among people with the same name,

especially if one happened to be famous, she explained

that she and her classmates liked to believe that Miss

Cody was the granddaughter of the famous Indian

scout, Buffalo Bill Cody. But she was not so generous

with another teacher, a Latin teacher she described as a

rather short and plump lady who had previously taught

*,***•?*

Idaho Falls High School (the "old" central school) stood

on the corner of Ridge Avenue at Elm Street. Rock wall

remains around property that now contains the

refurbished office building that once was O.E. Bell Junior

High School. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho:

Bonneville Countx Historical Society.
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only in parochial schools. "She wasn't used to our type

of student," she said and offered no further

explanation. Yet, the semblance of a grin suggested

that there might have been some mischief afoot.

Extra-curricular options available for Marion and

Elizabeth included the drama club, music in a band or

choir, or athletics. Debate club appeared to have been

High School students took Manual Training. The Clio,

1912. Courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville County

Historical Society.

strictly for the boys although the sisters certainly

would have been good candidates. With only a year to

complete for graduation, Marion did not invest time in

the extra activities, but seven years younger, Elizabeth

did, and basketball appealed to her.

During the school year, teams from each class faced

one another. Without an indoor court, play was limited

to the fall and spring. According to The Spud, the high

school annual, the girls' teams played well and the

games thrilled the spectators. In 1915, following the

interclass games, "a picked team" was selected from

among the classes to go up against Blackfoot, one of

Idaho Falls High School's foremost rivals. Making up

this select group were "Esther Dawson and Eileen

Ellsworth as forwards; Muriel Bucklin and Itha

Newman as guards, Karen Jacobsen and Vera Brown as

centers, and Elizabeth Orr as substitute." But

enthusiasm and desire were not enough. The "Idaho

Falls team was bested and came home defeated: Score,

4 to 19." 16

Marion Orr, having graduated in 1912 and tagged

by her classmates as "just the quiet kind, whose

virtues never vary," 17 seemed destined to prove them

correct. Scholarship in hand she left Idaho Falls,

studied for two years at a college in Deer Lodge,

Elizabeth Orr, top right, with the "picked team" for 1915. The Spud, 1916. Courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville

County Historical Society.
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Montana that was associated with the Presbyterian

Church, and then in 1915. while her sister was

absorbed with basketball, completed a degree in

library science at Washington University in St. Louis,

Missouri. She immediately returned to Idaho Falls and

accepted a two-year apprenticeship at the Idaho Falls

Library. By the time Elizabeth graduated in 1917— the

first year in the "new" high school building— Marion

was head librarian.
18

Like her older sister. Elizabeth would also attend

college in Missouri, earning a Bachelor of Science

degree from Missouri Valley College in Marshall,

Missouri in 1921. Within a year, she, too, was back in

Idaho Falls where she was strongly urged by her

parents to seek employment. In fact, her mother sent

her daughter to talk to Mrs. Hitt at the Anderson

Elizabeth On was in the new Idaho Falls High School 's

first graduating class. Photo courtesy of Museum of Idaho:

Bonneville County Historical Society.

The 1916 Junior Class at Idaho Falls High School. Elizabeth Orr, front row center. The Spud, 1916. Courtesy of

Museum of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.
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Brothers Bank. Elizabeth was promptly hired and

noted, "There were about eight employees in all.

Secretaries earned $135 a month; the clerks earned

about $60 a month. Minnie Hitt seems to have put a lot

of women to work."

But despite a title, Elizabeth recalled that positions

were not strictly specialized. Women hired to work in

the bank did a little of everything from keeping books

to janitor work. "We worked long, hard hours with no

overtime pay. We stayed until our job was done."

In the earlier days of small town banking, most

customers would bring their transactions into a teller

to be reconciled. With few adding machines available,

most accounting, and a good part of the bank's

bookkeeping, had to be done by hand. Too time

consuming to be practical as the bank grew larger,

this practice was eventually phased out and replaced

with monthly statements to customers. However, a

few "older" customers refused to believe the piece of

paper they received in the mail accurately reflected

their accounts. One man in particular regularly came

in to the bank after he received his statement, carrying

his checkbook and cancelled checks just as before. He

would demand to see one of the clerks so she could

examine his credits and debits before his eyes. "He

just loved to be contrary," commented Elizabeth dryly

who had the task of reconciling his accounts each

month with the admonition from Mrs. Hitt to "just go

along with him."

In the 1920's when the Orr sisters went to work,

women did not obtain high positions and certainly

were not receiving equivalent pay with male

counterparts. Furthermore, Elizabeth seemed to derive

little joy from her work at the bank. "I was forced into

working," she said, "I was afraid if I lost that job, I

wouldn't get another one." And there was the gossip,

the whispers of her co-workers and neighbors who

were never truly reluctant to mention that Elizabeth

arrived at work, clean faced and plain, then slipped

into the ladies' room to apply touches of color to her

cheeks and lips. Some said it was to avoid her father's

disapproval that she wiped it all away before leaving

the bank at the end of the day. Others speculated that it

was in deference to her boss, Mrs. Hitt, who was

notorious for her use of make up and perfume and

often invited vendors to come to the bank.

For many reasons women who did not follow social

and cultural expectations were conspicuous, and

despite their own intentions seemed to invite

speculation as to their motives. Soon women who

chose to have careers that allowed them to be

independent, or perhaps responsible for family and

aging parents, would have a crusader in Elizabeth Orr.

At the beginning of Marion Orr's tenure as head

librarian, November 15, 1917, various libraries had

already been part of Idaho Falls and Eagle Rock

earlier. In a presentation to the Library Association

Meeting in Boise, April 22-23, 1919, as much a part of

library history as the information it contained, a

committee that had included Marion Orr set down the

timeline for Idaho Falls' library movement. 19

The committee's work showed that early efforts

offered popular respite but did little more than validate

the community's desire to establish a permanent

library. All were destined to "fail after a time on

account of insufficient funds."

Rebecca Mitchell, state president of the W.C.T.U.

and Mrs. J. Ed Smith, local president took the first

steps toward a library in Eagle Rock about 1883. They

collected donated books and "subscribed to a number

of magazines and newspapers." The W.C.T.U was able

to keep their library on Eagle Rock Street open for six

to eight years.

Beginning about 1894 and lasting only a "short

time," a collection of books was available at Alma

Marker's bookstore for people to come in and check

out. But when money could not be raised to replace

worn volumes or to add new ones, the ersatz library

faded away.

Around 1903, an unidentified "club of young

women, feeling the need of a library, rented a small

room on Shoup Avenue." They gathered together a

collection of books and periodicals and kept their space

open "several evenings a week throughout one winter,

while one of the club members acted as Librarian."

Originally intended for young people, the club

welcomed anyone who wanted to use the room.

And of course, there was the New Sweden library

that started around 1893. Part of the Swedish settler's

literary society, it was sustained by donations of both

books and money and lasted for several years, being

contained in the "entertainment hall" that was built in

the early years of the settlement.

The efforts that finally resulted in a permanent

library for the city started in 1905 "when some of the

public spirited women began to formulate plans for a
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Library and to correspond with the Carnegie

Corporation with the result that they were promised

$10,000 for a building." When the city failed to "take

action on this offer." women's clubs began work in

1907 "to start a library as soon as possible."

Mrs. Edwin (Julia Ethel) Holden of The Round

Table Club organized a Longfellow program. Taken

literally, a program based on the work of Henry

Wadsworth Longfellow, very popular American writer

whose work would have been chosen to inspire the

members of the club, was "the means of procuring

nearly $90 for the Library funds." Then Mrs. Dymae

Jones gave a New Year's Book Reception, invited the

general public, and received nearly 300 books along

with donations of money. Led by Mrs. A. L. Campbell,

the V.I.S., forever on the front line, agreed to find and

furnish a suitable room for a library while the Round

Table continued to raise money and collect books.

The Baptists' willingly gave up a room in the

basement of their church, and with lumber donated by

local lumberyards, students from the high school

manual arts classes, fashioned shelves and mission-

type furniture. With donations of a few more tables and

chairs, the library opened on March 9 1908, slightly

over a year after the women took over the project. The

next monthly report fully disclosed their

accomplishments: "595 volumes on the shelves; 18

member's cards issued at $1.00 each; library was being

kept open to the public on Monday, Thursday, and

Saturday evenings and Saturday afternoon." Initially,

some club members took charge, but soon Mrs. George

Miles was "engaged to act as Librarian for a small

compensation."20

City government finally supported the library with a

one-mill levy. The first board appointed by Mayor

Dwight. G. Piatt met and elected officers: G. G.

Wright, president; Mrs. J. I. Hubbell, vice-president;

Mrs. G. R. Hitt, secretary; other members were

Mrs. A. L. Campbell, and Dr. T. S. Willson. "They

adopted the Dewey System of classification and

arranged to have the Library catalogued."

Correspondence with Carnegie was taken up once

again with another promise of $10,000, but

unexplained delays followed, and by 1913, $15,000

had been agreed on. Meanwhile, bursting at their

temporary seams, the library had to be moved in March

1912 to "larger quarters in the Salisbury-Earl Building.

J
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Marion C. On; Librarian, Idaho

Falls Public Library, c. 1950.

Photo courtesy ofMuseum of

Idaho: Bonneville County

Historical Society.

Mrs. George Miles, the first paid librarian, worked in the

basement of the Baptist Church in 1908. Photo courtesy of

Museum of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.

Cataloguist Violet Obry and Librarian Marion M. Orr

stand at the front desk in the new Carnegie Library in

Idaho Falls. Photo courtesy of Idaho Falls Public Library,

Idaho Room, Scrapbook History of the Idaho Falls

Public Library
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Still plagued by delays, the first spade of dirt was

not turned on the new Carnegie building until June

1914. Finally, in November 1915, the basement was

completed enough to open in the evenings and on

weekend afternoons. Book drives continued and the

membership grew. A series of trained librarians were

heading the efforts, beginning with Elizabeth Lowry in

January 1916 and Marion Orr in 1917. 21 Miss Orr

would augment her already considerable education and

training with additional courses at the New York Public

Library in 1924 and begin a career that spanned over

thirty-five years.
22

Innovative programs involving the area's high

schools were started. Former students recall Miss Mae
Neuber bringing her history classes to Miss Orr for

practical experience in library research skills. A
popular boys' debating club started by Elizabeth Lowry

was continued by Marion Orr to give training in public

speaking. Known as the Abracadabra Club, the

membership eventually included girls, but the size then

precluded library meetings and it was moved to the

high school assembly room.

Miss Orr published lists of new books in the

newspapers and her personal contacts with library

patrons, book drives with the Boy Scouts, and

memberships in literary societies and professional

women's clubs made her popular with city residents.

Her sister described one practical outcome of the

popularity. "She could," Elizabeth said with no small

amount of pride, "get anything she wanted out of the

city council."

Marion Orr was arguably the best-known librarian in

the state during her career. She was capable, efficient,

and according to her associates, had a flair for detail.

Letters and papers from various people, clubs, and

organizations that often had been solicited by Miss Orr

are still a valuable repository for local historians.

Between the services provided by the new Idaho Falls

Public Library on Broadway and the Museum of

Idaho's Bonneville Country Historical Society that is

housed in the original Carnegie Library, much of Miss

Orr's work is still available.

Although the Orr sisters had careers that took their

daytime hours in nearly opposite directions, they

came together in their concern for working women
in general, and to the causes of the Business and

Professional Women's Club they devoted much of

their time for several decades.

During the 1920's and 30's, many Idaho Falls

women were employed. Local banks that were being

incorporated into larger national chains required clerks

and tellers. Department stores needed sales women;

schools needed teachers; insurance companies needed

secretaries; the telephone company hired operators;

doctor's offices and hospitals counted on the skills of

nurses who were mostly women as did people who

needed help during long-term illnesses.

That workingwomen faced a gamut of acceptance

and perception in Idaho Falls was verified by a

survey completed by the B.P.W.C. and reported in

the newspaper.

Married Women: Ifyou are on the faculty of

the local school system, you needn 't try to renew

your contract in the fall. However, ifyour job is in

a local department store you can count on taking

home that weekly pay check just as usual— that is,

if hubby doesn 't object.
23

Hiring single women raised no eyebrows, and

employers seemed "overwhelmingly in favor of

employing married women," but when rehiring a

woman after childbirth was the issue, the same

employers had doubts. Apparently, they did not feel

comfortable challenging the social wisdom of the time

that dictated, "A woman needed to say home until the

child was in school."24

Working women in Idaho Falls had to address social

custom, even though it was already being rendered

anachronistic by new technology and greater financial

The telephone company in Idaho Falls employed women as

operators. Photo courtesy of Museum of Idaho: Bonneville

County Historical Society.
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demands on households. Cognizant of their

circumstances, women in the loeal B.P.W. Club

reflected the views of state and national organizations

when they engaged themselves and their community to

"further their program of educating better business

women for a better business world."

Celebrating "National Business Women's Week," the

Times Register in March 1929 printed a statistical

perspective of the task:

52,000 members

1000 federated clubs

will demonstrate to the

8,500,000 businesswomen of the United States

what organizations have accomplished for members. 25

To begin, the local club adopted an educational

slogan— At least a high school education for every

business woman— then through a fund, helped one

high school girl a year continue her studies.

B.P.W.C scrapbooks archived by the Museum of

Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society, various

newspaper articles, and special editions of the Times

Register have documented the Idaho Falls club's work

since its inception in 1924 when the Orr sisters became

involved, often offering their home on 11th Street for

meetings. The club filled the programs printed for their

meetings with words to patriotic and popular songs and

the occasional hymn. Perhaps to open and close

meetings or just for the simple joy of singing, the

songs rallied enthusiasm in the group, and that group

was all about enthusiasm.

In support of their scholarship programs and to

educate people to their cause, the B.P.W.C. became a

social and cultural force within the community when

they sponsored special events and plays. One

"splendid attraction" presented during Marion Orr's

first term as club president (1928-29; she would serve

again in 1930-31) was Expressing Willie— a humorous

study of American life— presented by the Moroni

Olsen Players at the Colonial Theater on December 7,

1928. It was very well attended and newspapers

praised "the penetrating satire," as the "best comedy

that America produces."26

By the time Elizabeth was elected president,

1942-43, the club had grown and was involved in the

city's financial and economic dialogues. Activities

and meetings during Business Women's Week were

held at the Bonneville or the Rogers Hotels with

guests speakers like Russell Freeman who informed

members of "the purpose of the committee of

economic development;" Worth Wright, chairman of

committee on finance of the veteran service who
discussed problems effecting "the serviceman and

his family."27

No "Mrs. Lists" here (apparently the reticence to

hire married women was still in force). The women
who were influential in the activities of Business

Women's Week were: Miss Elizabeth Orr, president,

Miss Minnie Marker, vice president. Miss Louise

Keefer, recording secretary. Miss Grace Moffitt,

corresponding secretary and Miss Carolyn Teague,

treasurer.
28

Still aggressively addressing contemporary issues

faced by working women— married and unmarried—

the idea of a "club" has long since been abandoned by

the Business and Professional Women of Idaho. Yet the

time devoted to the cause by the Orr sisters proved its

worth in building the organization, even though it now

might seem historically quaint.

Marion died suddenly in 1954 at the age of sixty-

two, surviving her father by only a year. After forty-

two years and four months at the bank, Elizabeth

retired from her job, but stayed in the family home.

Then, on July 5, 1993 at the age of ninety-three, she,

too, passed on. 29

There were changes over the years: the back yard

chicken coop lost its tenants: a trimmed lawn

swallowed the garden spot: and the once gentle shade

trees grew into towers. And somewhere during that

stretch, the First Presbyterian congregation expanded

beyond the memory of the organ purchased through the

efforts of one of its first members, and fewer city

residents recall the library with Marion Orr at the

front desk.

Crow Creek is now underground, contained and

covered with concrete as still and straight as the streets

it has been forced to follow. Yet surreptitiously, it rises,

floods once again some low laying lawn or park and,

eerily sinks back into the ground. The remains of

wooden footbridges intrigue the city engineers who

seek an explanation for the creek's behavior in the

culverts under the streets.
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Though carefully hidden, the creek refuses to

disappear and now rises to the surface in house

histories, stories, photographs, and even a few

memories. After nearly a hundred years, the Crow's

& Original Townsite Historic Neighborhood

Association endeavors to preserve the community that

flourished along the old streambed. Created in 2005

when "two fledgling neighborhood organizations, the

10th to 17th Street Neighbors and the Neighborhood

Watch group north of Kate Curley Park," came

together through the work of Kathy Stanger, Stephanie

Rose, Lisa Smith, Taylina Alldredge, and Deborah

Harrison. 30 The group proved once again that

combined streams need room to spread in the Crow's

Addition of the City of Idaho Falls.

<6#

Elizabeth Jane Orr in the yard of herfamily home on 11th

Street, 1985.
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By
mid-20th Century, Idaho Falls had come of

age, a beautiful, modern city by anyone's

standards. In the seven brief decades since Matt

Taylor bridged the lava rock walls of Black Rock

Canyon and the fickle Utah and Northern Railroad had

changed its mind about staying, Idaho Falls had been

put on world maps. But for all its cosmopolitan airs, it

was still "a safe, friendly place."
1

People gathered in public places to talk. Young

Elaine Stavros remembered the long lines of patrons at

the post office windows in the new Federal Building

on Park and C Street. It was a good use of waiting time

to pass the time of day and talk business. In fact, that is

where many local merchants started their day. "One of

the city's few pay phones was located there," Elaine

explained. It, too, trailed a line.
2

Residents generally walked where they needed to

go, and neighborhood grocery stores, sometimes set up

in garages or additions to a house, were convenient for

that purpose: Criddle's Grocery at 4th and Lee, Corner

Grocery at Birch and Boulevard, Eastberg's Grocery at

7th and Lee served lunch for high school students

inside, and near Highland Park, Molly's Grocery were

just a few.

(Looking north on Park Avenue) Crowds line the street for

a parade in downtown Idaho Falls, "still a safe, friendly

place." Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville

County Historical Society.

But if the distances too long or the time too short, a

bus, maybe a taxi was the answer. As a young man, Carl

Poulter, who later became a city fireman, drove a taxi

and delivered a lot of groceries in the process. He took

the job when a trip to the doctor's office, the airport, or

downtown to shop could still be counted in quarters.

Carl married Elaine whose parents, Harry and Edna

Stavros, owned the Uneeda Grocery on Park Avenue.

The business was formerly called John's Night

Grocery. It was a true "mom and pop" operation.

"Mom opened the grocery store each morning at 7:00

a.m. and Dad closed it each night at midnight, seven

days a week. Five children filled in during after-school

hours and weekends." V-J Day 1945, Mr. Stavros

closed the business for the first time and the family

took a vacation trip to Yellowstone Park.

Stavros sold the Uneeda Grocery in 1960, the

longest running neighborhood market in town, but he

missed going to work. So with his son, Andy, he

started another store, the Midget Market on Elm Street

that later relocated to G Street.
3

Carl and Elaine Poulter enjoyed downtown and often

stopped in one of its eating establishments. Carl had to

wear a tie in Johnnie Monson's Manhattan Cafe, but

felt that Monson appreciated his customers who did

because he made an effort to greet each one. The date,

walnut, and vanilla cream pies that Mary Lauthian

made when she worked at the Duchess Lunch Counter

Elaine said, "Were to die for."

The new Rogers Hotel Building, constructed in 1937

by B. M. "Brunt" Rogers, an Idaho Falls millionaire,

offered fine dining in rooms where waitresses in black

dresses with white collars and tiny white caps on their

heads served the food.
4

Rose Judd Silva was there, too. Having arrived in

1917 when she was a child. One of her first memories

of downtown was an open-air dance floor with live

bands that she says was near A. M. Smith's. Too young

to go inside, she watched dancers between the fence

boards that surrounded the wooden floor. Much later.

Rose declared that the best place to be in Idaho Falls

was downtown on Saturday. All the stores stayed open

until 9:00 at night and there was plenty to do. Friends

met and visited at Schramm Johnson's Dnm Store and
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maybe decided on a movie at the Rex, the Gaiety, or

the Paramount.3

Mazell Jones Kenney agreed, "If you had something

new to wear, Saturday was the day to show it off."

Mazell also credited "quite an education" that she

received at the phone company when she worked there

w ith Alice Monson. "When the Madams would call

each other," she explained, "we listened in."
6

So that she, too, could work in Idaho Falls, friends

provided recommendations and made the arrangements

for Lela Pfost Hart, who lived in Rigby, to board with

"Mrs. Laird, a Mormon lady who had a beautiful home

in Idaho Falls." Lela also loved downtown. "I wish it

was like that now." She recalled the "beautiful stores.

Gesus'. LeVine's, and the Frock and Bonnet in the

Rogers Hotel Building."7

And all the people, young and old and in the middle,

who enjoyed those Saturdays in town might have had

the pleasure of encountering one of the city's "first"

citizens, Ethel Robinson Fanning. This particular

mayor's wife had been forever out, about, and among

the people of her town.

Dressed up and ready to shop, women wait in front ofC. C. Anderson's on the southwest corner ofShoup Avenue and

B Street. Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville Count}- Historical Society.
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Idaho Falls was saddened on September 8, 1961,

when it learned that the widow of Mayor Edward

W. Fanning had died. During her 71 years, she had

been a farmer's daughter, a businessman's wife, and

though she was only married to the title, a politician.

Yet most of all, it was her extensive list of service to

the community from several youth organizations to

fund drives for the Community Chest, Red Cross,

polio, and cancer, along with her hours of dedication to

Catholic Women's causes for which she received the

"Apostolic Blessing" from Pope Pius XII, that had

earned her the town's respect and honor. 8

Ethel Mary Robinson was born August 11, 1890 in

Schaller, Iowa. When she was 12 years old, her

family came to Idaho and homesteaded near Canyon

Creek east of Rexburg. Her parents, Sidney H. and

Clara Jones Robinson were hardworking, independent

people. Besides dry-farming wheat and raising a few

cattle on their new place, her father hired out if

money became scarce and earned his reputation as a

skilled carpenter and contractor. In later years, Sid

would be "superintendent of building construction for

the state highway department" and be responsible for

much of the work along the state's North and

South Highway.9

Sid Robinson, "who never did anything by halves,"

was a self-confident man with a reputation for holding

only himself responsible for his actions. A good

illustration preceded his appointment as Postmaster at

Canyon Creek. During his vetting process, the postal

inspector asked some local residents to provide

information concerning Sid's character, and perhaps

shed light on any shady personal practices he may
have, namely: "How much whiskey does he drink;

what kind of language does he use; and what kind of

society does he keep?" Angry at first, Sid finally

decided no one knew more about Sid Robinson that

he did, and so he responded to the questions himself.

"I drink all the good whiskey I can get, and it's

mighty hard to get in a dry country, and as to the

quantity I could drink, I have never been able to

determine." As to language, he responded, "I speak

the English language— very plain— so plain that there

is no misunderstanding my position on any matters."

Finally, "I keep the company of my family and

myself, and I am sure I know who I am associated

with." With those words, the postal inspector's survey

was complete. 10

More than capable of handling himself in situations

where he was in control, Sid Robinson, on one

particular occasion, was at a distinct disadvantage for

just being in the wrong place at the wrong time.

According to newspaper accounts, Mr. Robinson, who
by now had served a term as mayor of Ashton, and

Harry Cannon, an Ashton druggist, were coming out of

a movie theater when the town Marshall approached

them. "Without any preliminary quarrel, the Marshall

shot both men." As matters came to light, it was

apparent that a grudge had existed between Harry

Cannon and the Marshall. Sid Robinson just "seems to

have been an innocent victim." Both Robinson and

Cannon were shot in the stomach. Their wounds, at

various times during the first reports, were described as

either "fatal" or "mortal." Fortunately, Sid recovered

fully from the damage he incurred during this

"misunderstanding." 11

While Sid Robinson was somewhat relaxed in his

temperament towards a vice or two, Clara, on the other

hand, was strict. Described by her granddaughter, Clara

Fanning Eames, 12
as a woman of strong morals and

religious principles, she had as a child, taken an oath

never to let alcohol pass her lips. To everyone's

knowledge, she died never having known the taste of

liquor. Her disciplined behavior also extended to never

cooking on Sunday, and she always prepared double

meals on Saturday night.

Despite their superficial differences, Sid and

Clara Robinson had more than a workable marriage.

Together, they became active members of their

community, earned a respectable living as farmers,

and provided a secure home for their children to

grow in.

With their daughter already in school when they left

Iowa for Idaho, arranging for Mary Ethel to continue

her education was important. But in order to attend any

advanced grades, she would have to leave home and

board in Idaho Falls— a common rural family

predicament— and help was solicited from the town

folk. An appeal from Superintendent Benjamin R.

Crandall was published in The Idaho Falls Times.
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People who have rooms to rent to teachers or

students or who wish to secure boarders would

confer a favor by notifying the Superintendent.

A number of students have askedfor good places

where they can work for board and room in full or

in part. Others wish rooms for light housekeeping.

Any one able to assist students in these ways will

please send in their names. 13

The lngall 's house in Crow 's Addition where young Ethel

Robinson may have boarded to go to school. Her father,

Sid Robinson, eventually built a home on 10th Street within

the same block as the Ingalls. ' Photo courtesy of Van M.

Ashton, Idaho Falls Power Company.

But once given the opportunity, Ethel enjoyed

school. She worked hard at her studies and was popular

with the other students. In 1909, The Clio, a

publication of the Idaho Falls High School, listed Ethel

as the Secretary and Treasurer of her Junior Class.
14 By

her senior year, the gregarious Ethel Robinson who

now loved to play on the girl's basketball team was

dating shy Edward Fanning, Jr.

Edward Fanning's family had arrived in Eagle Rock

in 1887. Coming from Ireland, Edward Fanning, Sr.

had followed the railroad west to Idaho Territory, and

according to Eldora Shoemaker Keefer, was one of the

first yardmasters in Eagle Rock. 15 Strong Catholics, the

Fannings, along with the Tautphuses and the Scotts

were among the local Catholic families who opened

their homes for mass when a priest would visit. These

families would become the core of the Holy Rosary

Parish when the first church was built.
16

When the elder Fanning's wife died during

childbirth, he sent his infant twin daughters to Iowa to

be raised by family. Mr. Fanning quickly remarried.

His second wife was Mrs. Agnus Furey, a proper

widow who continued to wear her long dark dresses

with high white collars even after her marriage.

The Fanning twins eventually returned to Idaho

Falls, but never married. Due to Old World traditions

that were staunchly upheld by their father, they could

not marry before the older sister secured a husband.

The home of Edward Fanning, Sr. and his family. Built in

1903 it is on the Corner of Boulevard and 1 2th Street.

Photo courtesy of Clara Fanning Eames.

Ethel Robinson could be one of the players in the girls

'

basketball game (c. 1909) at Idaho Falls High School.

Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville County

Historical Society.
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Since she did not do so until middle age, the twins

remained in the Fanning home caring for their aging

father and stepmother.

Edward Fanning Sr.'s family resided in a large, two-

story wood frame house on the corner of 12th Street

and Boulevard. While the house was under

construction, Mr. Fanning pitched a tent on the

property for his family. It was summer and not a real

inconvenience, but the threat of spending an Idaho

winter with only canvas to keep out the snow and cold,

motivated a speedy completion. 17

Unlike his stern father, Edward, Jr. was reserved.

He would be a good match for the vivacious Ethel.

On August 8, 1909, shortly after Ethel's graduation

from Idaho Falls High School, she and Edward were

married. About 1914, Ed and Ethel Fanning filed

on a homestead in the Gray's Lake area of southern

Idaho. In order to have money coming in while

they were proving up on their land, Ed took a job.

During most of the time between 1914 and 1919,

he worked at the Cooperative Wagon and Machine

Company in Idaho Falls while Ethel lived and

worked on the homestead.

Ethel had to learn to do the bulk of the farm work.

A common sight on the Gray's Lake homestead during

the last weeks of summer was Ethel, dressed in chaps

and hat, riding a horse over the hills to round up their

grazing cattle. Her work did not stop even when the

young wife was several months pregnant. Later, she

carried a small child on her hip while she walked the

field rows, and in a few years, a small towhead tagged

alongside as his mother hoed her garden.

Ethel loved this land. Here she had given birth to her

first children, and here she had been content. She

remained loyal to these feelings and held her ties to the

homestead even when she no longer lived there. Like

others of her generation, she always considered herself,

in part at least, a farmer.

By 1920, the Fannings returned to Idaho Falls and a

home on West 1 6th Street. When changing technology

and a farming depression closed the wagon company,

Ed worked at a car dealership before establishing

Fanning Wholesale, a successful Idaho Falls business

for many years. In 1941, when his good friend Chase

A. Clark resigned as Mayor of Idaho Falls to run for

governor of the state, Ed Fanning filled the vacated

office. Ed would be re-elected and serve as Mayor of

Idaho Falls until 1949.

Ethel was now the mother of eight children. Even

though the demands of her home and family were

great, she knew she had to keep her outside interests

alive "to keep her sanity." Had she been born thirty

years earlier or even thirty years later, Ethel might

have chosen to seek a political office of her own. But

in the 1930's and 40 's, her activities centered on

church and community volunteer work.

Twice, she served as President of the Idaho Falls

Catholic Women's League, from 1926 to 1927 and

from 1948 to 1949. In this position, she chaired the

annual Parish Festival, a dinner and bazaar held every

Ethel Fanning and her son Bob, a future Idaho Falls

attorney, work in the garden on the homestead. Photo

courtesy of Clara Fanning Fames.

Fanning kids lined up in front of the homestead cabin.

Photo courtesy of Clara Fanning Eames.
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year at the Labor Temple. After cooking countless

chicken dinners and arranging hundreds of homemade

articles, Ethel was asked how the mother of eight could

find the time and energy to be so dynamic. Ethel

assured the questioner that her energy came from the

excitement and stimulation of involvement.

From 1946 to 1947, she was President of the Idaho

Council of Catholic Women. For her dedication and

work with the organization, Ethel Fanning received a

Blessing from Pope Pius XII in 1947.

Ethel, like so many women who donated their time

and effort, made a significant contribution. As

volunteers, these women established school lunch

programs, worked for local hospitals, and supported

cultural, religious, and social activities. Their often-

unsung efforts have been an integral part of the

community's value base from its beginning.

Though heavily involved in community affairs,

Ethel maintained her interest in politics. She

enthusiastically supported Ed while he was Mayor.

During his term in office, city residents who

telephoned the Fanning home were just as grateful to

talk with Ethel as to her husband. "I guess," she said,

"they thought I knew as much as the Mayor."

Understanding the importance of public image, Ethel

Fanning insisted on displaying proper and sedate

behavior, even wearing a hat and white gloves when

shopping downtown on Saturday. But, according to her

daughter, Clara Fanning Eames, she could be distracted

and was game for new adventures.

Edward Fanning Sr. 's landmark Clark and Fanning Store

was on the northeast corner of Broadway and Park

Avenue. Photo courtesy of Barbara Frew Koster.

Ed Fanning worked at the C. W. & M. Company in Idaho Falls while Ethel worked the homestead near Gray's Lake.

Photo courtesy ofMuseum of Idaho: Bonneville County Historical Society.
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During the 1930s, barnstormers ventured into Idaho

Falls. These daring and arrogant young aviators in their

leather jackets and silk scarves charged local citizens

only a dollar for a spectacular view of their city. The

proper Mrs. Fanning no doubt turned a few heads when

she donned a pair of goggles and climbed into the seat

of the open cockpit plane for her turn at the circuit, but

it mattered little to her because she could not resist

the adventure.

After her ride, Ethel rushed home. "Ed," she

shouted, "It's wonderful. You have got to go and take

the kids." Even the toddler dressed only in a swimsuit

was put aboard the plane for the aerial tour.

After the children were raised and Ed Fanning had

completed his term in office, he and Ethel took time to

enjoy their lives with each other. Though they traveled,

they never missed the exploits of the local baseball

team and were familiar figures every summer in their

box seats at Highland Park. Most enjoyable, however,

were their evenings at home when Ed would read, and

Ethel would embroider. At their feet lay Jinx, a spaniel

named after Jinx Faulkenberg, a Hollywood actress

who had visited Idaho Falls in the 1940's selling war

bonds. "My parents were," commented their daughter,

"always very much in love."

Ethel remained in their home after Ed's death in

1956 continuing her activities in community and

political affairs. She particularly enjoyed visits from

young Senator Frank Church, a personal friend who
was the son-in-law of long-time friends Mr. and Mrs.

Chase Clark.

During her life, this homestead farmer, wife, mother,

and politician's helpmate had chaired countless

committees, organized numerous dinners and bazaars,

and shaken thousands of hands during political

campaigns. Her son concluded: "Mother would want to

die sitting at a banquet table."

(Left to right) Ethel Mary Robinson Fanning with Mayor

Edward William Fanning, Mrs. Jean Burnett Clark, and

Governor Chase Addison Clark. Photo courtesy of Clara

Fanning Fames.

Thankfully, Ethel Fanning 's place in Idaho Falls

history is more complex than her public service,

though she solidly marked her place by performing it

well. Spanning the political accomplishments between

Adelia B. Scott, the first Idaho woman to be elected

magistrate and Linda M. Milam, the first woman to be

elected mayor of Idaho Falls, Ethel Fanning held the

middle and truly protected a place for women in

public office.

In 2006, Ida Hardcastle was elected to her fourth

term on the Idaho Falls City Council, Karen Cornwell

to her first. Linda M. Milam, the first woman to be the

city's mayor, retired after twelve years in the position,

leaving office with a remarkable record of

accomplishments. Edith. M. Stanger had been

Bonneville County's first woman Commissioner, but

most important, more women's names appear on the

roster of public officials.
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or the people who took a chance, eastern

Idaho proved to be the opportunity they

were seeking. Pioneers diverted the river

water, changed the desert to farms, and turned the

along the way, but the faceted community that

developed and continues to develop was and continues

to be the result of the efforts of all its citizens.

For those women whose contributions went

frontier town of Eagle Rock into the modern city of unrecognized for many years, or who self-consciously

Idaho Falls. Many fortunes were made and some lost stood in the background, this praise is also for you.
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Second Stories Revisited praises the women who

settled in the Snake River country and helped

shape the modern city of Idaho Falls. Among

these women were:

• Barbara Faber Niederkorn who came west with her

husband and daughter and learned the art of farming

by working an abandoned homestead. Then with a

convert's faith in the virtues of irrigated agriculture

and Idaho farming, she joined forces with local

promoters to bring new farmers to the Osgood.

New Sweden, and York areas.

1 The audacious and talented banker. Minnie

Gibson Hitt, who with a knack for numbers and

a genius for appraising people used her

influence at the Anderson Brothers Bank to

help farmers and merchants alike as she

accumulated substantial personal wealth.

• Adelia Duggan Scott, the first woman to be

elected magistrate in Idaho and only the

second in the United States, who struggled to

bring order and responsibility to a raucous

railroad town where law was practiced as

"a matter of convenience."

• Social activists, Rebecca Mitchell and Kate

Baker Curley, who organized the Village

Improvement Society and cleaned up city streets,

planted hardwood trees, and established a permanent

public library.

Anna Spencer, a talented violinist and ardent cultural

promoter, who brought classical tastes to Idaho Falls.

Marion and Elizabeth Orr who joined together in the

common cause of quality employment and recognition

for working women.

And, during the pursuit of the intangible qualities that

define neighborliness and a strong sense of community,

these women maintained farms, operated businesses,

supported families, organized and ran effective social

action committees, and were active in state and local

politics.

Impressive and sometimes humble, the homes of these

important women remain to remind us of their time and

the contributions they made to what are now secure

neighborhoods, popular cultural activities, and essential

social institutions.
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